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PREFACE

This fourth edition has the same objective as the three prior editions,
namely, to provide a text and reference book that summarizes in easily
understandable terms those principles and techniques which are the
basic tools of the electronic and radio engineer. In keeping with current
trends, increased emphasis is placed on the general techniques of elec-
tronics, without regard to the extent of their use in radio systems. This
change is reflected in the new title, ‘Electronic and Radio Engineering,”
which is more descriptive of the subject matter actually covered in the
present volume than is the previoustitle, “Radio Engineering.”

The keynote continues to be thorough coverage combined with a pres-
entation that allows the reader to study a particular topic without having
to read the entire book. The level of presentation, particularly the
mathematical level, remains unchanged. Thus the present volume is
designed to serve as a text and reference for the sameclientele that found
the previous editions so useful.

To keep pace with a rapidly advancing technology, new material has
been added in practically every chapter. More than half theillustrations
are new,andall have been redrawn to conform to new graphic standards.
A new chapter dealing with microwave tubes makes available for the first
time an explanation in simple language of the basic mechanism of oper-
ation of traveling-wave tubes and backward-wave oscillators (carcino-
trons). In the treatment of wideband video and tuned amplifiers,
primary emphasis is placed on the rise time, overshoot, and sag, since
these characteristics are more indicative of the performance underactual
conditions than is the older approach in terms of amplitude and phase
behavior as a function of frequency. The material on nonlinear wave-
forms and pulse techniques has been greatly expanded to provide more
complete coverage of this important aspect of electronics. The chapter
on television has been thoroughly revised, and a compact and simple
explanation is given of the system of color television now standard in the
United States. Increased attention is also Placed on propagation
phenomenainvolving the troposphere,

Of particular importance is the chapter on Transistors and Related
Semiconductor Devices, one of the longest in the book. Here is pre-
sented a simple, straightforward explanation of the basic phenomena
oceurring inside the transistor, and of how these phenomena lead to the
terminal characteristics. This treatment is such that it can be under-

stood by undergraduate students;at the sametime,it is sufficiently com-
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vi PREFACE

plete and fundamental to provide a firm foundation for further study of
this new and very important subject.

Special attention has been given to the needs of the teacher. Because
of the growth of electronics, it is no longer possible to cover every impor-
tant topic adequately in a one-year course. ‘Electronic and Radio
Engineering’’ provides the instructor with an opportunity to select those
topics which he himself wishes to emphasize, and at the same time pro-
vides the student with a reference book of comprehensive coverage and
continuing value. It will be observed that the book breaks down into
three distinct parts, namely, a group of chapters dealing with circuits.
(components, resonant circuits, transmission lines, waveguides, and '
cavity resonators); a group of chapters concerned with the fundamentals
of electronic engineering (vacuum tubes, transistors, amplifiers, oscil-
lators, modulators, detectors, nonlinear waveforms, etc.), which are the
heart of the book; and a concluding group of chapters concerned with
radio systems and radio engineering (antennas, propagation, transmitters,
receivers, television, radar, and radio aids to navigation). Thus an
instructor can, if he desires, concentrate on the material concerned with
fundamental electronics and regard the remaining subject matter as
available to the student, should he need to extend his knowledge at a
future date. "Alternatively, the instructor can choose to cover a series
of selected topics, for example, waveguides, wideband systems, pulse
circuits, television, ete. Another possibility is to concentrate on the
material concerned primarily with radio systems. Many other combi-
nations, are, of course, possible.

An important feature for the teacher is the more than 1250 Problems
and Exercises. Many of these involve numerical calculations, but more
than half of them are thought questions that will require the student to
give further consideration to topics covered in the text. Such Exercises
can be used to extend andsolidify the student’s knowledge; they are also
suggestive of questions suitable for use on examinations, The numberof
Problems and Exercises is so large that the same problem need not be
assigned to a class more often than once every two or three years.

The collaborators listed, on the title page have made important con-
tributions to the preparation of this volume. Dr. Helliwell worked on the
sections dealing with ionospheric propagation, and Dr. Pettit is in large
measure responsible for the general character of the chapter dealing with
transistors and semiconductors. The treatment of traveling-wave tubes
and backward-wave oscillators is due to Dr. Watkins. William Rambo

prepared the background material used in revising the presentation on
radar. In addition, acknowledgment is made to Dr. B. H. Wadia,
Bruno Ludovici, and Arthur Vassilaides, graduate students at Stanford,
for assistance in preparing illustrations.

Freprerick Emmons TERMAN
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CHAPTER 1

THE ELEMENTS OF A SYSTEM

OF RADIO COMMUNICATION

1-1. Radio Waves. Electrical energy that has escaped into free space
exists in the form of electromagnetic waves. These waves, which are
commonlycalled radio waves, travel with the velocity of light and consist
of magnetic and electric fields that are at right angles to each other and
also at right angles to the direction of travel. If these electric and
magnetic fluxes could actually be seen, the wave would have the appear-
ance indicated in Fig. 1-1. One-halfof the electrical energy contained

@

|

  
 

 eee 
{0} FRONT VIEW (bd) SIDE VIEW oe

THROUGH PLANE o@

Fic, 1-1. Front and side views of a vertically polarized wave. Thesolid lines repre-
sent electric flux; the dotted lines and the circles indicate magnetic flux.

in the waveexists in the form of electrostatic energy, while the remaining
half is in the form of magnetic energy.

The essential properties of a radio wave are the frequency, intensity,
direction of travel, and plane of polarization. The radio waves produced
by an alternating current will vary in intensity with the frequency of the
current and will therefore be alternately positive and negative as shown
in Fig. 1-1b. The distance occupied by one complete cycle of such an
alternating waveis equal to the velocity of the wave divided py the num-
ber of cycles that are sent out each second andis called the wavelength.
The relation between wavelength d in meters and frequency f in cycles
per second is therefore

d (1-1)_, 300,000,000
f

The quantity 300,000,000 is the velocity of light in meters per second.
The frequency is ordinarily expressed in kilocycles, abbreviated ke, or in
megacycles, abbreviated Mc. A low-frequency wave is seen from Eq.
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2 SYSTEM OF RADIO COMMUNICATION (Cuap. 1

(1-1) to have s long wavelength, while a high frequency corresponds to a
short wavelength. .

The strength of a radio waveis measured in terms of the voltage stress
produced in space by the electric field of the wave, and it is usually
expressed in microvolts stress per meter. Since the actual stress pro-
duced at any point by an alternating wave varies sinusoidally from instant
to instant, it is customary to consider the intensity of such a wave to be
the effective value of the stress, which is 0.707 times the maximum stress
in the atmosphere during the cycle. The strength of the wave measured
in terms of microvolts per meterof stress in space is also exactly the same
voltage that the magnetic flux of the wave induces in a conductor 1 m
long when sweeping across this conductor with the velocity oflight.

The minimum field strength required to give satisfactory reception of a
wave depends upon a numberof factors, such as frequency, type of signal
involved, and amountof interference present. Under some conditions
radio waves having signal strengths as low as 0.1 pv per m are usable.
Occasionally signal strengths exceeding 1000 wv per m are required to
ensure entirely satisfactory reception at all times. In most cases the
weakest useful signal strength lies somewhere between these extremes.

A plane parallel to the mutually perpendicularlines of the electric and
electromagnetic flux is called the wavefront. The wave always travels
in a direction at right angles to the wavefront, but whetherit goes forward
or backward depends upon the relative direction of the lines of magnetic
and electric flux. If the direction of cither the magnetic or electric flux
is reversed, the direction pf travel is reversed; but reversing both sets
of flux has no effect.

The direction of the electric lines of flux is called the direction of

polarization of the wave. If the electric flux lines are vertical, as shown
in Fig. !-1, the waveis vertically polarized; when the electric flux lines
are horizontal and the electromagnetic flux lines are vertical, the wave
is horizontally polarized.

Propagation of Radio Waves of Different Frequencies. As radio waves
travel away from their point of origin, they become attenuated or weak-
ened. This is due in part to the fact that the waves spread out.

In addition, however, energy may be absorbed from the waves by the,
ground or by the ionized regions in the upper atmosphere termed the
ionosphere, and the waves mayalso hereflected or refracted by the iono-
sphere, or by conditions within the lower atmosphere, or by the ground.
Theresulting situationis quite complex and differs greatly for radio waves
of different frequencies, as shown in Table 1-1, which summarizes the
behaviorof different classes of radio waves.

1-2. Radiation of Electrical Energy. Every electrical circuit carry-
ing alternating current radiates a certain amountof electrical energy in
the form of electromagnetic waves, but the amount of energy thus radi-
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Sec. 1-2] RADIATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY 3

ated is extremely small unless all the dimensions of the circuit approach
the order of magnitude of a wavelength. Thus, a powerline carrying
60-cycle current with a 20-ft spacing between conductors will radiate
practically no energy because a wavelength at 60 cycles is more than
3000 miles, and 20 ft is negligible in comparison. On the other hand, a
coil 20 ft in diameter and carrying a 2000-ke current will radiate a con-
siderable amount of energy because 20 ft is comparable with the 150-m

 

    

TABLE 1-1
CLASSIFICATION OF RADIO WAVES

Frequency Wavelength . : .
Class range range Propagation charscteriatice Typical uses

Very low fre- 10-30 ke 30 ,000—10, 000) Low attenuation at all times|Long-distance point-
quency (VLF) m of day and of year; charac-| to-point communica-

teristics very reliable tion
Low frequency 30-300 ke 10,000 1000|Propagation at night similar} Long-distance point-

(LF) m . te VLF but slightly leas|to-point servive, ma-
reliahle; daytime ahbsorp-|rine, navigational
tion greater than VLF aids

Medium fre- 300-3000 ke {1000-100 m|Attenuation low at night|Broadcasting, marine
quency (MF) and high in daytime coinmunication,

navigation, harbor’
telephone, ete.

High frequency 3-30 Me 100-!0 m Transmission over consider-|Moderate and long-
(HF) able distance depends distance communics-

solely on the ionosphere,|tion of all types
and so varies greatly with
time of day, season, and
frequency

Very high fre- 30-300 Mc Wim Substantially straight-line{|Short-distance com-
quency (VHF) propagation analoxdus to} munication, televi-

that of hght waves; un- sion, frequency mod-
affected by ionosphere ulation, radar, sir-

plane navigation
Ultra-high fre- 300-3000 Me|100-10 cm Same Short-distance com-

quency (UHF)* munication, radar,
relay systems, televi-
sion, ete.

Buper-high fre- 3000-30,000|10 1 em Same Radar, radio relay,
quency (SHF)*|Mc navigation
 

* Frequencies higher than about 2000 Mcare frequently referred to as microwave frequencies.

wavelength of this radio wave. From these considerationsit is apparent
that the size of radiatur required is inversely proportional to the fre-
quency. High-frequency waves can therefore be produced by a small
radiator, while low-frequency waves require a large antenna system for
effective radiation.

Every radiator has directional characteristics as a result of which it
sends out stronger waves in certain directions than in-others, Directional
characteristics of antennas are used to concentrate the radiation toward
the point to whichit is desired to transmit, or to favor reception of energy
arriving from a particular direction.
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4 SYSTEM OF RADIO COMMUNICATION [Curap. 1
and Control of Radio-frequency Power. The radio-

d by a radio transmitter is practically alwaysi i Vacuum tubes canine acuum-tube oscillator or amplifier.
otamower into a-c energy for all frequencies from the very lowest
upto30 000 Me, or even higher. Under most conditions the efficiency
with which this transformation takes place is in the neighborhood of 50

1-3. Generation and
frequency power require

percentor higher. At frequencies up to well over 1000 Mc,the amountof

_fo1
foi TELEGRAPH CODE SIGNAL (f} SOUND VIBRATION

 
{@) RADIO WAVE AFTER MODULATION BY (@) RADIO WAVE AFTER MOQULATION BY

TELERAPH CODE SIGNAL SOUND VIBRATION

ENOUGH EE
TET ET

{e)} Ww)
MOOULATED WAVES AFTER RECTIFICATION,SHOWING AVERAGE VALUES

AVERAGE
+” VALUES —~. 

Fra. 1-2. Diagram showing how a signal may be transmitted by modulating the
amplitude of a radio wave, and how the original signal may be recovered from the
modulated wave by rectification. For the sake of clarity the radio frequency is shown
as being much lower than would usually be the case.

powerthat can be generated continuously by vacuum tubesis of the order
of kilowatts. ‘

Modulation. If a radio wave is to convey a message, some feature of
the wave must be varied in accordance with the information to be trans-
mitted. One way to do this, termed amplitude modulation, consists in
varying the amplitude of the radiated wave. In radio telegraphy, this
involves turning the radio transmitter on andoff in accordance with the
dots and dashes of the telegraph code, as illustrated in Fig. 1-20. In
radio-telephone transmission by amplitude modulation the radio-fre-
quency waveis varied in accordance with the pressure of the sound wave
being transmitted, as shown in Fig. 1-2e. Similarly in picture trans-
mission, the amplitude of the wave radiated at any one time is made
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Sec. 1-4} RECEPTION OF RADIO SIGNALS . 5

proportional to the light intensity of the part of the picture that is being
transmitted at that instant.

Intelligence may be transmitted by other means than by varying the
amplitude. For example, one may maintain the amplitude constantand
vary the frequency that is radiated in accordance with the intelligence,
thus obtaining frequency modulation. This results in a wave such as
shown in Fig. 1-3b, which is to be
compared with the corresponding
amplitude-modulated wave of Fig.
1-3a. Frequency modulation is
widely used in very high-frequency
communication systems.

1-4. Reception of Radio Signals.
In the reception of radio signals it
is first necessary to abstract energy
from the radio wave passing the
receiving point. Any antenna
capable of radiating electrical
energy is also able to absorb en-

 
ergy from a passing radio wave.
This occurs because the electro-

magnetic flux of the wave, in cutting
across the antenna conductor, in-
duces in the antenna a voltage that
varies with time in exactly the same

(8) SAME INFORMATION TRANSMITTED BY
FREQUENCY - MODULATED WAVE

Fic. 1-3. Character of waves produced by
amplitude modulation and by frequency
modulation, where the modulation is
sinusoidal in both cases. For the sake
of clarity the radio frequency is shown
much lower than would usually be the

way as does the current flowing in case.
the antenna radiating the wave. This induced voltage, in association
with the current that it produces, represents energy that is absorbed from
the passing wave.

Since every wave passing the receiving antenna induces its own voltage
in the antenna conductor, it is necessary that the receiving equipment be
capable of separating the desired signal from the unwanted signals that
are also inducing voltages in the antenna. This separation is made on
the basis of the difference in frequency between transmitting stations and
is carried out by the use of resonant circuits which can be made to dis-
criminate very strongly in favor of a particular frequency. The ability to
discriminate between radio waves of different frequencies is called
selectivity and the process of adjusting circuits to resonance with the fre-
quency of a desired signal is spoken of as tuning.

Althoughintelligible radio signals have been received from radio trans-
mitters thousands of miles distant, using only the energy abstracted from
the radio wave by the receiving antenna, much moresatisfactory recep-
tion can be obtained if the received energy is amplified. This amplifica-
tion may be applied to the radio-frequency cursnts before detection, in
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6 SYSTEM OF RADIO COMMUNICATION—{Cuar. 1

which case it is called radio-frequency amplification; or it may be applied
2 rectified currents after detection, in which case it is called audio-to the res lification. The use of amplification makes possible the

satatartoryreception of signals from waves that would otherwise be too
sone to give an audible response. The only satisfactory method of
amplifying radio signals that has been discovered is by the use ofvacuum
tubes or transistors. Before vacuum tubes were discovered, radio recep-
tion had available only the energy abstracted from the radio wave by the

reivi ntenna.

Detection. The process by which the message being transmitted ig
reproduced from the modulated radio-frequency current present in the
receiveris called detection, or sometimes demodulation. With amplitude-
modulated waves, detection is accomplished by rectifying the radio-
frequency currents to produce a current that varies in accordance with
the modulation of the received wave. Thus, when the modulated wave
shown ate of Fig. 1-2 is rectified, the resulting current, shown atf, is seen
to have an average value that varies in accordance with the amplitude of
the original signal. In the transmission of code signals by radio, the
rectified current reproduces the dots and dashes of the telegraph code,as
shown at Fig. 1-2c, and could be used to operate a telegraph sounder.
Whenit is desired to receive the telegraph signals directly on a telephone
receiver,it is necessary to break up the dots and dashesat an audible rate
in order to give a note that can be heard, sinve otherwise the telephone
receiver would give forth a succession of unintelligible clicks.

The detection of a frequency-modulated wave involves two steps.
First, the waveis transmitted through a circuit in which the relative
response depends upon the frequency. The wave that then emerges from
the circuit is amplitude-modulated,since as the frequency of the constant-
amplitude input wave changes, the output amplitude will follow the
variation of circuit transmission with frequency. The resulting amplitude-modulated wave is then rectified.

1-5. Nature of a Modulated Wave. A sine wave conveys very little
informationsinceit repeats over and over again. When a wave is modu-
lated, either in amplitude or frequency,it is no longer a simple sine wave,but is instead a mixture of several wavesof slightly different frequencies
Superposed upon each other. The actual nature of a modulated wave
can be deduced by writing down the equation of the wave and making amathematical ahalysis of the result. Thus, in the case of the simple
sine-wave amplitude modulation shownin Fig. 1-3a, the amplitude of theradio-frequency oscillation is given by H = Ey + mE,sin 2eft, in whichHurpresents the average amplitude, f, the frequency at which the ampli-tudeis varied, and m the ratio of amplitude variation from the average tothe average Amplitude, which is called the degree of modulation. The
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Src. 1-5) NATURE OF A MODULATED WAVE 7

equation of the amplitude-modulated wave can be hence written as

e = Eo(1 + main 2xf,t) sin 2nft (1-2)

in which f is the frequency of the radio oscillation. Multiplying out the
right-hand side of Eq. (1-2) gives

e = Eysin 2nft + mEy sin 2af,é sin 2xft

By expanding the last term into functions of the sum and difference
angles by the usual trigonometric formula, the equation of a wave with
simple sine-wave amplitude modulation can be written in the form

e= Ey sin 2nrft + 8 con aef — jot -— me—" cos Qn(f +f.)é (1-3)

Equation (1-3) shows that the wave with sine-wave modulation consists
of three separate waves. The first of these, represented by the term
Eo sin 2xft, is called the carrier. Its amplitude is independent of the
presence or absence of modulation and is equal to the average amplitude
of the wave. The two other components are alike as far as magnitudeis
concerned, but the frequency of one of them is less than that of the
carrier frequency by an amount equal to the modulation frequency, while
the frequency of the other is more than that of the carrier by the same
amount. These two components, called sideband frequencies, carry the
intelligence that is being transmitted by the modulated wave. Thefre-
quency of the sideband components relative to the carrier frequency is
determined by the modulation frequency. The relative amplitude of the
sideband components is determined by the extent of the amplitude varia-
tions that are impressed upon the wave, i.e., by the degree of modulation.

When the modulation is more complex than the simple sine-wave
amplitude variation of Fig. 1-3a, the effect is to introduce additional side-
band components. Thus,if the wave of a radio-telephone transmitter is
amplitude-modulated by a complex sound wave containing pitches of 1000
and 1500 cycles, the modulated wave will contain one pair of 1000-cycle
sideband components and one pair of 1500-cycle sideband components.

The analysis of a frequency-modulated wave is somewhat more com-
plex but leads to an analogousresult. The principal differenceis that the
frequency-modulated wave not only contains the same sideband fre-
quencies as does the corresponding amplitude-modulated wave, but in
addition contains higher-order side bands. Thus, if a wave has its fre-
quencyvaried at a rate of 1000 times per second, the resulting modulated
wave will contain not only a pair of 1000-cycle sideband components,
but in addition a pair of 2000-cycle sideband components,possibly a pair
of 3000-cycle sideband components, etc. The amplitude of these various
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8 SYSTEM OF RADIO COMMUNICATION [(Cuar. 1

sideband pairs will depend upon the extent and uponthe rate of frequency
variation.

Significance of the Sidebands. Thecarrier and sideband frequencies are
not a mathematical fiction, but have a real existence, ag is evidenced by
the fact that the various frequency components of a modulated wave can
be separated from each other by suitable filter circuits. The sideband
frequencies can be considered as being generated as a result of varying
the wave. They are present only when the wave is being varied, and
their magnitude and frequency are determined by the character of the
modulation.

It is apparent that the transmission of intelligence requires the use of a
bandof frequencies rather than a single frequency. Speech and music of
the quality reproduced in standard broadcasting involve frequency com-
ponents from about 100 cycles up to 5000 cycles; when modulated upon a
carrier wave, the total bandwidth involved is therefore 10,000 cycles. If
this entire band is not transmitted equally well through space, and by the
circuits in both transmitter and receiver through which the modulated
wave must pass, then the sideband frequency components that are dis-
criminated against will not be reproduced in the receiving equipment with
proper amplitude, and a loss in quality will result. With telegraph
signals, the required sidebandis relatively narrow because the amplitude
of the signals is varied only a few times a second, but a definite frequency
band is still required. If some of the sideband components of the code
signal are not transmitted, the received dots and dashes tend to be
rounded off and run together,-and may become indistinguishable.

1-6. The Decibel. The decibel (abbreviated db) is a logarithmic unit
used in communication work to express power ratios. If the powers
being compared are P, and Py, then

Decibels = 10 logue 5 (1-4)
The sign associated with the number of decibels indicates which poweris
greater; thus a negative sign means P> is less than P,.

The decibel has no other significance than that given in Eq. (1-4).
Thus,if decibels are used to express amplification, this simply means that
the presence of the amplification increases the power output by the num-
ber of decrbels attributed to the amplification. Again, under many
conditions relative power is proportional to the square of the voltage Z
(or current J, or field B, etc.). Under these conditions

Decibels = 20 logy Zz = 20 logie 7? = 20 logio a etc. (1-5)1 1

These relations must be used with caution, however, as they hold only
when theresistance associated with £; (or I; or B:) is the same ag asso-
ciated with F, (or J; or B)).
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Suc. 1-6} THE DECIBEL 9

TABLE 1-2

(2) POWER, VOLTAGE, AND CURRENT RATIOS FOR ASSIGNED
DECIBEL VALUES
 
 

 
 
 

Current and

 Db voltage ratio Powerratio
Loss Gain Loss

0.0|1.001. 0.316 10.00 0.100
0.2|1.02)0. 0.251 15.8 0.063
0.4|1.05 (0. 0.200 251 0.040
0.6|1.070. 0.158 39.8 0.025
0.8|1.100. 0.126 63.1 0.016
1.0 {1.12 /0.8! 0.100 100.0 0.010

1.5|1.19 0.841) 1. 0.056 3.16 X 109} 3.16 X 107%
2.0|1.26 10.794) 1. 0.032 10# 10-8
2.5|1.33 |0.750) 1. 0.018|3.16 X 10) 3.16 x 10-¢
3.0|1.41 0.708] 2. 10.010 104 10~4
3.5|1.50 |0. 668} 2. 10.006 3.16 X 104] 3.16 X 1078
4.0|1.580.631} 2. 0.003 105 10-*

4.5|1.68 /0.596) 2.82 1,000/0.001 10¢ 10-*
5 1.78 0.562) 3.16 3, 160}0.0003 107 10-7
6 2.00 (0.501) 3.98 16 ,000/0.0001 108 10-*
7 2.24 10.447) 5.01 31 ,600/0.00003 10° 10°
8|2.51 (0.398) 6.31 )0. 100 ,000/0.00001 10° 10-10
9 2.82 |0.355] 7.94 |0. 126] 120 |1,000,000/0.000001 10% 10-"

(®) DECIBEL EQUIVALENT OF POWER, VOLTAGE, AND
CURRENT RATIOS

Dbequivalent Db equivalent Dbequivalent

Ratio Voltage or|Ratio Voltage or|Ratio Voltage or
Po current, Po current Pow current

10-* ~={—60.00) —120.00|]1.2|0.79 1.58 10|10.00 20.00
10-§ |—50.00] —100.00|1.4|1.46 2.92 12|10.79 21.58
10—« —40.00] ~—80.00] 1.6|2.04 4.08 14|11.46 22.92
0.001 |—30.00) -~-60.00]1.8|2.55 5.10 16|12.04 24.08
0.003 |~25.23) —50.46|2.0;3.01 6.02 18|12.55 25.10
0.005 |—23.01; —46.02] 2.5|3.98 7.96 20|13.01 26.02

0.01 |—20.00) -—40.00] 3.0|4.77 0.54 25|13.98 27.96
0.08 |-15.23| ~—30.46} 3.5|5.44 10.88 30|14.77 29.54
0.05 |—-13.01] —26.02|4.0|6.02 12.04 40|16.02 $2.04
0.10 |-10.00) —20.00} 4.5|6.53 13.06 50|16 33.98
0.15|—8.24] —16.48] 5.0|6.99 13.98 60|17.78 35.56
0.20|—6.99} —13.98} 5.5|7.40 14.81 80|19.03 38.06

0.30|—5.23; -—10.46/ 6.0|7.78 15.56 100|20.00 40.00
0.40|—3.98 -—7.96|6.5|8.13 16.26 10?|30.00 60.00
0.60|—3.01) —6.02] 7.0|8.45 16.90 10¢|40.00 80.00
0.60|—2.22) ~4.44] 7.5|8.75 17.50 10*|50.00 100.00
0.80|—0.97 -1.94|8.0|9.03 18.06 10*|60.00 120.00
1.00 0.00) 0.001 9.0|9.54 19.08 | 107|70.00|140.00
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The practical value of the decibel arises from its logarithmic nature.
This permits the enormous ranges of power involved in communication
work to be expressed in terms of decibels without running into incon-
veniently large numbers, while at the same time permitting small ratios
to be conveniently expressed. Thus, 1 db represents a power ratio of
approximately 5:4, while 60 db represents a ratio of 1,000,000:1. The
logarithmic character of the decibel also makes it possible to express the
ratio of input to output powers of a complicated circuit as the sum of the
decibel equivalent of the ratios of the input to output powersof the differ-
ent parts of the circuit that are in cascade.

Table 1-2 gives a convenient summary of decibel values.
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CHAPTER 2

CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

2-1. Inductance. A current flowing in an electrical circuit: produces
magnetic flux that links with (i.e., encircles) the current. Theeffect of
this flux is expressed in terms of a property of the circuit called the
inductance.

Inductance can be defined as the flux linkages per ampere of current
producing the flux; i-e.,

Inductance L flux linkagesoe ee eee . a
in henrys current (amperes) producing flux x 10° (2-1)

A flux linkage represents one flux line encircling the circuit current once.
Thus in Fig. 2-1 flux line aa contributes eight flux linkages toward the
coil inductance because it circles the cur-

  
 

rent flowing in the coil eight times. Onthe other hand, flux line b of the samecoil - ite, Pe
contributes only one-half a flux linkage_~~ 

_toward the coil inductance because this=7
particular line encircles only one-half the
coil current.

Calculation of Inductance. The induct-—jryc, 21. Flux and current die
ance of an electrical circuit is computed by tribution in typical single-layer

assuming ® convenient current flowing in air-coreddiawnleukedbe
the circuit. The magnetic flux produced the density of shading.
by this current is then calculated, and the
total number of flux linkages that results is counted. The inductancein
henrys is this total numberofflux linkages multiplied by 10-8 and divided
by the circuit current.

Formulas have been derived by this procedure that give the inductance
for all commonly used typesof air-cored coils.’ It is thus neither neces-
sary nor desirable to guoss at the number of turns and coil dimensions
required to obtain a desired inductance. For example, the inductance of
a single-layer solenoid, such as shown in Fig. 2-1, is given by the relation

Inductance in microhenrys = Fn*d (2-2)
1 A comprehensive collection of such formulas is given by F. E. Terman, “Radio

Engineers’ Handbook,” pp. 48-64, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York,
1943.

Ll

il
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12 CIRCUIT ELEMENTS [Cuav. 2

where n = numberof turns

d=diameter of coil measured to center of wire

F=constant that depends only upon the ratio of length to diam-
eter, given in Fig. 2-2

The quantity F depends in a complicated way upon the ratio of coil
length to diameter, since the geometrical distribution of the flux produced
by the current in the coi] does not follow a simple mathematical law.
However, once the relationship represented by F has been determined,

i}

  
0040

   
 

 

 

ettPSA
CTrPT  

O3 04 5 06 O7 0809 10 15 2
LENGTHDIAMETER

Fic, 2-2. Values of constant Ffor use in Eq.(2-2), to obtain the inductance of single-layer solenoids.

the value of F can he computed once for all, and presented by a curve,
such as Fig. 2-2, or hy a table.

Theinductanceofall coils with air coresis proportional to the square of
the numberof (urns if the dimensions such as length, diameter, depth of
winding, etc., are kept. constant as the number of turns is altered. The
reasonfor this behaviorlies in the fact that,if the coil dimensionsare kept
constant, the amount of magnetic flux produced by a given coil current
and thenumber of times eachflux line links with the coil current are both
proportic:.al to the number of turns.

The inductanceofall air-cored coils having the same numberof turns
and the same shape is always proportional to the size (i.e., to a linear
dimension, suchas length or radius) of the coil, Thus, if two coils have
the same number of turns, but one is twice as big as the other in every
dimension (such as diameter, length, width, and depth of winding), then
the larger coil will have twice the inductance of the smaller one. ‘This
rule results from the fact that the cross section of the flux paths is propor-
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Sec. 2-1] INDUCTANCE 13

tional to the square of the linear dimensionof the coil, while the length of
these paths varies directly as the linear dimension.

In calculating the inductance of coils with magnetic cores, the flux is
determined in accordance with the usual methods of making magnetic
circuit calculations, taking into account air gaps, leakage and fringing
flux, etc. It is also necessary to assumethe proper value of permeability,
as discussed below.1 To the extent that the permeability of the core
material can be considered as constant, the inductance of a coil with a
magnetic core is proportional to the square of the numberof turns and to
the first power of the size, just as in the air-cored case.

Inductance of a Connecting Wire. The inductance associated with a
connecting wire depends on the wire diameter, and can be minimized by
making the diameter large. This results from the fact that when the
wire diameter is small the length of the flux paths immediately outside of
the wire is less than if the diameter is large. Asa result the small wire is
circled by more flux and hence has higher inductance.

An alternative means of achieving a low-inductance connection con-
sists in employing a conductor comprising two or more spaced wires con-
nected in parallel. If three wires are employed, they should be placed at
the corners of an equilateral triangle; in a four-wire system the individual
wires would be at the corners of a square, etc. Such arrangements give
the first approximation to a solid conductor of large diameter, and will
have less inductance the greater the diameter of the individual wires and
the greater the spacing between the wires connected in parallel.

Initial and Incremental Permeability; Incremental Inductance. The

permeability of a magnetic materialis defined as the ratio B/II of the flux
density to the magnetizing force, and depends upon the flux and the
material. The permeability at very low flux densities, termed the initial
permeability, is of particular importance in communication systems, where
the current is commonly very weak. The initial permeability of mag-
netic materials is nearly always muchless than the permeability at some-
what higher flux densities.

Coils having magnetic cores are frequently used in communication work
under conditions where there is a large d-c magnetization upon which is
superimposed a small a-c magnetization. Under these conditions, one is
interested in the inductance that is offered to the superimposed alter-

nating current. This is called the incremental inductance, and the cor-
responding permeability of the magnetic matcrial is ternied the incre-
mental permeability.

Incremental permeability, and hence incremental inductance, depend
upon the magnitude of both d-c and a-e magnetizations, and upon the
previous magnetic history of the core. When a core that has been

‘Such calculations are discussed in ‘Components Handbook” (vol. 17, Radiation
Laboratory Series), chap. 4, McGraw-Hill Book Company,Inc., New York, 1949.
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16 CIRCUIT ELEMENTS [Cuas. 2

quencies. The addition of cobalt to nickel-iron alloys introduces the
possibility of obtaining substantially constant permeability up to moder-
ate flux densities, combined with extremely low hysteresis loss at low flux
densities and almost zero residual induction and coercive force (see page
17). Such alloys are termed perminvars, and also possess in large
degree the high-permeability features of nickel-iron alloys such as
permalloy.

Tron-cobalt alloys containing from 36 to 50 per cent cobalt are charac-
terized by a saturation flux density appreciably higher than that ofsilicon

steel. Such alloys also have higher incremental
permeability at high d-c magnetizing forces than do
other magnetic materials,

Magnetic cores that are nonconducting have been
developed for use in radio-frequency coils.) They
are composed of mixtures of ferrites, and have a
resistivity so high that eddy-current losses are

0 negligible in solid cores even at frequencies higher
~~! than 1 Mc. At the same time, such core material

EC GERMANENT MAGNET hag a relatively high initial permeability, a value of
0+ SOFT IRON POLE PIECES 5) being typical. These nonconducting magnetic

Fia. 2-5. Typical mag- cores are not suitable for use in power transformers,
netic circuit involving however, as they saturate at low flux densities.
& permanent magnet.

2-2. Permanent Magnets.* Permanent magnets
now find many uses as a result of the developmentin recent years of im-
proved permanent magnet materials. A typical system involving a
permanent magnet is illustrated in Fig. 2-5. Here P is the permanent
magnet, G is an air gap in which it is desired that the permanent magnet
produce magnetic flux, and D denotes soft-iron pole pieces of low magnetic
reluctance. In such an arrangement, the permanent magnet can be
thought of as being a generator of magnetomotive force that acts on an
external circuit (load) consisting of the magnetic circuit DGDGD that is
external to the permanent magnet.

Assume that the permanent magnet in the system of Fig. 2-5 is mag-
netized to saturation and that the magnetizing force is then removed.
Theresulting situation that exists in the magnet corresponds to a point
somewhere on the part of the hysteresis loop lying in the upper left-hand
quadrant of Fig. 2-8. This section of the hysteresis curve, shown
enlarged in Fig. 2-6, is termed the demagnetization curve, and gives the
principal characteristics of the permanent magnet. The flux density B,
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Sac. 2-2] PERMANENT MAGNETS 17

in the magnet for zero magnetizing force is termed the residual induction,
while the demagnetizing force H, which makes the flux density in the
magnet zero is termed the coercive force.

For an operating condition of the magnet in Fig. 2-6 corresponding to
point C’, the flux density in the magnetis B’, and the totalflux generated
by the permanent magnetis B’A where A is the cross-sectional area of the
permanent magnet. Also for the same operating point C’, each unit
length of the permanent magnet produces a magnetomotive force H’;
hence the total magnetomotive force
that is applied to the external circuit
(DGDGD in Fig. 2-5) by the per-
manent magnet is H'l, where l is the
length of the permanent magnet.
The operating point C’ accordingly
assumes a position on the demagneti-
zation curve such that H’l/B’A
equals the reluctance of the external
magnetic circuit.

Design Principles. The magnetic

energy developed by the permanent 7 ara
magnet in the external system CEMAGHETIZING FORCE H —-ENERGY-PRODUCT BH
DGDGD in Fig. 2-5 is proportional to Fia. 2-6. Demagnetization and energy-
the product (B’A) (H’l) of magnetic Product curves of a permanent magnet,

: . showing minor hysteresis loop
flux and magnetomotiveforce associ- ciated with stabilization.
ated with the external circuit. Thus

the magnetic energy available in the external circuit per unit volume of
the permanent magnet is proportional to the product BH of the
demagnetization curve, as plotted in Fig. 2-6.

Tt is now possible to state the principal design considerations of systems
involving permanent magnets. First, the permanent magnet should be
operated at s point on the demagnetization curve where the energy
product BH is at or near its maximum; this operating point is a charac-
teristic of the magnetic material involved, and defines a magnetomotive
force H’ per unit length and a flux density B’ for the permanent magnet.
Next, the cross section A of the magnet is given a value such that, when
the flux density in the magnet has the value of B’, the total flux B’A will
have the value desired for the external magnetic circuit. - Finally, the

length / of the permanent magnet is made such that H’l will equal the
magnetomotive force required to develop the required flux B’A in the
external magnetic circuit.A permanent magnet operating at a point such as C’ in Fig. 2-6 will
have theflux density permanently changed when subjected to a transient
action that momentarily reducesthe flux density below B’. Thus assume
that a transient demagnetizing current (or a momentary increase in
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18 CIRCULT ELEMENTS [Cuap. 2

reluctance) shifts the operating point from C’ to Q. If this added effect
is now removed, the operating point does not return to C’. Rather,it
movesto a new point C”, corresponding to some newvalueofflux density
B"less than B’, but such that the ratio H’1/B’’A still equals the reluc-
tance of the external magnetic circuit; when this reluctanceis linear, as
when it arises from an air gap, then C”lies on a straightline joining C’
and the origin, as shownin Fig. 2-6. If the transient addedforce is ap-
plied a second time, the operating point will now return to Q, and upon
removal of the added force will go back to C’”’, following the paths shown.
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Fia, 2-7, Demagnetization and energy-product curves of typical permanent magnet
materials.

Thus a permanent magnet system can bestabilized against addedeffects
by initially subjecting the system to an added demagnetizing force AH;
this will reduce the energy that the magnet supports in the system exter-
nal to the magnet, but i} prevents subsequent transient demagnetizing
effects from producing a permanent change in the system provided their
amplitudes do not exceed the demagnetizing force AH used in stabiliza-
tion. It will be noted that QC” is a minor hysteresis loop analogous
to the right-hand half of loop 1 in Fig. 2-3.

Permaneni-magnet Materials. Many different types of permanent-
magnet materials have been developed; the characteristics of representa-
tive examplesareillustrated in Fig. 2-7. The magnetic properties depend
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upon the composition and require proper cold working and heat-treat-
ment to be fully developed. Heat-treatment is sometimes carried out in
the presence of a strong magnetizingfield; in this case the material when
used should be magnetized in the same direction as when heat-treated.

The choice between different materials for a particular application is
determined, not only by the energy product, but also by cost, by ease of
fabricating, by whether the magnet is to be used in an external system of
high or low reluctance, etc. In general, the better permanent-magnet
materials are very difficult to work. Thus the alnicos (aluminum-nickel-
iron alloys) are hard, weak, and brittle, and are commonlycast to approxi-
mate shape and then finished by grinding to exact size; they cannot be
machined,drilled, or tapped.

2-3. Mutual Inductance and Coefficient of Coupling. Afutual Induet-
ance. When two inductancecoils are so placed in relation to each other

4 2 4 lp—_ —_ —— ——he

Ly le oak ‘i

La t Cm
{@) INOUCTIVELY {6} COUPLED SY COMMON iN- (¢} COUPLED BY COMMON

COUPLED DUCTANCE (DIRECT COUPLING) CAPACITANCE

Fic. 2-8, Several simple methods of coupling twocircuits.

 
that flux lines produced by current in one of thecoilslink with the turns
of the other coil as shown in Fig. 2-8a, the two inductances are said to be
inductively coupled. The effects that this coupling produces can be
expressed in terms of a property called the mutual inductance, which is
defined by the relation

(ne linkages in secondcoil alproducvedby current in first, coil 4 9.current in first coil x 10 (2-3)

flux linkagesinfirst coil |\produced bycurrent in second coil x 10-* (244)
“currentin secondcoil

inductance
Mutual

M in henrys

Formulas (2-3) and (2-4) are equivalent and give the same value of
mutual inductance. The flux linkages produced in the coil that has no
current in it are counted just as though there were a current in this coil, so
that the numberof times a flux line would encircle an imaginary coil cur-
rent is the number of linkages contributed by this particular line. In add-
ing up the flux linkagesit is important to note that different flux lines may
conceivably link with the same coil in opposite directions, in which case

ci4q
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the total numberof linkages is the difference between the sums of positive
and negative linkages. ‘The mutual inductance may therefore be positive
or negative depending upon the direction of the linkages.

The problem of calculating mutual inductance is similar in all respects
to the problem of computing inductance, and formulas have been worked
out by which the mutualinductance can be calculated with good accuracy
in all the ordinary types of configurations.

When two coils of inductance L, and Le, between which a mutual
inductance M exists, are connected in series, the equivalent inductance
of the combination is ZL, + L2 + 2M. The term 2M takes into account
the flux linkages in each coil due to the current in the other coil. These
mutual linkages may add to or subtract from theself-linkages, depending
upon the relative direction in which the current passes through the two
coils. Thus, when all linkages ure in the same direction, the total
inductance of the series combination exceeds by 24f the sum of the
individual inductaners of the twocoils.

Cocficient of Coupling. The maximum value of mutual inductance
that can he obtained between two coils having induetances £; and Lz is
Vins. The ratio of the mutual inductance M that is actually present
to this maximum possible value of mutual inductanceis called the coeffi-
cient of coupling, which can therefore be expressed by the relation

M

Vis

The coefficient of coupling.is a convenient constant because it expresses
the extent to which the two inductances are coupled, independently of
the size of the inductances concerned. In air-cored coils a coupling
coefficient. of 0.5 is considered high and is said to represent “close”’
coupling, while coefficients of only a few hundredths represent “loose”
coupling.

General Case of Coupled Circuits. Any twocircuits so arranged that
energy can be transferred from one to the other are said to be coupled,
even though this transfer of energy takes place hy some means such as a
capacitor, resistance, or mductance common to the two circuits rather
thanby the aid of a mutual inductance. Examples of various methodsof
coupling are shown in Fig. 2-8. Any two circuits that are coupled by a
common impedance have a coefficient of coupling that is equal to the ratio of
the common impedanceto the square root of the product of the total impedances
ofie same kind as the coupling impedance that are present in the two circuits.at is,

 
Coefficient of coupling = k = (2-5)

Zz.
k= -— -

TE (2-6)
whereZ,, isthe impedance commonto the two circuits, and Z, and Z. are
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the total impedancesof the same kind in the two circuits. When applied
to case b in Fig. 2-8, where the coupling is furnished by the common
inductance Ln, the total inductances of the two circuits are L, + L, and
Lz + Lm, respectively, and Eq. (2-6) reduces to

Lm

V(ii + Lm) (L2 + En)

In Fig. 2-8¢ the coupling element is a common capacitance C,,, and the
coefficient of coupling is?

VEG;Coefficient of coupling for Fig. 2-8¢ = —-———2te=====
PES TE CVCn £ CD

2~4. Skin Effect in Coils and Conductors at Radio Frequencies. The
effective resistance offered by conductors to radio frequencies is consider-
ably more than the ohmic resistance
measured with direct currents. This is

because of an action knownasskin effect,
which causes the current to be concen-

trated in certain parts of the conductor G MAGNETICand leaves the remainder of the cross

section to contribute little or nothing
toward carrying the current.

A simple example of skin effect, and
one that makes its nature clear, is
furnished by an isolated round wire.
Whena current is flowing through such a curren
conductor, the magnetic flux that results DENSITY —MGHER FREQUENCY
is in the form of concentric circles, as RADIAL POSITION
shown in Fig. 2-9. Itisto be noted that Fre. 2-9. Isolated round conductor,
some of this flux exists within the con- eeeeetdainton
ductor and therefore links with, ie.,
encircles, current near the center of the conductor while not linking with
current flowing near the surface. Theresult is that the inductance of the
central part of the conductoris greater than the inductanceof the part of
the conductor near the surface;this is because of the greater numberof flux

Coefficient of coupling k for Fig. 2-86 (2-7)

  
(2-8)

MODERATE
FREQUENCY

 

1 Riquation (2-7) is derived as follows: In Fig. 2-8¢, the primary circuit has C, and Cm
in series and so has an equivalent capacitance of CiCn/(C; + Cm) while the equivalent
capacitance of the secondaryis similarly C2C»/(C2 + Cw). The coupling reactanceis
1/oC., while the primary and secondary reactances are (Ci + Cn)/wCiCa and
(Ca + Cm) /wCrCm, respectively, The coefficient of coupling is then

VoCm
C1 +Cn Cy + Cm
010m wlsC'n

kun

which reduces to Eq. (2-7).
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linkages existing in the central region. At radio frequencies, the react-
ance of this extra inductanceis sufficiently great to affect seriously the flow
of current, most of which flows along the surface of the conductor where
the impedanceis low, rather than near the center where the impedanceis
high. ‘he center part of the conductor, therefore, does not carry its
share of the current and the true or effective resistance is increased, since
in effect the useful cross section of the wire is very greatly reduced. The

types of current distribution obtained in typical cases of skin effect in a
round wire are shown in Fig. 2-9.

When skin effect ts present, the current is always redistributed over the con-
ductor cross section in such a way as to make mostof the current flow where tt

as enctreled by the smallest numberof
flux lines. This general principle

<—— / controls the distribution of current,fh ) irrespective of the shape of the con-
ductor involved. Thus, with a
conductor consisting of a thin flat

Fig, 2-10. Flux lines and current dis- strip, such as shown in Fig. 2-10tribution in a thin strip at radio fre- ? . . ,
quency, showing how skin effect causes the current flows primarily along
the current to concentrate at the edges the edges, where it is surrounded by
of the strip. Thecurrent density is indi- the smallest amount of flux, and the
cated by the density of the shading. . . aren

true or effective resistance will be

high because most of the strip carries very little current. This illustra-
tion makes clear that it is not the amount of conductor surface that de-

termines the resistance toalternating current, but rather the way in which
the conductor material is arranged.

The ratio that the effective a-c resistance bears to the d-c resistance of a

conductor is commonly called the resistance ratio. It increases with fre-
quency, with conductivity of the conductor material, and with the size of
conductor. ‘This results from the fact that a higher frequency causes the
extra inductance at the center of the conductor to have a higher reactance.
Similarly, a greater conductivity makes the reactance of the extra induct-
ance of more importance in determining the distribution of current, while
a greater cross section provides a larger central region. It is to be noted,
however, that a larger conductor always has less radio-frequency resist-
ance than a smaller one because, although the ratio of a-c to d-c resistance
is less {.vorable, this is more than made up by the greater amount of
conductor cross section present.

Skin Hffect at High Frequencies.! When the frequency is sufficiently
high, substantially all of the current in a conductoris confined to a region
very close to the surface. The current density then falls off with depth
from the surface in accordance with the relation

' An excellent discussionof skin effect at very high frequencies is given by Harold A.
Wheeler, Formulas for the Skin Effect, Proc. IRE, vol. 30, p. 412, September, 1942.
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__Currentatdepthz_2 2Currentat the surface ~ (2-9)

Here z and 6 are in the sameunits, and 3 is a quantity called the skin depth
that is given by the equation

= 5033 Jif (2-10)
where 6 = skin depth, cm

p=resistivity of conductor, ohms per centimeter cube —«
f = frequency, cycles
# = magnetic permeability of cure material (permeability of air

equals unity), for low flux densities (that is, wp is the initial
permeability)

For copper at 20°C this reduces to

I

6.62

Skin depth of copper in em = Vi (2-11)
At. 1 Me the skin depth in copperis thus 0.0066 em, or 0.0026 in. The
phase of the current at depth z lags the current at the surface by 2/6
radians. At a depth from the surface corresponding to one skin depth,
the current density has dropped to 36.8 per cent of the value at the sur-
face, and the phase of the current lags the current at the surface by |
radian.

Equation (2-9) is valid whenever the radius of curvature of the con-
ductor surface is at least several times the skin depth, provided the
effective thickness of the conductoris at the sametimeat least three or

four skin depths.
Thepowerloss assuciated with the current flowing under any particular

portion of the conductor surface is the same as though this current were
uniformly distributed down to a depth 6. Thus, in an isolated round
wire, where the current is uniformly distributed over the surface, the
effective resistance at high frequencies is the d-c resistance of a hollow
cylindrical shell having the sameouter diameter as the wire and possessing
a thickness 6. The d-c resistance of a strip of surface one skin depth

,thick, one centimeter long, and one centimeter wide is sometimes called“the surface resistivity; it is the resistivity that is offered to the flow of cur-
rent at very high frequencies.

Proximity Eiffect—Skin Effect in Coils. When two or more adjacent
conductors are carrying current as in a coil, the current distribution in
any one conductor is affected by the magnetic flux produced by the
adjacent conductor as well as by the magnetic flux produced by the cur-
rent in the conductor itself. This effect, termed proximity effect, ordi-
narily causes the true or effective resistance to be greater than in the case
of simple skin effect and is particularly important in radio-frequency
inductancecoils.
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The current distribution under conditions where proximity effect is

present follows the same law as for simple skin effect; i.e., the current
densityig greatest in those parts of the conductor encircled by the small
est numberofflux lines. This is illustratedin Fig. 2-1, where the approxi-
mate current densityis illustrated by relative shading.

Litz Wire. Theeffective a-c resistance of a conductor can be made to
approach the d-c resistance at low and moderate radio frequencies by
forming the conductor from a numberof strands of amall enameled wire
connected in parallel at their ends, but insulated throughoutthe rest of
their length and thoroughly interwoven. If the stranding is properly
done, each wire will, on the average, link with the same numberof flux
lines as every other wire, and the current will divide evenly among the
strands. If at the same time each strand is of small diameter,it will have
relatively little skin effect over its cross section, so all of the material is
equallyeffective in carrying the current, Such a stranded cableis called
a litz conductor.

Practical litz conductors are very effective at frequencies below about
1000 kc, but as the frequency becomes higher the benefits disappear.
This is because irregularities of stranding, and capacitance between
the strands, cause a failure to realize the ideal condition at very high
frequencies.

2-6. Capacitors and Dielectrics. A capacitor is formed wherever an
insulator (Le., dielectric) separates two conductors between which a
difference of potential can exist.

Capacitor Losses and Their Representation. A perfect capacitor when
discharged gives up all the electrical energy that was supplied to it in
charging. Actual capacitors neverrealize this ideal perfectly but, rather,
dissipate some of the energy delivered to them. Most of the loss in
ordinary capacitors occurs in the dielectric, although at very high fre-
quencies skin effect also causes an appreciable loss to occur in the capac-
itor leads and electrodes. At very high voltages corona may occur and
contribute to the loss.

. The merit of a capacitor from the point of view of freedom from losses
is usually expressed in terms of the power factor of the capacitor.! The
powerfactor represents the fraction of the input volt-amperes thatis dis-

‘The ..erit of a capacitor or of a dielectric can also be expressed in terms of the
angle bywhich the current flowing into the capacitor fails to be 90° out of phase with
the applied voltage. This angle is termed the phase angle of the capacitor. The
power factor is thesineof the phase angle. ‘The tangentof the phase angleis termed
the dissipation factor. Thereciprocal of the dissipation factoris termed the capacitor
Q and is the tatio of the capacitor reactance to the equivalentseries resistance. With
ordinary dielectrica, the phase angle is so small that thepower factor, the dissipation
factor, and the reciprocal of capacitor Q are for all practical purposes equal to each
other and to the phase angle expressed in radians. Thus a power factor of 0,01
represents a phase angle of 0,573° and a capacitor Q of 100,
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sipated in the capacitor. To the extent that the losses in the capacitor
are a result of dielectric losses, the power factor of the capacitoris also the
power factor of the dielectric and is practically independentof the capac-
itor capacitance, the applied voltage, the voltage rating, or the frequency
(unless polar effects are involved). Values of power factor of some
typical dielectrics are given in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1
CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL DIELECTRICS AT RADIO

FREQUENCIES WITH NORMAL ROOM TEMPERATURE

Material Diclectrie Powerfactorconstant

AED. cece reece eect ne eeteeeeenenas 1.00 0.000
Mica (electrical)... 0.0.00... cece cece cence eens 5-9 0 0001-0 .0007
Glass (electrical).......0.0.0 0000 ccc eee eens 4.5 7.00 0.002-0.016
Bakelite derivatives. 2.0.0.0... 0.0.0 cc cece eens 4.57.5 0.02-0.09
Wood (without special preparation)............. 3-5 0.03-0 07
Myecalex.. 0.0... e cece ee eect eee ee 8 0.002
Steatite materials, 0.0.0.2...cee 6.1 0.002-0.004

Polystyrene.... 00.6. cece ee renee 2.4-2.9 0.0002
Polyethelene. 0.0.0.0. 00. c cee eee eee 2.3 0.00015-0 0003
Rutile (titanium dioxide)....................5- 90-170 0.0006

Although the powerfactor of a capacitor is determined largely by the
type of dielectric used in the capacitor, it is also affected by the conditions
under which the dielectric operates. In par-
ticular, the power factor tends to become ze,
higher as the temperature is raised, and is 55°
likewise adversely affected by high humidity ]
and by the absorption of moisture. (0) to)

Equivalent SeriesandShunt Resistance. The Fic. 2-11. Representation of
action of a capacitor in an electrical circuit 1s imperfect capacitor by a

: : perfect capacitor of same
taken into account by replacing the actual caoacitance with series re-
capacitor with a perfect capacitor associated sistance, and by a perfect ca-
with a resistance. This resistance may be Pucitor ith shunt resist-
connected in series, as in Fig. 2-110, or in par- °°
allel, as in Fig. 2-11c. The value of the series or shuntresistance is so
selected that the power factor of the perfect capacitor associated with the
resistance is the same as the powerfactor of the actual capacitor. The
value of the series resistance Ri can be computed in terms of the power
factor, capacitor capacitance C, and frequency f in the usual way, and
when the powerfactoris low (i.e., when Ri< <1/aC), then R, is given to
a high degree of accuracy by the equation

Series resistance = Ry = Le (2-12)
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In the same way, the shunt resistance that can be used to represent the
actual losses of the capacitor is related to the power factor, capacitance,
and frequency to # high degree of accuracy by the equation

1

Shuntresistance = Rk, = (xfC)(powerfactor) (2-13)
Polar and Nonpolar Dielectrics. Molecules of some dielectrics are

polar, while other dielectrics consist of molecules that are not polar. In
the case of polar molecules, the

NORMAL TEMPERATURE . dielectric constant under a-c con-
ditions is increased as a result of

the rotation of the polar molecules
under the influence of the applied
voltage. The extent to which this
polar action is effective depends,

FREQUENCY however, upon the frequency and

honMaL TeuPERATURE the temperature. Thus,if the fre-
low reMpepanome quency is made sufficiently high,

o the polar molecules are not able to
follow the alternations of the ap-
plied field, and the dielectric con-
stant drops, Moreover, the fre-
quency at which this transition

Fru, 2-12. Variation of diclectrie con-  OCCUTS is less the lower the tempera-
stant and power factor of a polaf dielee- ture. Asa result, temperature and
trie as a function of frequency, for two frequency affect the capacitance of
temperatures, . . .

a capacitor possessing a polar dic-
lectric in the manner shownin Fig. 2-12.

The powerfactor of a polar dielectric shows a pronounced peak when
under conditions where the dielectric constant corresponds to partial
polar action, as shownin Fig. 2-12. The powerfactor of a polar dielec-
tric hence becomes quite large at certain combinations of temperature and
frequency.

Nonpolar molecules do not exhibit these changes in diclectric constant
under temperature and frequency changes. The power factor of non-
polar dielctries likewise does not exhibit peaks of loss such as shown in
Fig. 2-12.

2-6. Capacitors for Electronics. In electronics the principal uses made
of capacitors are for tuning resonant circuits, for blocking d-c voltages
from parts of an electrical circuit while permitting alternating voltages
to pass through, for obtaining transients with specified time constants,
and for by-passing or short-circuiting alternating voltages. By-pass
capacitors are frequently but not always subjected to a d-c potential.

A wide varietyof diclectrics are used in capacitors designed for radio
Momentum Dynamics Corporation
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work, and new types are continually finding important applications.
Among the types of importance are air; solid dielectries such as mica,
plastic films, certain ceramics, and paper; and electrolytic films.

Capacitors with Air Dielectric. Air dielectric finds its principal use in
variable capacitors for tuning resonant circuits.

Althoughairis a perfect dielectric with zero power factor, air capacitors
have losses because of the insulating material used to mount the two sets
of plates, and also because of the skin-effect resistance of the leads, plates,
rods, and washers, through which the capacitor current flows.

An air-diclectric capacitor can be represented by the equivalent. elec-
trieal network in Fig. 2-134. Here C is the capacitance of the eapacitor

é in é &

fa) ACTUAL EQUIVALENT (6) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT (C) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT AT LOW FREQUENCIES AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

Fic. 2-13. Equivalent electrical circuits of a variable air condenser.

while Re is the equivalent shunt resistance introduced by the presence of
the solid dielectric. . The capacitor inductance L in Fig. 2-13a takes into
account the magnetic flux associated with the current flowing in the
capacitor; it is proportional to the physical dimensions of the capacitor.
Theresistance # represents the series resistance of the leads, washers,
connecting rods, etc. It increases with frequency as a result of skin effect
andis proportionalto the squareroot of the frequency at high frequencies.

At low and moderate frequencies the effects of the inductance L and the
series resistance R are negligible, and the capacitor equivalent circuit
reduces to Fig. 2-13b. At very high frequencies, on the other hand, the
powerloss in 2 becomes very much larger than in Re, and the equivalent
circuit has the form showninFig. 2-136.

At very high frequencies the reactance of the series inductance L is not
negligible compared with the reactance of the capacitor capacitance.
This causes the apparent capacitance of the capacitor as observed at the
terminals to be greater than the actual capacitance according to the
relation!

. Cc
Apparent capacitance inwie (2-14)

where w = 2r times frequency, and L and C are as shown in Fig. 2-13.

! This results from the fact that, neglecting losses,

Reactance at terminals = 1. + ~ wh)wCapp wl

Solving for the apparent capacitance Cp) gives Eq. (2-14).
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Capacitors with Solid Dielectrics. Solid dielectrics are used in most
fixed and in some adjustable capacitors. The dielectrics most commonly
employed include mica, paper, plastic films, and ceramics.

Mica is characterized by low electrical losses, stability, high leakage
resistance to d-c voltages, and high voltage strength. It is, however,
relatively expensive. Mica capacitors find their chief use in small fixed
capacitors for by-passing radio-frequency currents or blocking off d-c
voltages, and in resonant circuits or in filters where a stable low-power-
factor capacitor is required.

In capacitors employing paperas the dielectric the electrodes are either
aluminum foil or are metal films evaporated directly on to the paper.
In either case, the assemblyis rolled into a bundle which is then vacuum-
treated, impregnated with oil or wax, and sealed against moisture.
Paper capacitors are inexpensive in proportion to capacitance, and are
relatively compact in proportion to voltage rating. Such capacitors are
used primarily for by-pass and blocking purposes. The powerfactor of
paper capacitors is of the order of 0.5 per cent, and although the leakage
current when subjected to direct voltages is somewhat greater than that
of mica capacitors, it is not large.

Thin plastic films have been developed that are suitable for use as a
capacitor diclectric in place of paper. Capacitors of this type using
polystyrene dielectric have electrical qualities such as power factor,
dielectric absorption, and insulation resistance superior even to mica
capacitors.

Ceramics based on titanium dioxide mixtures find extensive use as

dielectrics of small capacitors.'| Dielectrics of this type are characterized
by a high dielectric constant, a low to very low power factor, and a very
high voltage rating. The temperature coefficient of such capacitors
depends upon the actual ceramic mixture used and can be made either
negative or positive as desired. Ceramic capacitors are used extensively
for blocking and by-pass purposes where small mica capacitors have
heretofore been employed, and have advantages of compactness and high
voltage ratings. Ceramic dielectric capacitors have also found a wide
field of usefulness in resonant circuits and other similar applications,
where a negative temperature coefficient provided by a ceramic capacitor
can be ured to compensate for the positive temperature coefficient of
associated coils and of capacitors of other types.

Capacitors with solid dielectric can be represented by the same equiv-
alent electrical circuit shown in Fig. 2-13 for air-dielectric capacitors.
Theonly difference is that all the capacitance C in this equivalent circuit
is now associated with solid dielectric. Asa result, at low and moderate
frequencies the capacitor power factor almost exactly equals the power

1 A survey of such ceramics is given by B. H. Marks, Ceramic Dielectric Materials,
Electronics, vol. 21, p. 116, August, 1948.
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factor of the dielectric and is independent of the capacitanceof the capac-
itor andalso of the frequency except in so far as polar molecules affect the
behavior of the dielectric. At very high frequencies, the power factor
increases with increasing frequency as a result of the skin-effect. losses in
leads and conductors. Also, the apparent capacitance at very high fre-
quencies drops off because of the series inductance, in accordance with
Eq. (2-14).

The voltage rating of capacitors with solid diclectrics is subject to two
basic limitations: (1) If the applied voltage exceeds the insulation strength
of the dielectric, the dielectric will spark through or at least deterioraterapidly. (2) The temperature of the capacitormauet not be permitted to
rise excessively as a result of dielectric losses. This second limitation is
the ruling one for all except d-c voltages and for very low frequencies.
Inasmuchas the relationship between losses and temperature rise depends
upon the design of the capacitor with respect to such matters as heat
removal, it is not possible to give any general rules regarding voltage
ratings. It is to be noted, however, that the voltage rating will drop
rapidly as the frequency increases because of the increase in loss with
frequency. Thus a particular low-loss air-cooled mica capacitor capable
of standing 10,000 volts at low-frequencies was found by test to have a
rating of 180 volts at a frequency of 10 Mc. Special cooling methods,
suchas the use of an air blast, will increase greatly the rating on a capaci-
tor, and water cooling is still more effective.

Electrolytic Capacitors. The electrolytic capacitor makes use of the
fact that certain metals, notably aluminum and tantalum, when placed in
wstitable solution and madethepositive electrodes, form a thininsulating
surface film. This film is capable of withstanding considerable voltage
and has a high electrostatic capacitance per unit area of film. It is the
result. of electrochemical action, and is formed by applying positive
voltage to the electrode. The thickness of the film, and hence also the
capacitance obtained per unit area of surface, depend largely upon the
voltage used in this forming process. Typical voltage ratings of electro-
lytic capacitors range from 25 up to about 500 volts. Constructional
details vary but, typically, the electrodes are of etched aluminum foil,
thus giving maximum surface area. They are separated by paper or
gauze, suturated with an electrolyte that is commonly a fudgelikesolid,
and the entire assembly is wound into a roll and mounted in a waxed
cardboard tube or box. ,

Electrolytic capacitors are widely usedfor filter and by-pass purposes
in situations where a superimposed d-c voltage is present. Compared
with capacitors of the solid dielectric type, electrolytic capacitors have a
very high power factor and appreciable leakage conductance to the
superimposed d-c potential; they also vary in capacitance and loss with
time, frequency, and temperature. However, for many purposes these
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features are unimportant and, in proportion to capacitance and voltage
rating, electrolytic capacitors are the least expensive and most compact
available. They are, however, subject to progressive deterioration with
time and so have limited life, and their dependability is appreciably less
than that of paper capacitors designed for the corresponding applications."

2-7. Coils for Resonant Circuits. Coils intended for use in resonant
circuits must have very low losses and small distributed capacitance.
Both air-cored and magnetically cored coils are used for resonant circuits,
with the choice depending upon circumstances.

Methods of Expressing Coil Losses—Coil Q. The principal causes of
energy loss in air-cored coils are skin effect in the conductor, proximity
effect. resulting from the interaction between nearby turns, dielectric
losses associated with the distributed capacitance of the coil, and eddy-
current losses in shields and other neighboring metallic objects present
within range of the magnetic field of the coil. In the case of coils with
magnetic cores, the principal cause of energy loss is usually core loss,
although factors such as skin-effect resistance of the wire and also dielec-
tric loss are sometimes likewise of significance.

For purposes of circuit analysis the coil losses are commonly expressed
in terms of an equivalent resistance, which when placed in series with the
coil inductance will account for all the power losses actually observed.
The most convenient way to express the merit of the coil is, however, in
terms of the ratio of the reactance wi. of the coil to this equivalent series
resistance 2, This ratio approximates the reciprocal of the coil power
factor, and is usually referred to by the symbol Q; that is,

_ coil reactance _. owl
equivalent series resistance FR

 

(2-15)

It is convenient to express the characteristics of a coil in terms of Q
because the Q in the operating range of the coil usually varies only
moderately with frequency; moreover, the value of Q corresponding to a
good coil is substantially the sameirrespective of the frequency for which
the coil was designed. The tendency for the coil Q to remain constant
with frequency arises from the fact that, as the frequency increases, all
the losses also increase, so that the ratio of coil reactance to resistance
tends to be much more nearly constant with frequency than is either the
reactance or the resistance of the coil.

Distributed Capacitance of Coils. In a coil there are small capacitances
between adjacent turns, between turns that are not adjacent, between
terminal leads, between turns and ground, etc. Some of the different
capacitances that may exist in a typical air-cored coil are shown in Fig.

) By substituting tantalum for the less expensive aluminum foil electrodes, it is
possible to increase greatly the reliability: see M. Whitehead, Tantalum Electrolytic
Capacitors, Bell Lab. Record, vol. 28, p. 448, October, 1950.
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2-14. Each of the various capacitances associated with the coil stores a
quantity of electrostatic energy that is determined by the capacitance
involved and the fraction of the total coil voltage that appears across it.
Thetotal effect that the numeroussmall coil capaci-
tances have can be represented to a high degree of
accuracy by assuming that they can be replaced by
a single capacitor of appropriate size shunted across
the coil terminals. This equivalent capacitance is.
called either the distributed capacitance or the self- p44 9.44. Some of the
capacitance of the coil; it causes the coil to show coil capacitances that
parallel resonance effects under some conditions (see contribute to the dis-
Sec. 3-2). tributed capacitance. . . . of a single-layer coil.

In multilayer coils the distributed capacitance
will be high unless arrangements are used that prevent turns from different
parts of the winding from being located close to each other. Thus, in the
two-layer winding shownin Fig. 2-15a, in which the turns are numbered in
order, the first and last turns are adjacent; the capacitance between the

turns at opposite ends of the wind-
ing then stores an undesirably large
amount of electrostatic energy.
This can be avoided by the use of the
bank winding, shown at b. Here the
adjacent turns represent parts of the
coil that are close together electri-
cally, while the ends of the winding,
which are far apart electrically, are
also far apart physically. Alterna-
tive approaches consist in using
many layers with few turns per
layer, as in Fig. 2-13c, or in spacing
the layers, as in Fig. 2-15d. The
common “universal” multilayer coil
represents & convenient mechanical
methodof utilizing these principles to
achieve lowdistributed capacitance.

(J) SPACED LAYER The distributed capacitance of a
, wos coil that is to be used in a resonant

vitings, Several types of multilayer circuit must be small. This is be-
cause the distributed capacitance

limits the highest frequency to which the coil can be tuned, and also intro-
duces losses that becomeserious at the higher frequencies. These losses
are diclectric losses occurring in the coil form, in the wire insulation, and
in any other dielectric that may be in the electrostatic fields associated
with the coil.
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Air-cored Coils for Resonant Circuits. Air-cored coils are widely used
in radio receivers and almost universally used for the resonant circuits of
radio transmitters. Single-layer coils are generally employed for fre-
quencies above 500 to 1500 ke, while at lower frequencies multilayer coils
are typical, as they give the desired inductance compactly. Multilayer
coils, generally of the bank-wound type, also find some use at broadcast
frequencies (535 to 1600 ke).

In designing a single-layer coil, the highest Q in proportion to size is
obtained whenthe length of the winding is somewhatless than the diam-
eter of the coil.’ The number of turns required is then determined by

DIAMETER + 1.875" enLENGTH

ouwerer?* ||
SIZE OF WIRE -NO 28 |||NUMBER OF TURNS ° 75

cea

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
FREQUENCY ~ KILOCYCLES

Fia. 2-16, Variation of Q with frequency for a typical air-cored coil.

 
the exact ratio of length to diameter thatis selected, by the diameter, and
by the inductancedesired; when these facturs areall settled, the optimum
wire size corresponds to a conductor diameter that. is between 0.5 and 0.75
times the distance between the centers of adjacent turns. If one com-
pares the Q of two coils having the same inductance and the sameratio of
length to diameter but different physical size, then the coil that is larger
will have the highest Q provided it is wound with wire of optimumsize.

The design of multilayer coils is more involved thanthat of single-layer
coils because of the increased number of variables. In general, best
results are obtained if the coil is relatively “loose,” ie., if the copper
occupies only a small fraction of the actual winding cross section. Again,
as in the case of single-layer coils, larger physical size will result in a
higher Q associated with a given inductance value, and also requires a
larger wire. ,

The Q of a typical air-cored coil varies with frequency in the manner
illustrated in Fig. 2-16. With increasing frequency, the @ first rises
slowly with frequency, then goes through a broad maximum, and finally
drops at very high frequencies. The rise is due to the fact that the

A discussion of coil losses under idealized conditions in which dielectric effects are
neglectedis given by G. W. O. Howe, The Q Factor of Single-layer Coils, Wireless Eng.,
vol 26, p. 179, June, 1949. An excellent, discussion of coils for high frequencies is
given by D. Pollack, The Design of Inductances for Frequencies between 4 and 25
Megneycles, Trans, AIEE, vol. 56, p. 1169, September, 1937,
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inductive reactance of a coil is proportional to frequency, whereas the
resistance due to skin effect cannot increase faster than the square root of
the frequency; hence the ratio Q = wl,/R tendsto rise with increasing fre-
quency. If skin effect accounted for all the losses, the Q at very high
frequencies would be proportional to the square root of frequency. How-
ever, dielectric losses arising from the coil form, the cotton or enamel
insulation on the wire, etc., give rise to a resistance in series with the coil
that is proportional to the cube of the frequency. At very highfre-
quencies these dielectric losses become comparable to the skin-effect
losses, and cause the coil Q to drop off.

The best conductor to use in an air-cored coil depends upon the fre-
quency and coil design. In general, solid wire is used for frequencies
above 1500 ke. Litz wire will give lower losses than the corresponding
solid wire at frequencies below about 500 kc and will give some advantage
for small multilayer coils in the frequency range 500 to 1500 kc.

A value of Q in the range 50 to 200 is vypical of a good fairly small air-
cored coil such as would be used for resonant circuits in a radio receiver.

A Q of 10 or 20 is considered to be quite low, while Q values in excess of
300 are high and can ordinarily be achieved only by the use of coils that
are physically large, such as are used in radio transmitters. These
numbers are applicable for coils of all frequency ranges and inductance
values.

Magnetic-cored Coils for Resonant Circuits. Coils with magnetic cores
find extensive use at radio frequencies. The principal problem involved
in using magnetic cores at radio frequencies is that of preventing eddy-
current losses in the core material from becoming excessive. The perme-
ability of magnetic materials does not drop off with frequency until the
frequency is of the order of 10!' cycles. The hysteresis loss is propor-
tional to the frequency, but since the coil reactance is likewise propor-

* tional to the frequency, the Q is not adversely affected by hysteresis Joss
at radio frequencies. In contrast, the eddy-current loss for a given core
is proportional to the square of the frequency, whereas the reactance is
proportional only to the frequency. Thus when the frequency becomes
sufficiently high, eddy-current losses dominate the situation, and the coil
Q drops.

The eddy-current losses can be kept low at high frequencies by arrang-
ing the magnetic material in the form of very fine particles or dust, pro-
duced either by chemical or mechanical means. These particles are
coated with an insulating film, mixed with a suitable proportion of binder,
pressed to the desired shape, and baked. In this way one obtains a core
in which the individual magnetic particles are very finely subdivided, with
resulting low eddy-current losses; such an arrangementis often called a
“dust” or powder core. It is possible to make “dust” cores which have
low losses at frequencies as high as 150 Mc.
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The details of the magnetic core depend upon the application for which
the coil is intended, and the frequency range over which the core is to
operate. At audio and the lower radio frequencies, the core materialis
commonly madein the form ofrings (toroidal core), so that a closed mag-
netic path may be obtained. Cores designedfor use at these frequencies
usually have an effective initial permeability that is quite high, such as
75 to 125, corresponding to a core involving relatively coarse particles
combined with a minimum of insulating material and binder. At higher
frequencies, the usual practice is to employ a single-layer winding of fine
wire on a form that, snugly fits an open core made in the form of a cylin-

drical slug with a large length/diameter
ratio, as in Fig. 2-17. Also, as the fre-

CORE MOVEABLE

SZqueney is increased, the effective per-
npn CORE meahbility that it is practical to employ in

Fia. 217. Coil with slug-type 9 core becomes less because the size of
magnetic core arranged so that the the particles of magnetic material in the
inductance can be varied by mov- gore must be reduced, and the proportion
ing thecore. of core material to binder and insulation
becomesproportionally less. ‘Thus cores that are suitable for use in coils
operating at 100 Mehave, typically, an effective permeahility of only 2 to
4, while cores for use at frequencies around 1 Mc have permeabilities from
10 to 30.

The particular magnetic material used likewise depends on frequency.
For audio and the lower radio frequencies molybdenum permalloy is
common; at the higher radio frequencies it is customary to use iron or
magnetite, a natural iron oxide. ‘

An alternative means of obtaining a magnetic core with low eddy-
surrent losses is to employ a nonconducting magnetic material such as
mentioned on page 16. Such material is suitable for use up to fre-
quencies ahove 20 Me; however, above some limiting frequency the’
dielectric and residual loss effects in the nonconducting magnetic material
may adversely affect the behavior. In frequency ranges for which they
are suitable, nonconducting magnetic cores result in coils having Q’s as
high as, or higher than, values typical of dust cores; at the same time a
nonconducting core possesses considerably greater permeability than ean
be used in a dust core at the same frequency, and so has the advantage of
compactness. !

Magnetic cores are particularly desirable when it is necessary to obtain
a reasonable Q such as 25 to 100 in a very compact coil. They find exten-
sive use in radio receivers. When a magnetic-cored coil is used in a
resonant. circuit, it is customary to employ a fixed tuning capacitance; the
resonant frequency is then adjusted by varying the position of the slug

 

 

? A discussion of the properties obtainable in coils employing nonconducting ferrite
cores is given by Strutt, loc. cit,
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core, as indicated in Fig. 2-17. Such permeability tuning, as it is called,
represents a means of tuning a resonant circuit that is often preferred to
the alternative arrangement consisting of a fixed air-cored coil and a
variable capacitance.

Radio-frequency Choke Coils. A radio-frequency choke coil is an
inductance designed to offer a high impedance to alternating currents
over the frequency range for which the coil is to be used. This result is
obtained by making the inductance of the coil high and the distributed
capacitance low, and by so proportioning that the inductance is in parallel

TERMINALS

 SPACED
TURNS

INSULATING
R00

UNIVERSAL COILS SLOTTED INSULATING BOBBIN
INSULATING

(a) (0) TUBE
(e)

Fia. 2-18. Typical examples of radio-frequency chokecoils.

resonance with the distributed capacitance somewhere in the desired
operating range of frequencies.

A typical radio-frequency choke coil consists of one or more universal-
wound coils mounted on an insulating rod, or of a series of “pies”? wound
in deep narrowslots in a slotted bobbin. A long single-layer solenoid is
likewise sometimes used. Examples of radio-frequency choke coils are
shown in Fig. 2-18. .

The performance obtainable from a radio-frequency choke can gen-
erally be improved by the proper use of slug-type magnetic cores, which
increase the inductance, and hence the impedance of the coil, without
materially affecting the distributed capacitance.

2-8. Shielding of Magnetic and Electrostatic Fields. Under many
conditions it is necessary to confine magnetic and electrostatic fields to a
restricted space. This result is accomplished by using a shield composed
of suitable material to enclose completely the space to be shielded.

The Shielding of Magnetic Fluz at Radio Frequencies; Conducting Shields.
The most practical shield for magnetic flux at radio frequencies is made
of material having low electrical resistivity, such as copper or aluminum.
Magnetic flux in attempting to pass through such a shield induces voltages
in the shield which give rise to eddy currents. These eddy currents
oppose the action of the flux, and in large measure preventits penetration
through the shield. In this way the flux is restricted to the interior of the
shield, as illustrated in Fig. 2-19¢.

Tobe effective a conducting shield should have a thickness a that is at
Momentum Dynamics Corporation
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least several times the skin depth 6 as defined by Eq. (2-10). Under
these conditions, and assuming that the radius of curvature of the shield
is large compared with the skin depth, the ratio of the tangential com-
ponents of the magneticfield intensities existing on the two sides of the
shield is!

Ratio of magneticfields = e” (2-16)

Since the energy associated with a magnetic ficld is proportional to the
square of the field intensity, the attenuation in decibels of the tangential
component that is introduced by the conducting magnetic shield is

Shield attenuation = 8.69 db (2-17)
Joints which interfere with the eddy currents by addingresistance to

the eddy-current paths greatly reduce the effectiveness of a conducting
shield. However, a joint parallel to the lines of current flow does not
adversely affect. the shielding unless it results in an open hole. This is
true even if there is failure to make contact, so that the shield lacks con-
tinuity. These effects of joints are explained by the fact that the shield-
ing is produced by the eddy currents; if the eddy currents are not dis-
turbed, then the shielding resulting from action is not affected.

Power is dissipated in a conducting shield because the eddy currents
must flow through the resistance of the shield material. When the thick-
ness of the shield is considerably greater than the skin depth, the power
loss in the shield can be determined by making use of the fact that the
total magnitude J of the eddy currents in a strip of shield 1 cm wide is
reluted to the density B in lines per square centimeter of the tangential
componentof flux that is adjacent to the surface of that part of the shield
according to the relation

10B

I= ty (2-18)

The current J flows along the surface of the shield in a direction that is at
right angles to the’ flux lines adjacent to the shield. For purposes of
calculating power dissipation, this current can be considered as uniformly
distributed to a thickness of one skin depth; it therefore encounters a
resistance that is the surface resistivity of the material as caleulated by
skin-effect considerations (see page 23). Thus the total powerloss in a
shield can be obtained by first determining by some meansthedistribution
of the tangential component of the magnetic flux adjacent to the surface
of the shield. Thedistribution of current over the surface of the shield is

next obtained withthe aid of Ey. (2-18). The energy loss in each square
'The effect of a conducting shield on the component of magnetic field that is

normal to the shield follows a different law, see B. Boston, Screening at V.H.F., Wire-
less Eng., vol. 25, p. 221, July, 1948.
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centimeterof shield surface is then determined by assuming that this cur-
rent flows through a d-c resistance corresponding to a conductor that is
one skin depth thick. The power consumed by a conducting shield is
derived from the source of energy producing the magnetic field.
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Shielding of D-C and Low-frequency Magnetic Fields; Magnetic Shields.

short-circuit the flux lines which attempt to extend through theshield, as

Momentum Dynamics Corporation
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Fic. 2-19. Paths of electrostatic and magnetic-flux lines about the same coil with and-
without magnetic and nonmagnetic shields.

Whenshielding against unidirectional magnetic fields is required, a shield
composed of magnetic material is employed. Such a shield tends to

shown in Fig. 2-19¢. The effectiveness of a magnetic shield is directly
proportional to the thickness of the shield, since the reluctance that the
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shield offers to magnetic flux is inversely proportional to thickness.

Joints or air gaps which add reluctance to the flux paths must be avoided.
The degree of shielding achieved hy a given total thickness of material can
be increased by dividing the given thickness of magnetic material into two
or more concentric shields separated by air spaces.

Magnetic shields must have high initial permeahility to be effective.
They are accordingly composed of high-permeability alloys such as
permalloy; steel or iron is not a satisfactory material because of its low
initial permeability. Since the desirable magnetic properties of perm-
alloy and similar materials are adversely affected by mechanicalstrains,
such as are introduced by drilling, punching, bending, ete., magnetic
shields must be properly heat-treated after fabrication, to relieve these
strains and develop the desirable magnetic properties.

Magnetic shields can be used for shielding alternating fields as well as
d-cfields. In particular, they find extensive use at audio and power fre-
quencies, particularly 60 cycles, where conducting shields would have to
be excessively thick to be effective. The shielding action of a magnetic
shield at these lower frequencies is achieved in part because of the short-
circuiting action of the magnetic material on maguetic flux and in part
because of eddy currents which cause the shield to act simultancously
as a conducting shicld.

Magnetic shields of high-permeability material are alao more effective
at radio frequencies than are copper or aluminum shields. At these
higher frequencies they act as conducting shields, but because of their high
permeability have less skin depth. Thug the shielding obtained with a
given thickness of material is greater. However, conducting material
such as copperis less expensive per pound than magnetic material such as
permalloy, is casier to fabricate, and requires no heat-treatment, Hence
nonmagnetic conducting shields are generally used in preference to mag-
netic shields for alternating fields when the frequency is high enough so
that. the required degree of shielding can be obtained with a reasonable
thickness of conducting shield; the only practical exception is when a
conducting shield employs a liner of nonconducting magnetic material,
as discussed below, .

Electrostatic Shiclding. Wlectrustatie shieldingis obtained by enclosing
the space to be shielded by a conducting surface. Accordingly, the mag-
netic and condueting stields for magnetic flux lines discussed above also
serve as electrostatic shields. However, fairly effective electrostatic
shielding can be obtained by a metal mesh madeof any goodto fair elec-
trical conductor, which would be a rather poor shield for magnetic flux.

It is possible to shield clectrostatic flux without simultaneously affect-
ing the magnetic field by surrounding the space to be shielded with a con-
ducting cage that is made in such a wayas to provide no low-resistance
path for the flowof eddy currents, while at the same time offering a
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metallic terminal upon which electrostatic flux lines can terminate.
Thus, the secondary winding of a transformer may beshielded electro-
statically from the primary by a shield having an insulated gap located
in auch a manneras to prevent the shield from becominga short-circuited
turn. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-20. Another type of electrostatic
shield that does not affect the magnetic flux is illustrated below in con-
nection with Prob. 2-45.

Energy loss is associated with electrostatic shielding as a result of the
fact that the charging current induced in the shield produces currents
that must flow through the surface resistance of the shield. However,

CONNECTION BETWEEN INSULATED JOINT
SECONOARIES iN SHIELO.

iy 
Fra. 2-20. Transformer with electrostatic shield between primary and secondary.

under most conditions these currents are quite small, so that the associ-
ated loss is generally insignificant. This is in contrast’ with shields
for alternating magnetic flux, where the shield losses are very often
substantial. .

Effect of Shielding on Coils! The magnetic andelectric fields associ-
ated with a coil are frequently confined by placing the coil in a shield can
composed of aluminum or copper. Such a shield increases the coil’s dis-
tributed capacitance and effective resistance, and reduces its inductance.
The distributed capacitance is increased as a result of the capacitance
between the shield and various parts of the coil (see Fig. 2-19d). The
inductance is decreased because the conducting shield restricts the mag-
netic flux lines to the space within the shield; this decreases the cross sec-
tion of the magnetic circuit and thus reduces the flux linkages. The-
effective resistance of the coil is increased because the energy consumed
by the eddy currents flowing in the shield is supplied by thecoil.

The degree of shielding obtained at radio frequencies by enclosing a coil
in a copper or aluminum containeris very high, and if a reasonable clear-

1The quantitative relations involved are discussed by Howe, op. cil.; A. G. Bogle,
The Effective Inductance and Resistance of Screened Coils, J. [EE (Wireless Soc.),
vol. 15, p. 221, September, 1940.
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ance is provided between the shield and the coil, the properties of the coil
tare not seriously impaired. In general, the clearance between the shield
and the coil should everywhere be not less than the coil radius. Under
such conditions, the presence of the shield will not reduce the coil Q by
more than 20 per cent, while the reduction in inductancewill bestill less.

A shielded inductance that is very compact can be achieved by making
the conducting shield only slightly larger in diameter than thecoil, and
then using a liner of nonconducting magnetic material to fill the space
between coi] and shield, as shown in Fig. 2-19f. The high permeability
of the magnetic material provides a low-reluctance return path for the
magnetic flux outside the coil, with the result that the inductance obtained
is greater than when thecoil is unshielded as in Fig. 2-19a. This makes
it practical to reduce the physical size required to obtain a given induct-
anceat a desired value of Q. In addition, the shielding is moreeffective
than when only a conducting shield is used (Fig. 2-19c), because both
magnetic and conducting shielding is simultaneously obtained.

PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES

2-1. Hf the flux shown in Fig. 2-1 is produced by a current of 0.01 amp, estimate the
coil inductance, (Assume that Fig. 2-1 gives a two-dimensional representation of the
actual flux lines present in the three-dimensionalcoil.)

2-2, A single-layer coil is to have an inductance of 220 zh and is to be wound on a
form having a diameter of 2 in. If the ratio of length to diameteris 1.5, determine
the distance between centers of adjacent turng of the winding.

2-3. A single-layer solenoidal coil having 60 turns on a winding 3 in. long and 3 in.
in diameter possesses an inductance of 187 zh. Without using Fig. 2-2, determine:

a. How many turns would be required to obtain the same inductance if the core
were 2 in. in diameter and 2 in, long.

b. How many turns would be required to obtain an inductance of 400 zb with a
winding 4 in. long and 4 in. in diameter.

2-4. a. On a hysteresis loop similar to that of Fig. 2-3, show a minor hysteresis
loop originating at point 1 on the main loop, but corresponding to a substantially
larger value of alternating magnetization.

b. Repeat for the same alternating magnetization as in (a), but with the d-c mag-
netization corresponding to point 3, instead of point 1.

2-6. The incremental inductance at low alternating magnetization of a particular
iron-cered coil having 1000 turns is 10 henrys with no d-c saturation, and 4 henrys
whencarrying a d-c magnetizing current of 0.1 amp. When the numberof turnsis
reduced to 500, it is found that the inductance without d-c saturation is reduced to
2.5 henrys, or exactly one-fourth of the previous value, whereas with a d-c magnetizing
current of 0.1 amp the incremental inductance is somewhat greater than one-fourth
of 4 henrys, Explain.

2-6. A coil uses asilicon-steel core composed of material having the characteristics
givenin Fig. 2-4, and the core is assembled with negligible air gap. If the incremental
inductance is 5.4 henrys with no d-c magnetization and low alternating flux density,
whatwill be the incremental inductances with d-c magnetizations sufficient to produce
1, 2, and 3 ampere turns per em?
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2-7. a. A permanent magnet that is required to produce a large amount of fux
in a low-reluctance magneticcircuit will be short and thick. Explain.

b. A permanent magnet thatis required to produce a small amountof flux in a high-
reluctance circuit will be long and thin, Explain.

2-8. A permanent magnet of Alnico V is required to establish a flux density of
2000 lines per sq cm in an air gap 1.2 em long and having aneffective cross section of
20 sqem. Determine the length and cross section of the magnet required, assuming
stabilization is not necessary.

2-9. Explain why a permanent magnet stabilized as in Fig. 2-6 will have to be both
larger in cross section and longer than an unstabilized magnet in order to produce the
sameflux in a given external cireuit.

2-10. A particular permanent-magnet system employs a cylindrical magnet of
Alnico V having a diameter of 1.0 in. and a Jength of 0.6 in, If Alnico XII is used
instead, calculate the diameter and length required to give the same result. Assume
that the permanent-magnet material is used under optimum conditions in both cases
and that stabilization is not required.

2-11. A primary coil having an inductance of 100 zh is connected in series with a
secondarycoil of 240 wh, and the total inductance of the combination is measured as
146 wh. Determine (a2) the mutual inductance, (b) the coefficient of coupling, and (c)
the inductance that would be observed if the terminals of one of the coils were reversed.

2-12. Two circuits are to he coupled by a commoncapacitor using the circuit of
Fig. 2-8, If the total capacitance required in the primary circuit is 150 yf, while the
total capacitance required in the secondary circuit is 100 gaaf, determine the value of
the common capacitance (, in Fig. 2-8¢ to give a coefficient of coupling of 0.02.
(Note: In solving this problem do not attempt to use Eq, (2-8).]

2-13. In two circuits coupled as in Fig, 2-8), LZ, = 0.05 henry, L: = 0.08 henry,
and k = 0.4, Determine (a) the required value of Lm, and (b) the total primary and
total secondary inductances,

2-14. Explain why two coils that have their axes, respectively, parallel to, and at
right angles to, the line joining the coil centers will have zero mutual inductance.

2-16. Two single-layer air-coredcoils are located coaxially end to end, as illustrated
in Fig. 2-84. It is found that, if a long cylindrical magnetic core is slipped inside of
these coils so that it is common to both coils, the mutual inductanceis increased more

than is the self-induetanee of the individual coils, Explain.
2-16. What effect does the redistribution of current associated with skin effect

have on the inductance? Maplain.
2-17. a. Calculate the skin depth in coppor for 1 ke, 1 Mc, and LO0O Me, and

tabulate the results,

b. Repeat for aluminum.
2-18. Parts formed of brass, steel, etc., are sometimes silver- or copper-plated to

reduce the eficctive resistance to radio frequencies. If copper plating is employed,
and the part is to be used in the frequency range 5 to 20 Me, recommend a minimum
thickness for this plating, and give the reasoning upon which this recommendation
is based,

2-19. Inductances (and also shields) are sometimes plated to reduce corrosion and
improve appearance. The resistivity of the plating material suitable for this purpose
is usually much higher than the resistivity of the material that is plated. What
criterion must the thickness of the plating satisfy if the effective resistance of the
plated conductor is to approach closely the resistance obtained without plating?

2-20. A No. 14 copper wire (diameter 0.0641 in.) has a d-c resistance of 0.2525 ohm
per 100 ft. Calculate its resistance at 10 Mc, and at 3000 Me, and tabulate these
three values of resistance alongside of one another.
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9-91. What diameter must a copper wire hive if ita resistance is not to execed
3.0 ohmaper 100 ft at 10 Me? .

9-22. A conductor consisting of a thin-walled tube will have muchless resistance at
very high frequencies thana solid wire of the same d-c resistance. Explain,

9-28. In a conductor consisting of a tube of specified outside diameter, the resist-
ance at very high frequencies will be almost independent of wall thickness if this
thickness excceds several skin depths, but will be roughly inversely proportional to
wall thickness when the thickness is small compared with the skin depth. Explain
these observations.

9-24. Determine what mathematical approximation is invelved in each of the
following statements:

a, The phase angle in radians is equal to the powerfactor.
h, The reciprocal of capacitor Q is equal to the power factor of the eapacitor.
ce. The dissipation factor is equal to the phase angle.
9-25. On the basis of the information given in Fig. 2-12 and the associated discus-

sion, sketch curves analogous to Fig. 2-12 but showing qualitatively howthe dielectric
constant and power factor would vary as a function of temperature for (a) a low
frequency, and (b) a high frequency.

2-26. a. A mica capacitor with power factor 0.0005 has a capacitance of 0.001 yf.
Assuming skin-effect. resistance to be negligible, whatis the equivalent serics resistance
of the capacitor at frequencies of 1000, 100,000, and 10,000,000 eycles?

’. Whatis the equivalent shunt resistance for the same conditions?
2-27. A certain air capacitor employing myealex insulation has a power factor of

0.0003 at 1000 cycles. Whatwill its power factor be at this samefrequency and same
capacitance if the mycalex insulation is replaced by polystyrene insulation of the
same geometrical configuration?

2-28. The powerfactor of a capacitor at very high frequencies is roughly propor-
tional to f* where f is the frequency. What is the value of nr?

2-29. Show that the powerfactor of a given variable air capacitor at low frequencies
ix independent of frequency but increases inversely with capacitance sctting.

2-30. At very high frequencies, does an increage in frequency cause the powerfactor
of a variable air capacitance for a given capacitance setting to become greater, leas, or
unchanged? Give an adequate justification for the answer chosen.

2-31. In a variable air capacitor the ratio of the power factor at a given high fre-
quency to the powerfactor at a given low frequency becomes greater as the capacitance
setting increases, Explain.

2-32. In a capacitor having a capacitance of 0.001 yf, the equivalent series induct-
ance of the leads, ete., is 0.1 zh. At what frequency does the apparent capacitance
differ from the true capacitance by 10 per cent?

2-83. A certain capacitor havingair dielectric with bakelite supports obtains 10 ppf
of its capacitance through the bakelite diclectric having a power factor of 4 per cent,
and the remainder of its capacitance from the air, which has no losses. Whatis the
equivalent series resistance and power factor at 10,000 ke when the total capacitance
is 100 puf (90 pef from air and 10 yyuf from bakelite)? Neglect skin-effect losses.

2-34. A particular mica capacitor having a capacitance of 0.001 yf has a power
factor of 0,0005 at a frequency of 1000 cycles, while at 10 Mc the power factor has
risen to 0.001. From this infermation deduce the values of 2 and R; applicable in
Fig. 2-13 at 10 Me.

2-35. The capacitor of Prob, 2-26 is able to stand a d-c potential of 5000 volts andis
capable of dissipating safely 3 watts of heat.

a. At what frequencywill heating hegin to limit the voltage rating?
6. What is the voltage rating at frequencies of 1, 1000, and 10,000 ke?
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2-36. Derive an equation giving the exact relation between the Q of a coil and the
coil powerfactor, and from this calculate the error in the approximaterelation: power
factor = 1/Q, when Q = 50.

2-87. Explain why the distributed capacitance of a coil is always increased by the
wax or other coating used for protection against moisture.

2-38. On the basis of proximity and skin effects, explain why it is reasonable to
expect that the maximum coil Q would be obtained with a wire not so large as to leave
very little clearance between adjacent turns, and not so small as to makethis clearance
becomea large fraction of the spacing between centers of adjacent turns.

2-89. In a coil with a magnetic slug core as in Fig. 2-17, removing the core will
reduce the inductance less in a system using & core designed for 100 Mc than in a
system using a core designed for 1 Mc. Explain.

2-40. A copper shield is required to reduce the magnetic flux density by 60 db.
What. shield thickness is required at (a) 1 ke, (6) 1 Me, and (c) 1000 Mc?

2-41. Derive Eq. (2-17) from Eq. (2-16).
2-42. A particular magnetic shield attenuates d-c magnetic fields by 20 db. What

will the attenuation be if the shield thickness is doubled?

2-48. A conducting magnetic shield is composed of permalloy having an initial
permeability of 15,000 and a resistivity of 17 wohms per em cube, Calculate (@) the
thickness which this material must have to be 5 skin depths thick at 60 cycles, and
(b) the thickness which copper must have to achieve the samedegreeof shielding.

2-44. Explain why magnetic material in powdered form, such as used in magnetic
cores for radio frequencics, is not suitable for use as a shield of alternating magnetic
fields.

2-46. A grid of wires such as shownin the accompanying figure will provide electro-
static shielding without magnetic shielding provided the structure (shown dotted in

Pron, 2-45

the illustration) supporting the sides of the shield is an insulator. However, if the
material of the supporting structure is a conductor, then magnetic as well as electro-
static fields are shielded at least to some extent. Explain.

2-48, When a nonmagnetic shield can surrounds a solenoidalcoil, it is obgerved that
the shielding of the magnetic field is not affected appreciably by a joint in the shield
provided this joint is in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the coil, but the effective-
ness of the shield is very seriously reduced if the joint is in a plane that contains the,
axis of the coil, Explain.

2-47. If it is necessary that a magneticshield for d-c fields have a joint, how should
this joint be oriented with respect to the direction of the magnetic flux that is being
shielded?
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CHAPTER 3

PROPERTIES OF CIRCUITS

WITIT LUMPED CONSTANTS

8-1. Series Resonance.Acircuit consisting of an inductance, capaci-
tance, andresistanceall in series, as in Fig. 3-1, is called a series resonant
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Fic. 3-1. Magnitude and phase angleof
current in a series resonant cireuil as a

functionof frequency for constant applied
voltage and different circuit Q's.

or series tuned circuit. When a

constant voltage of varying fre-
quency is applied to such a circuit,
the current that flows depends
upon frequency in the manner
shown in Fig. 3-1. At low fre-
quencies, the capacitive reactance
of the circuit is large and the induc-
tive reactance is small. Most of

the voltage drop is then across the
capacitor, while the current is small
and leads the applied voltage by
nearly 90°. At high frequencies,
the inductive reactance is large and
the capacitive reactance low, result-
ing in a small current that lags
nearly 90° behind the applied volt-
age, and most of the voltage dropis
across the inductance, In between

these two extremes there is a fre-

quency, called theresonant frequency,
atwhich the capacitive and inductive
reactances are exactly equal and,
consequently, neutralize each other;

there is then only the resistance of the circuit to oppose the flow of cur-
rent, The current at the resonant frequency is accordingly equal to the
applied voltage divided by thecircuit resistance, and is very large if the
resistance is low.

A resonance curve such as illustrated in Fig. 3-1 finds extensive use in
selective systems for separating a desired a-c signal from signals of
other frequencies, For frequencies in the vicinity of resonance cor-
responding to a carrier wave and its sideband frequencies, the response is

44
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nearly uniform and is quite large. However, at frequencies differing
greatly from resonance the response is relatively small, with the result
that signals of such frequencies, i.e., the unwanted signals, are severely
discriminated against.

The characteristics of a series resonant circuit depend primarily upon
the ratio of inductive reactance wl, to circuit resistance R, i.e., upon
wL/R. This ratio is frequently denoted by the symbol Q andis called
the circuit Q.! Most of the loss in the usual resonantcircuit is due to coil

resistance because the losses in a properly constructed capacitor are small
in comparison with those of a coil. The result is that the circuit Q
ordinarily approximates the Q of the coil alone, which was discussed in
Sec. 2-7.

The generaleffect of different circuit resistances,i.e., different values of
Q, is shown in Fig. 3-1. It is seen that, when the frequency differs
appreciably from the resonant frequency, the actual current ts practically
independent of the circuit resistance and 7s very nearly the current that would
be obtained with no losses. On the other hand, the current at the resonant
frequency is determined solely by the resistance. Theeffect of increasing
the resistance of a series circuit is, accordingly, to flatten the resonance
curve by reducing the current at resonance without significantly affecting
the behavior at frequencies differing appreciably from resonance. This
broadens the top of the curve, giving a more nearly uniform current over
a band of frequencies near the resonant point, but does so by reducing
the ability of the circuit to discriminate between voltages of different
frequencies.

Analysis of Series Resonant Circuit. The elementary voltage, current,
and impedancerelations of series resonant circuits are discussed in every
book on alternating currents. The basic quantitative relations are listed
below for convenient reference.

!
R tf y =f = — 4esonant frequency=fo Vie (3-2)

Z=R+5 (1 - 2) (3-3a)
|Z,| = Je + (#1- +) (3-3b)

4 The circuit Q can also be defined as ,

energy stored in circuit (3-1)
{ energy dissipated in circuitduring one cycle

Q = 2
 

This relation follows from the fact that the energy stored in the inductance L when
the current J is maximum (i.e., when all the stored energy is in the inductance) is
1*L/2, where J is the peak current, At the sametime, the energy lost per cycle in the
circuit resistance R is J*R/2f, where f is the frequency.
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= 3-4tan 6 R . (3-4)
E EBy ee Co 5l=% "8 Tiel -~dem) ©)

Current at resonance = Ip = z (3-6)
Voltage across inductance = jwLT (3-7a)

Voltage across capacitor = = I (3-76)

where // = voltage applied to circuit
/ = current flowing in circuit, amp

= frequency, cycles
2nf
wh/R
total series resistance of tuned circuit

= inductance, henrys
capacitance, farads

= impedanceof series circuit
6 = phase angle of impedance

Subscript » denotes values at resonant. frequency
At frequencies near resonance the voltages across the capacitor and the

inductance will both be very much greater than the applied voltage.
This is possible because at frequencies near resonance the voltages across
the capacitor and inductance are nearly 180° out of phase with each other
and so add up to a value that is much smaller than either voltage alone.

At resonance, where the circuit current is F/R, Eqs. (8-7) show that
the voltage across the inductance (or capacitor) is then Q times the
applied voltage; i.e., there is a resonant rise of voltage in the circuit amount-
ing to Q times. Since a typical value of @ is of the order of 100, a series
resonantcircuit will thus develop a high voltage even with small applied
potentials. At frequencies differing from resonance the voltage dovel-
oped across the inductance (or capacitor) talls off. In the vicinity of
resonance the resulting curve of voltageas a function of frequency has a
shapethat for all practical purposes can: be considered to be the same as
the c.rresponding curve of current as a function of frequency (see Fig.
3-1). The reason for tias is that most of the resonanceeffects exist in a

very narrow frequency band,typically representing a frequency variation
of only a few per cent. Over this frequency range the term wl. (or 1/.(’)
in Eqs. (3-7) is so nearly constant that to a first approximation the volt-
age developed across the circuit can be considered to be proportional to
the circuit current.

Universal Resonance Curve. Equations (3-5) and (3-6) can also be
rearranged to express the ratio of current actually flowing to the current
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at resonance, in termsof the circuit Q and thefractional deviation of the
frequency from resonance. This leads to the universal resonance curve
of Fig, 3-2.1

In the universal resonance curve, the frequency is expressed in terms of
a parameter a that represents fo/Q cycles, as defined in Fig. 3-2. Thus
a = 1.0 when thecycles off resonance equal f./Q cycles, a = 2 when the
numberof cycles off resonanceis 2/o/Q, etc.

The use of Fig. 3-2 in practical calculations can beillustrated by two
examples.

Example 1. It is desired to know how many cycles one must be off resonance to
reduce the current to one-half the value at resonance whenthecircuit has a Q of 125
and is resonant at 1000 ke.

Reference to Fig. 3-2 shows that the response is reduced to 0.5 when a = 0.86.
Hence,

Cycles off resonance = 0.86%none = 6.88 ke
The phase angle of the current as obtained from the curveis 60°.

Example 2. With the samecircuit as in the preceding example, it is desired to
know what the response will be at a frequency 10,000 cycles below resonance.

To solve this problem it is first necessary to determine a.

&@ = FN oo0 X 125 = 1.25

Reference to Fig. 3-2 shows that for a = 1.25 the response is reduced by a factor 0.37
and that the phase of the current is 68° leading.

The only assumption involved in the universal resonance curveis that
Q is assumed to be the sameat the frequency being considered as at the
resonant frequency. When this is true, the universal resonance curve

! The equation of the universal resonance curve is obtained as follows: The ratio of
Iq. (8-5) to Eq. (3-6) gives

ActualcurrentRet
Current at resonance ~ R + jlwl — (1 /oC}] ~ RB + i282— 1)/0C]

Nowdefine the fractional deviation 6 of the frequency from resonance, according to
the relation

w = wo(l + 8)

Substituting this expression for w and remembering that wo, = 1 /woC, one obtains

Actualcurrent a Ro _- i

Current at resonance _ ¢1+3)?—“i oa(2+4)R+i[ rs Jou i+08 i+% ,
When @ is constant, the radio-frequency resistance is proportional to frequency so
that R/Ro = w/w = (1 + 5), which when substituted yields

Garrent at resonance ~ f2+8145-4598 i+it)
Actual current 1 (3-8)

Figure 3-2 ie then obtained by substituting a = Qé.
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involves no approximations whatsoever. Over the limited range of fre-
quencies near resonance represented in Fig. 3-2, the variation in Q in
practical cases is so small as to introduce negligible (i.e., less than 1 per
cent) error from the use of the curve, when the value of Q existing at
resonance is used in determining the parametera.

 
 

  
CYCLES OFF RESONANCEg | FRACTIONAL

|. RESONANT FREQUENCY 9 DETUNING 
 

 CYCLES OFF RESONANCE 2x RESONANT TH@ FREQUENCY iff 

  
CYCLES OFF RESONANCE

RESONANT FREQUENCY

  
  40 25 20 rs to 05 0 O05 1.0 5

FREQUENCY BELOW RESONANCE VALUES OF @ FREQUENCY ABOVE RESONANCE
Fie. 3-2, Universal resonance curve for serics resonant circuit. This curve can also
be applied to the parallel resonant circuit by considering the vertical scale to repre-
gent the ratio of actual parallel bnpedance to the parallel impedance at resonance.
When applied to parallel circuits, the angles shown in the figure as leading are lagging,
and vice versa.

The universal resonance curve is useful because it is independent of
the resonant frequency of the circuit and of the ratio of inductance to
capacitance, and becauseit is substantially independent of circuit Q. It
thus follows that all resonance curves have the same relative shape irrespective
of resonant frequency, Q, or ratio of inductance to capacitance of the circuit.

Working Rules for Estimating Sharpness of Resonance. Since the
curves for different values of Q are almost identical in Fig. 3-2, particu-
larly in the neighborhood of the resonant frequency,it is possible to state
several easily remembered working rules that will enable one to estimate
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the sharpness of any resonance curve with an error of leas than 1 per cent
when only the Q of the circuit is known.! These rules follow:

Rule 1. When ihe frequency of the applied voltage deviates from the
resonant frequency by an amount that is 1/2Q of the resonant frequency, the
current that flows is reduced to 70.7 per cent of the resonant current, and the
current ts 45° out of phase with the applied voltage. Thus the frequency band
B over which the response is at least 70.7 per cent of thai at resonance(i.e.,
within 3 db of resonance) is B = fo/Q, where fo is the resonant frequency.

Rule 2. When the frequency of the applied voltage deviates from the
resonant frequency by an amount that is 1/Q of the resonant frequency, the
current that flows is reduced to 44.7 per cent of the resonant current, and the
current is 6314° out of phase with the applied voltage.

Thus, in the circuit considered in the above examples, the current
would be reduced to 70.7 per cent of the value at resonance when thefre-
quency is 450 of 1000 ke, or 4000 cycles off resonance, and to 44.7 per
cent of the resonant current for a frequency deviation of (95 of 1000 ke,
or 8000 cycles. Since the resonant rise of voltage in this circuit is
125 (=Q) times, the rise of voltage is very nearly 0.7 X 125 = 87.5 times
when the frequency is 4000 cycles off resonance, and is very close to
0.45 X 125 = 56.25 times at a frequency 8000 cycles from resonance.

Practical Calculation of Resonance Curves. The proper procedure for
calculating a resonance curve is to start by determining the current at
resonance, using Eq. (3-6). The working rules can then be applied to
obtain the response at frequencies 1/2Q and 1/Q on either side of reso-
nance. This gives a picture of the sharpness of resonanceandis sufficient
for many purposes. However,if additional points in the vicinity of reso-
nance are needed, they can be calculated with the aid of Fig. 3-2.

At frequencies too far off resonance to come within the range of the uni-
versal resonance curve, the magnitude of the current can be determined
with an accurucy sufficient for nearly all practical purposes by neglecting
the resistance FR in Eq. (3-5). The phase angle of the current under
these conditions is obtained from Eq. (3-4).

The above procedure for calculating resonance curves is much superior
to making calculations based directly upgn Eq. (8-5). The use of the
universal resonance curve in the vicinity of the resonant frequency not
only reduces the amount of labor involved but also greatly improves the
accuracy under ordinary conditions. This is because resonant circuit

formulas such as Eq. (3-5) contain a term (at > +) which involves the
difference of two quantities which near resonance are nearly equal in
magnitude. In order to obtain this difference without more than 1 per

1 Anerrvorof 1 per centis nearly always permissible in calculations of radio-frequency
circuits. This is because the effective cizcuit constants at radio frequencies are very
seldom known to an accuracy that involves an error of less than 1 per cent.
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cent error, five-place logarithms must ordinarily be employed. Slide-rule
calculations are never permissible. Neglecting the resistance at fre-
quencies too far off resonance to come within the range covered by the
universa] resonance curve enormously reduces the labor involved in
calculating magnitudes, and introduces an errorof less than 1 per cent of
the magnitude at resonance. This accuracy is ample for all ordinary
purposes, and the error is undetectable when resonance curves are

. plotted.

LeoC0 3-2. Parallel Resonance. A par-
, (zero tosses» allel circuit consisting of an induct-

ance branchin parallel with a capac-
itance branch offers an impedanceof
the character shown in Fig. 3-3.
Such a cireuit is termed a parallel
resonant or parallel tuned circuit.

When a voltage is applied to such
a system, then at very low fre-
quencies, the inductive branch draws
a large lagging current while the
leading current of the capacitive
branch is small, resulting in a large
lagging line or circuit current and a
low lagging circuit impedance. At
high frequencies, the inductance has

Leap a high reactance compared with the
30| FREQUENCY capatitance, resulting in a large lead-

Fria, 3-3. Magnitude and phase angleof ing line current and 4 correspondingly
impedance of a parallel circuit asafune- low circuit impedance thatis leading
tion of frequency for different circuit Q's. in phase. In hetween these two
extremes, there is a frequency at which the lagging current taken by the
inductive branch and the leading current entering the capacitance branch
are equal; being 180° out of phase, they then neutralize and leave only a
small resultant inphase current flowing in the line. The irapedanceof the

parallel circuit will then be a, very high resistance, as is brought out in
Fig. 3-3.) .

A comparison of Figs. 3-1 and 3-3 shows that the impedancecurve of a
parallel circuit is similar in character to the current curve of a series
circuit. In particular, increasing the resistance of a parallel resonant

'In obtaining a parallel resonance curve experimentally by measurements of
applied voltage and line current, extreme care must be taken to ensure that the applied
voltage contains no harmonics, This is necessary because at resonance the circuit
impedance is extremely high to the fundamental component of the applied voltage
and very low to the harmonic components, with the result that. even a small harmonic-
voltage component will cause line currents that mask the small fundamental
component,
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circuit lowers and flattens the peak of the resonance curve, just as in the
analogous series resonance case. This similarity is considered below in
greater detail.

The relationship between the line and branch currents in a parallel
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 3-4. It will be noted that, unlike theline or
circuit current, which shows a resonance effect, the currents in the indi-
vidual branches of a parallel circuit: vary only slightly in the vicinity of
resonance andare relatively large. At resonance the two branch cur-

rents have similar magnitudes, and kecop
being almost (but not quite) out of nouceh?W te" CURRENTphase they add up to a very small ee
resultant current, thus giving a
high circuit impedance. As the
frequency departs from resonance
the two branch currents become

slightly unequal in magnitude; this

causes the line current to increase—susvrtyBrcow Resonance SLIGHTLYABOVE
ax shown, which means lowered FREQUENCY
cireult impedance. Jtischaracter- Fila. 3-4. Relationship of line and branch
istic of parallel resonant circuits thevicinity &parallelresonant circuit in
that for frequencies near resonance
the current flowing in the branches, commonly referred to as the circulat-
ing current, is much larger than the line current, i.e., than the current
supplied to the circuit.

The fundamental relations of a parallel resonant circuit are derived in
every introductory book on a-c circuit theory, and are listed below for
convenient reference. ,

I
I
|
t
|
|
t
| 

Ld, BelDas pe aly oO = y = = aoe i
Parallel impedance=Z Zotz. Z. (3-9)

Line current = 3 (3-10)
Inductive branch current = H = 2 > (3-11)

° Z. R, + Jol

, we FE ‘
Capacitive branch current = Zo ~ Re =G/wC) (8-12)

where ’ = voltage applied to circuit
Z. = R, — (j/wC) = impedanceof capacitive branch
Zi = Ri + jul, = impedance of inductive branch
Z, = Z,+ Zs. = series impedanceof circuit
Z = impedanceof circuit when connected in parallel

R,=R. + Ri = total series resistance of circuit
2n times frequency
ol/R, = circuit Qee i
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These equations are fundamental to every parallel circuit, irrespective of
the circuit Q, the frequency, or the division of resistance between the
branches.

Quantitative Relations in Parallel Resonant Circuits with Moderate or
High Q, and the Use of Universal Resonance Curve. When the Q of a
parallel resonant circuit is not too low (e.g., of the order of 10 or more),
the quantitative relations become quite simple. To begin with, it is then
permissible to assume that the circuit has maximum impedance and unity
powerfactor at the same frequency, whichis also the frequency at which
the samecircuit is in series resonance as given by Eq. (3-2). In contrast,
when the circuit Q is low, this is not necessarily the case, as discussed
below.

When the circuit Q is not too low, the exact expressions of Eqs. (3-9)
and (3-10) can be simplified, without introducing appreciable error, by
neglecting the resistance components of the impedances Z, and Ze in
the numerator of Ng. (3-9). When this is done!

 
Parallel impedance = Z = 0/2? (3-13)

4s

At resonance Z, = R,, and this becomes

Parallel impedance at resonance = (ont= (wL)Q (3-14)
In these equations wo is the value of w at resonance. It will be noted from
Hq. (8-14) that af resonance the impedance of a parallel circuit is a resist-
ance that is Q) times the reactanceof oneofthe branches.* It can, therefore,
be said that the parallel arrangement. of inductive and capacitive branches
causes a resonant rise of impedance of Q times the impedance that would
be obtained from either branch alone, It is thus apparent that very,
high impedances can be developed by parallel resonance. This is one of
the most important properties of parallel resonance.

Under conditions where the circuit Q is not too low, the resonance
curve of the parallel impedance of « circuit can be considered to have the
same shape as the resonancecurve of the series current in a circuit consisting

1 This transformation is carricd out as follaws: If the resistance components in the
numerator of Iq. (3-12) are neglected, the product Z,Ze becomes wl./wC = L/C.
One can now eliminate the capacitance C in this expression by multiplying both
numerator and denominator by wo and then noting that 1/woC = wel. ‘That is,

Zihe == 2% m (uel), wal

* It also follows from Eq. (3-14) and Eqs. (3-10) to (3-12) that at resonance the
branch currents are Q times ag large as the line current, provided the resistance com-
ponents in Eqs. (3-11) and (3-12) are small compared with the associated reactive
components,
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of the same inductance, capacitance, and resistances connected in a series
instead of a parallel arrangement. This follows from the fact that a com-
parison of Eqs. (3-5) and (3-13) shows that both the parallel impedance
and the series current are equal to a constant divided by Z,. Conse-
quently, the universal resonance curve and the working rules that were applied
for estimating the sharpness of resonance of the series circuit also apply to
the case of parallel resonance when the circuit Q is moderate or high. The
only difference is that the signs of the phase angles are now reversed, the
phase of the parallel impedance being leading at frequencies higher than
resonance and lagging at frequencies below resonance.

The proper procedure for calculating the impedance of a parallel
resonant circuit of moderate or high Q is therefore similar to that used

ot oe
1 Ry Reet Kael?

(@) EQUIVALENT FORMS (0) PARALLEL CIRCUIT (c¢)} SHUNT=FED
OF PARALLEL CIRCUITS WITH BOTH SERIES AND PARALLEL CIRCUIT

SHUNT RESISTANCES

Fic. 3-5, Forms of parallel resonant. circuits involving a shunt resistance and shunt
feed.

with a series resonant circuit. The first step is to determine the resonant
frequency and the impedanceat resonance, using Eqs. (3-2) and (3-14).
Next, the working rules are applied to obtain the 70.7 and the 44.7 per
cent points oneither side of resonance. This gives the general picture of
the sharpness of resonance andis sufficient for many purposes. If a more
complete curve is desired in the vicinity of resonance, one may make use
of the universal resonance curve of Fig. 3-2. Finally, at frequencies so
far off resonance as to be outside the range of the universal resonance
curve, one may determine the magnitude of the impedance by using
Eq. (8-13), but neglecting the circuit resistance K when making the
calculation. The power-factor angle of the impedance thus obtained is
the negative of the corresponding angle fur series resonance, as given by
Eq. (8-4).

Parallel Resonant Circuits with Shunt Resistances and with Parallel Feed.

The two types of parallel resonant circuits shown in Fig. 3-5a are equiv-
alent to each other provided the resistances RA, and Rz are properly,
related, and provided also that thecircuit Q is not toolow. To determine
the relationship that must exist between R, and R2, one notes that R; can
be thought of as being associated with capacitance C as its equivalent
series resistance, while 2, can be regarded as an equivalent shunt resist-
ance of the same capacitance C. Assuming that the circuit Q is not too
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low [ie., that (1/wC)/Ri>>1, and that R2/(1/wC)>>1], then from
Eqs. (2-12) and (2-13) one has :

RRs = (2) (3-15)
Although the relationship botween 2, and Rz is seen by Eq. (3-15) to
depend on frequency, it is common practice to determine the relation
between A; and 2, at resonance, and then to assume that the values at
resonancealso hold for all frequencies in the vicinity of resonance. This
approximation is equivalent to assuming that the right-hand term of
Eq. (8-15) is constant at the value it has at resonance.' Since w changes
by only a small percentage in the limited frequency range around reso-
nance, this assumption is not far from the truth, and the error it intro-
duces is quite small.

The parallel resonant circuit of Fig. 3-5b can be transformed to the
circuits of Fig. 3-5a by converting 2, to an equivalent series resistance Ry
or transforming #j to an equivalent shunt resistance J’. By use of Eqs.
(2-12) and (2-13), respectively, this leads to the following relations
betweenthe circuits of a and b in Fig. 3-5 for the resonant frequency:

Total effective|_—,_ pr, (wold)?serics creer ~Ri= Rh + R, (3-182)
Shuntresistance] _ _ (wol)?equivalent to "| = Bea = Ri (3-18)

Total effective R..Ri = = oat? -
shunt resistance = RB, k.. +R, (8-18c)
including PF’ and R.,

The above analysis is of practical importance for two reasons. In the
first. place, it shows that to a high approximation, the effect produced by
shunting a resistance across a parallel resonant circuit is merely to lower
the effective Q of the circuit. The resonant frequency is unchanged, how-
ever, and the impedance curvestill has the shape of a resonance curve as
given by the universal resonance curve. In the second place, the analysis
provides a simple means of determining the quantitative effect that a
shunt resistance produces on the properties of a resonant circuit.

Still another form of parallel resonant, circuit that is frequently encoun-
tered is shown in Fig. 3-5c, where a resistance F is connectedin series with

? At resonance, one can write wols = 1 /woC, where wo is the value of w at the resonant
frequency. Under these conditions the following useful relations apply to Fig. 3-5a:

RiRe = (wl)? (3-16)
Q ofcircuit wb R:at resonance} Ri aol (3-172)

Parallel impedance
at resonance. = wolQ = Ra (8-176)
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the parallel circuit. The behavior of arrangements of this type is
analyzed in Sec. 3-7.

Parallel Circuits with Low Q. The entire discussion of parallel reso-
nance given above except for Eqs. (3-9) to (3-12) assumes that the Q of the
parallel circuit is at least reasonably high (i.¢., of the order of 10 or more).
In the general case when the circuit Q is low, the curve of circuit imped-
ance as a function of frequency still has a shape that resembles a resonance
curve unless the circuit Q approaches oris less than unity. However, the
maximum impedance no longer necessarily occurs at the frequency of
series resonance, and the condition of unity power factor does not neces-
sarily occur cither at the frequency of series resonance or when the imped-
ance isa maximum. The actual behavior for any given Q depends upon
the division of resistance between the RESISTANCE
inductive and capacitive branches, as IN INDUCTIVE
illustrated in Fig. 3-6 for typical cases.

An important consideration in the
use of low-Q resonant circuits occurs
whensuch a circuit is tuned to reso-

nance with a given frequency by vary-
ing either the inductance or capaci-
tance of the circuit. If, for example,
the tuning is accomplished by varying
the capacitance, then,if all the circuit
losses are in the inductive branch, the
capacitance setting that makes the
circuit impedance maximum also cor-
responds to unity power factor. If,
however,partorall of the circuitresist-
ance is in the capacitive branch, then
the capacitance setting that makes Fic. 3-6. Typical characteristics of
the circuit impedance maximumat an parallel resonance circuits having
assigned frequency does not corre- low @.
spond to the capacitance setting for which the circuit power factor is
unity. Thisis illustrated in Fig. 3-6. Similarly, if the tuning is accom-
plished by varying the inductance, then the situation is reversed, and
maximum impedance and unity-power-factor conditions coincideonlyif
all the circuit losses are concentrated in the capacitive branch. These
properties of parallel resonant circuits with low Q are often of considerable
importance in connection with the resonant circuits of Class C amplifiers
such as used in radio transmitters. .

Components of Parallel Impedance. The parallel impedance as calcu-
lated by Eq. (3-9) or (8-13) can be thoughtof as equivalent to a resistance
in series with a reactance, as shown in Fig. 3-74. When thecircuit Q is
sufficiently high for Eq. (8-13) to apply, then these resistance and react-
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ance components will be found to vary with frequency in the manner
shownin Fig. 3-7), which is a universal curve derivable directly from the
universal resonance curve of the parallel circuit. It will be noted that

the resistance component has a shape superficially similar to that of a
resonance curve, but differs in that it has steeper sides. In particular,

EQUIVALENT

RESISTANCE.
Coutvat eur

7 z—~ NEACTANCE

(@) ACTUAL CIRCUIT AND FQUIVALENT SERIES COMPONENTS

REACTANCE |componewr 7

RESISTANCE{ORREACTANCE} IMPEDANCEATRESONANCE 4
CYCLES OFF_RESONANCE
RLSONANT FREQUENCY 

~ REACTANCE
COMPONENT

 
(2) univERSAL CURVE oF IMPEDANCE “ COMPONENTS

Fia. 3-7. Representation of parallel impedancein terms of equivalentseries resistance
and reactance components, together with universal curve giving these components as
4 function of frequency in a parallel resonant circuit having a relatixely high Q.
the resistance drops to 50 per cent of the resonant impedanceat fre-
quencies corresponding to the 70.7 per cent points of the impedance curve
(i.e., when the number of cycles off resonance equals the resonant fre-
quency divided by 2Q). It will also be noted that the reactance curves
are characterized by maxima and minima which occur at the 70.7 per
cent points of the resonance curve and which have peak amplitudes that
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are exactly 50 per cent of the impedance at resonance as given by Eq.
(3-14). .

An application of these concepts is supped by the case of a coil having
distributed capacitance. With respect to its terminals, such a coil is
represented by the left-handcircuit of Fig. 3-72, and accordingly behaves
as shown in Fig. 3-7b. Below the frequency at which the distributed
capacitance is resonant with the inductance, the system is equivalent to a
resistance in series with an inductive reactance. The apparent induct-
ance represented by this equivalent reactance depends on frequency, how-
ever, rising with frequency until just before resonance is reached, and
then dropping rapidly. The apparent inductance becomes zero at the
parallel resonant frequency, while for higher frequencies the coil has a
capacitive reactance and is therefore equivalent to a small capacitor. The

Rp fp Rs % fp Rs

(@) UNTUNED SECONDARY (6) TUNED SECONDARY (¢) TUNED PRIMARY AND
TUNED SECONDARY

Fic, 3-8. Various types of inductively coupled circuits commonly encountered in
electronics.

apparent resistance of the coil increases rapidly with the frequency until
a maximum is reached at the resonant frequency, beyond which the
resistance rapidly diminishes. These effects are all direct, consequences
of the properties of parallel resonant circuits, and can be readily deduced
by an examinationof Fig. 3-7 or of Eqs. (8-13) and (3-14). The behavior
of an inductance coil with self-capacitance can accordingly be calculated
just as one would determine the characteristics of any other parallel
circuit.

3-3. Inductively Coupled Circuits; Theory. When mutual inductance
exists between coils that are in separate circuits, these circuits are said to
be inductively coupled. Theeffect of the mutual inductance is to make
possible the transfer of energy from one circuit to the other by trans-
former action. That is, an alternating current flowing in one circuit
produces magnetic flux which induces a voltage in the coupled circuit.
This results in induced currents and a transfer of energy fromthe first or
primary circuit to the coupled or secondary circuit. Several examples of
inductively coupled circuits commonly encountered in electronics are
shown in Fig. 3-8.

The behavior of inductively coupled circuits is somewhat complicated,
but it can be readily calculated with the aid of the following rules:

Rule 1. As far as the primary circuit is concerned, the effect that the
presence of the coupled secondary circuit has is exacily as though an tmped-
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ance (wM)?/Z, had been added in series with the primary,’ where M =
mutual inductance, w = 2xf, and Z, = series impedance of secondary
circuit when considered by itself. The equivalent impedance (wM)?/Z,
which the presence of the secondary adds to the primary circuit is called
the coupled (or reflected) impedance and, since Z, is a vector quantity
having hoth magnitude and phase, the coupled impedanceis also a vector
quantity, having resistance and reactance components.

Rule 2. The voliage induced in the secondary circuit by a primary current
of 1p has a magnitude of wM1, and lags behind the current that produces
it by 90°. In complex quantity notation the induced voltage is—jwMI,.

Rule 3. The secondary current is exactly the same current that would flow
if the induced voltage were applied in series with the secondary and if the
primary were absent.2_ The secondary current therefore has a magnitude
wM1,/Z,, and in complex quantity representation is given by —jwMI,/Z,.

These three rules hold for all frequencies and all types of primary and
secondary circuits, both tuned and untuned. The procedure to follow
in computing the behavior of a coupled circuit is (1) to determine the
primary current with the aid of Rule 1; (2) to compute the voltage
induced in the secondary, knowing the primary current and using Rule 2;
and (3) to calculate the secondary current from the induced voltage by
means of Rule 3. The following set of formulas will enable these opera-
tions to be carried out systematically:

1 This can be demonstrated by writing down the circuit equations for the primary
and secondary. These equations are

E = 1,2, + joMI,
Induced voltage = —jwMJ, = 1,2,

where Z, is the series impedance of the primary and £ is the voltage applied to the
primary. Solving this pair of equations to eliminate J, gives

E=l, [z, +| (3-19)
This relation shows that the effective primary impedance with secondary present is
Zy + (wAf)*/Z,, of which the second term represents the coupled impedancearising
from the presence of the secondary. .

2 Some readers may wonder why it is that, although the secondary circuit couples
an liapedance into the primary, the primary is not considered as coupling an imped-
ance into the secondary. The explanation for this is as follows: The effect that the
secondary really has upon the primarycircuit is to induce a back voltage in the primary
proportional to the secondary current. This back voltage represents a voltage drop
occurring in the primary circuit and is the same voltage drop that results when the
primary current is assumed to flow through the hypothetical coupled impedance.
The impedance that the secondary couples into the primary is hence a meansof taking
into account the voltage that the secondary current induces into the primary. The
voltage that is induced in the secondary circuit by the primary current is taken into
account by Rule 3, so that no coupled impedance need be postulated as present in the
secondary to take into account the effect of the primary.
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Impedance coupled into primary} — (wM)* (3-20)circuit by secondary .
. : : (wM)?

Equivalent primary impedance = Z, + Z (3-21)
e E 6

Primary current = I, = Zy +M/Z, (3-22)
Voltage induced in secondary = —joMI, (3-23)

_ ~joMI, _ joME
Secondary current = he = GFoN (8-24)

In these equations Z,is the series impedanceof the primary considered as
though the secondary were removed, J is the applied voltage, and the
remaining notationis as previously a”
used, The primary and secondary
impedances Z, and Z,, respectively,
are vector quantities, so that Eqs. ‘e ‘s
(3-16) to (3-20) are all vector
equations. (ov ACTUAL CIRCUIT

Inductively Coupled Circuit as a
Transformer. The inductively
coupled circuit is a transformer,
and the theory of the inductively
coupled circuit that is given above
is the general theory of trans-
formers. The method commonly
used to analyze the behavior of

LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE

t'r(tkity trhjegve"

 
COUPLED INDUCTANCE

60-cycle power transformers, which
involves the use of leakage induct-
ance, magnetizing current, and turn

Mek Vipts

(6) SAME CIRCUIT SHOWN AS TRANSFORMER

Fria. 3-9. Inductively coupled circui*
represented as 8 transformer withratio, is a special form of the
coupled and leakage inductances.general theory that is convenient

when the coupling coefficient & between the primary and secondary wind-
ings approaches unity. However, when the coupling coefficient k is
small, then the use of Eqs. (3-20) to (3-24) is preferable.

The equivalent transformer circuit represented by two coils coupled
together with mutual inductance M is shownin Fig. 3-9. Here the total
primary inductance L, is broken up into a leakage inductance L’ and a
coupled inductance L’, while the secondary is likewise broken up into
leakage inductance LZ” and a coupled inductance L;’. Each leakage
inductance is considered as having no coupling whatsoever to the other
winding, while the coupled inductances L/ and L;’ are taken as having a
coefficient of coupling equal to unity. The values of these inductance
components in terms of the coefficient of coupling and the primary,
secondary, and mutual inductances are given in the figure. In the
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representation of Fig. 3-95, turn ratio has practical significance only when
the coefficient of coupling k approaches unity; when the coefficient of
coupling is small, as for example, 0.01, then the primary and secondary
inductances are practically entirely leakage inductances. Under these
conditions the voltage induced in the secondary may be much smaller
than the voltage applied to the primary terminals, even when the second-
ary winding has many more turns than does the primary.

3-4. Analysis of Some Simple Inductively Coupled Circuits. In this
and the next section, the types of coupled circuits mnost commonly
encountered in electronics work will be analyzed by the principles given
above.

In studying the behaviorof a coupled circuit the first step is always to
examine the nature of the coupled impedance (wM)?/Z,. When the
coupled impedance is small, then the primary current is very nearly the
same as though no secondary were present. and the effects produced in
the secondary circuit by the primary current will likewise be small. The
coupled impedancewill be low if the mutual inductance M is very small
(i.e., if there is small coupling), or if the secondary impedanceis very high,
for example,if the secondary is open-cireuited. In contrast, consider the
case when the coupled impedance (wJ1)*/Z, is large, either because of
large M or small Z,, or both. The voltage and current relations that
exist in the primary circuit are then affected to a considerable extent by
the presence of the coupled secondary, and a very considerable transfer of
energy to the secondary occurs.

When determining the effeet. produced by the coupled impedance,it is
important to note that. this impedance has the same phase angle as does
the secondary impedance Z,, but. with the exception that the sign of the
phase angle is reversed. Thus, if the secondary impedance is inductive
and has an angle of 30°, the impedance coupled in series with the primary
circuit by the action of the secondary has a capacitive phase angle of 30°.
The physical significance of this change in sign of the phase angle becomes
apparent from the examples considered below. A particularly important
case occurs when the secondary impedance Z, is a pure resistance; under
these conditions the coupled impedance will also be a resistance.

The energy consumed by the secondarycircuit is the energy represented
by the primary current flowing through the resistance component of the
coupled impedance.

Coupled Cireuit with an Untuned Secondary Consisting of a Resistance
and Inductance. This arrangementis illustrated in Fig. 3-8a, and is the
type of coupled circuit that results when a resistance is connected across
the terminals of the secondary inductance, or, alternatively, is the case
where the secondary load is a resistance and an inductance in series.
Such a secondary consists of an inductance L, in series with a resistance
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R,. The coupled impedance is accordingly

(wM)?—(wM)*
Z. &, +jal, (3-25)

Multiplying both numerator and denominator by R, — jul, gives

Coupled impedance
 

BFFaby SETtEy oM)* (3-26)
Examination of Eq. (3-26) shows that the coupled impedance introduced
into the primary circuit by a resistance-inductance secondary consists of
a resistance in series with a capacitive reactance. The effect of the
coupled resistance is to increase the effective resistance that appears
between the primary terminals. The effect of the coupled capacitive
reactance is to neutralize a portion of the primary inductance, thereby
reducing the equivalent inductance that is observed between the terminals
of the primary coil. The physical explanation of the fact that an induc-
tive secondary produces a capacitive coupled reactance is that such a
secondary causes some of the inductive reactance already possessed by
the primary to be neutralized. This is done electrically by postulating
a capacitive reactance of suitable magnitude in series with the primary.!

A special case of considerable importance is that for which the resist-
ance R, of the secondary circuit in Fig. 3-8e is negligible compared with
the inductive reactance of the secondary. This situation will arise when
the secondarycoil is short-circuited, or when the secondary load is a low-
loss inductance. To the extent that the resistance of the secondary
circuit can be neglected, the coupled resistance introduced into the
primary by the presence of such a secondary is zero; the only effect: pro-
duced by the presence of the secondary is then to reduce the effective
inductance that exists between the primary terminals. The percentage
reduction in the equivalent primary inductance in such a situation
depends only upon the coefficient of coupling between the primary and
secondary circuits. If k = 1.0, the primary inductance is completely
neutralized.?

A shield surroundinga coil, or a piece of metal such as @ panel located
in the magnetic field of a coil, represents a coupled secondarycircuit that
consists of an inductance in series with a resistance. Such an arrange-

Coupled impedance = (wi)?

} Although the coupled impedance is capacitive and so neutralizes part of the
primary inductance, it is impossible to obtain a resultant capacitive reactance in the’
primary circuit by very large coupling since, with the maximum coupling that can
possibly exist (t = 1), it will be found that the coupled capacitive reactance can never
be greater than the value that will just neutralize all the inductive reactance of the
primary.

* For other values of k, it can be shown by manipulating Eqs. (3-21) and (3-26) that
the equivalent primary inductance is Ly(1 — k*).
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ment can, accordingly, be analyzed as above. Thustheeffect of a shield
or metal panel on a coil is to reduce the equivalent inductance and to
increase the apparent resistance observed at the coil terminals; these
effects, moreover, become greater the larger the coupling,i.e., the smaller
the spacing between the primary coil and the metal secondary. It is also
to be noted that if the secondary resistance is low, as will be the case if
the shield or metal panel is made of a good conductor such as copper or
aluminum,then the principal effect produced by the presence of the metal
near the coil is to reduce the equivalent inductance of the coil; under
these cireumstances the increase in equivalent coil resistance is only
nominal. It will be noted that these conclusions derived from the view-

point of coupledcircuitsare all consistent with the qualitative conclusions
stated in See, 2-8, relative to the effect that shielding has on the properties
of a coil.

Coupled Circuits with Untuned Primary and Tuned Secondary. A
circuit of this type is shown in Fig. 3-8b. Here one has

(wM)? (wM)?
Coupled impedance = Ze Fjol.~Wet(3-27)

An examination of this expression shows that, in the limited frequency
range in whichthe principal resonanceeffects take place when the second-
ary Q is not too low, the numeratoris substantially constant, whereas the
denominator represents the series impedance of the secondary circuit.
This is, therefore, an equation of the same general type as Eq. (3-13) for
parallel resonance. The coupled impedance produced by a tuned secondary
circuit consequently varies with frequency according to the same generallaw
as does the parallel impedance of the secondary circuit (see Fig. 3-3). The
absolute magnitude of the curve, however, depends upon the mutual
inductance. This arrangement thus provides a means whereby the
impedanceof a parallel resonant circuit can be transformed in magnitude.
Comparison of Eqs. (3-13) and (3-27) shows that the transformed imped-
anec appearing in the primary circuit is (/L,)? times the actual parallel
impedance of the resonant secondarycircuit.

A special case of the circuit of Fig. 3-8b that is of particular importance
occurs when the primaryresistance #, id the plate resistance of a vacuum
tube. One then has the equivalent circuit of the transformer-coupled
tuned radio-frequency amplifier. In this instance oneis interested in the
curve showing the variation of the secondary current (or of the voltage
developed across the secondary capacitor C,)! as the frequency is varied

1The voltage across the secondary capacitor C, is equal to the product of the
secondary current and the reactance 1/wC, of thiseapacitor. In the limited frequency
range represented by the vicinity around resonance w changes very little in com-
parison with the variation of the secondary current. Hence, to a first approxima-
tion the voltage developed across the capacitor can be considered as being equal to
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about resonances. When 2, >> wliy, the curve of secondary current
(or of voltage across the secondary capacitor) varies with frequency
according to a resonance curve having the same resonant frequency as
the secondary circuit, but possessing a slightly lower Q. When the
reactance wl, of the primary inductanceis not negligible compared with
the primary resistance R,, the curve of secondary current as a function of
frequency still has the shape of a resonant curve. However, the fre-
quency at which the secondary current (or voltage across the secondary
capacitor) is maximum is now Rp Rs
slightly higher than the resonant
frequency of the secondary. A £ » AB +%
typical example of this is shown by
the dotted curve of Fig. 3-10. The “
analysis that leads to these conclu-
sions is presented in Sec.3-7,

3-5. Behavior of Systems In-
volving Resonant Primary and
Resonant Secondary Circuits.
Primary and Secondary Circuits
Resonant at the Same Frequency and
Having Q’s That Are Equal and Not
Too Low. When two resonantcir-

 
 SECONDARYCURRENT

FREQUENCY

Fie. 3-10. Variation of secondary current
cuits having equal Q’s that are not
too low are tuned to the samefre-

quency and coupled together, the
resulting behavior depends very
largely upon the degree of coupling,
as seen from Fig. 3-11.!_ When

as 8 function of frequency in a coupled
system in which the secondary is a
resonant circuit and the primary is
untuned, showing that the secondary
circuit follows a resonance curve, which,
however, has a lower Q than that ef the
secondarycircuit taken alone.

the coefficient of coupling is small, the curve of primary current as a
function of frequency is substantially the series resonance curve of the
primary circuit considered alone. The secondary current is small and
varies with frequency in such a way as to be much more peaked than the
resonance curve of the secondary circuit considered as an isolated circuit.
As the coefficient of coupling is increased somewhat, the curve of primary
current becomes broader, as a result of a reduction in the primary current
at resonance and an increase in the primary current at frequencies

the product of the secondary current and a constant. In the immediate vicinity of,
resonance the curve of voltage across this secondary capacitor therefore has very
nearly the same shape as does the curve of secondary current.

1 The phase shift is not shown in Fig. 3-11, but varies + 180° about the phase at the
resonant frequency. Thus thetotal shift in phase between input voltage and output
current as the frequency varies through resonance is 360° This is in contrast with
systems having only one tuned circuit; the total phase shift then varies over the
range +90°, or a total of 180°.
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slightly off resonance. At the same time the secondary-current peak
becomes higher and the curve of secondary current somewhat broader.

These trends continue as the coefficient of coupling is increased until
the coupling is such that the resistance which the secondary circuit
couples into the primary at resonanceis equal to the primary resistance.
This is called the critical coupling and causes the secondary current to

   
p+ 05 +100+00! FOR CRIT!~

CAL COUPLING 

 PRIMARYCURRENT

SECONDARYCURRENT 
FREQUENCY

Fia. 3-11. Curves showing variation of primary and secondary currents with fre-
quency for different coefficients of coupling when the primary and the secondary are
separately tuned to the same frequency.

have the maximum valueit can attain? The curve of secondary current
is then somewhat broader than is the resonance curve of the second-
ary circuit considered slone, and has a relatively flat top. The primary
current now has two peaks, being greater at frequencies just off resonance
than at the resonant frequency.

As the coefficient of couplingis increased beyond thecritical value, the
double humps in the primary current become more prominent and the
peaks spread farther apart. The curve of secondary current now also
begins to display double humps, with the peaks becoming more pro-
nounced and spreading farther apart as the coupling increases. The
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value of the primary current at the peaks becomes smaller the greater the
coupling, but in the secondary circuit not only do the two peaks have
substantially the same height, but this height is also independent of the
coefficient of coupling provided only that the couplingis not less than the
critical value. The reason for the above behavior centers around the

way in which the coupled impedance (wM)*/Z, varies with frequency.
Consider first the total primary-circuit impedance. This consists of the
actual self-impedance of the primary plus whatever impedance the
secondary circuit couples into the primary. The type of coupled imped-
ance produced by a tuned secondary has already been discussed; it is
substantially a parallel resonance curve having a shape corresponding to
the Q of the secondary circuit and an amplitude determined by the mutual
inductance. The coupled impedance is hence maximumat resonance and
is then a resistance. At frequencies below resonance the coupled imped-
ance is inductive and at frequencies above resonance it is capacitive,
as shown in Fig. 3-7.

When this coupled impedance is added to the self-impedance of the
primarycircuit, the effect at resonanceis to increase the effective primary
resistance above the value that would exist in the absence of the second-

ary. This causes the primary current at resonance to be reduced in all
cases by the presence of the secondary. At frequencies somewhat below
resonance the coupled impedance is largely inductive whereas the primary
self-impedance is largely capacitive. The coupled inductive reactance
then neutralizes some of the primary capacitive reactance, lowering the
primary circuit impedance and increasing the primary current. The
situation is somewhat similar for frequencies above resonance except that
now the coupled reactance is capacitive and neutralizes some of the
inductive reactance which the primary circuit otherwise has at frequencies
above resonance. Consequently, the net effect of the coupled impedance
is to lower the primary current at the resonant frequency andto raise the
current at frequencies somewhat off resonance. The magnitude of this
effect depends upon the coefficient of coupling, being small when the
coupling is small. However, when the coupling is of the order of magni-
tude of the critical value or greater, the coupled impedance becomes
sufficient to be the major factor in determining the impedance of the
primary circuit. In particular, at resonance the primary current tends
to be relatively small because of the very large coupled resistance, while
there is a frequency on eachside of resonance at which the coupled react-,
ance exactly neutralizes the primary reactance, giving zero reactance for
the total primary circuit impedance and causing the flow of a large
primary current. This is the cause of the double-humped curves of
primary current for high couplings, such as shown in Fig. 3-11.

The curve of secondary current is determined by the secondary imped-
ance, and by the voltage induced in the secondary by the primary current.
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The induced voltage varies with frequency in almost exactly the same
way as does the primary current, since the magnitude of the induced
voltage is wMJ,; and in the limited frequency range in which the reso-
nance effects take place, changes very little. As a result of this, the
curve of secondary current has a shape that is almost exactly the product
of the shape of the curve of primary current and the shape of the reso-
nance curve of the secondary circuit. Since the latter curve is sharply
peaked, the secondary current is much more peaked than the primary
current, as is clearly evident in Fig. 3-11.

At low coefficients of coupling, the curve of secondary current is par-
ticularly sharp, being substantially the product of the resonance curves of
the primary and secondary circuits. As the coupling increases, the
primary-current curve becomes broader, thereby making the secondary
curve less sharp. At the same time, the amplitude of the secondary-
current peak increases because of the increased coupling. When the
coefficient of coupling resches the critical value, the secondary current
has the maximum value it can attain. Under these conditions the dip in
primary current in the vicinity of resonance has a curvature that is
exactly opposite from the curvature of the resonance curveof the second-
ary circuit. The result is that the curve of secondary current now has a
very flat top in the immediate vicinity of resonance. As the coupling is
increased beyondthecritical value, the secondary-current peak splits into
two peaks, both of which have amplitudes substantially the same as the
secondary-current peak at critical coupling. The separation between
these peaks increases with coupling and is substantially the same as the
separation of the peaks of primary current when the peaks are pronounced.

The voltage developed across the secondary capacitor is equal to the
reactance of this capacitor times the secondary current; thus it can
readily be calculated once the current curve is known. For most pur-
poses, it is sufficient to assume that the curve of voltage developed across
the capacitor has the same shape as the curve of secondary current. One
is interested primarily in the behavior about resonance, and the capacitor
reactance changes very little in the limited frequency range consequently
involved when the circuit Q’s are not too low.

The exact shapes of curves such as those of Fig. 3-11 can be calculated
with the aid of Eqs. (3-20) to (3-24). Such computations are, however,
complicated and tedious. The usual practical procedure is accordingly to
determine (1) the response at resonance, (2) the frequencies at which the
peaks of secondary response occur when this response curve has double
humps, (3) the heights of these two peaks, and (4) the response at one or
two other frequencies so chosen as to simplify the calculations. In this
way, it is possible, with a minimum of work, to obtain a good semiquanti-
tative picture of the behavior. The following nomenclature in addition
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to that of Fig. 3-11 will be used in the discussion of the quantitative
relations:

E, = voltage across secondary capacitor
E = voltage applied in series with primary
k = actual coefficient of coupling

k. = critical coefficient of coupling
» = Q of primary circuit

Q, = Q of secondarycircuit

At resonance, the series impedances of the primary and secondarycir-
cuits are resistances, and the response in the secondary is given by the
relation’?

Voltage across Secondary]capacitor at resonance | _ E, _ Je k (3-28)Voltage applied in series E Lyk? + (1/Q,0,)with primary |
The secondary response has its maximum value when the coefficient of
coupling has a value k, such that ,

ke = —2
V4O;0,

This value of coupling is called the critical coefficient of coupling and is
the condition where the resistance that the secondary circuit couples into
the primary circuit at resonance is equal to the resistance of the primary
circuit, Le., when (wAf)?/R, = Ry.

Whenthecoefficient of coupling equals the critical value and if Q, = @.,
thenthe curve of secondary current (or voltage) as a functionof frequency
has the maximum flatness that is possible in the vicinity of resonance.
The shapeof this curve is shown in Fig. 3-12, together with the resonance

 
(3-29)

1 This follows from Eq. (3-24) by substituting

Z, = Ri, Zp = Ry, EB. = L,/joC, = —jobl,
to give

E. = —joM
E R,R. + (wM)?

Dividing both numerator and denominator by w*L,L, gives

Ee (M/WUgh) VEa/Lp
E™ "Ry Re, ME

whpwk,|LL,

Equation (3-28) is then obtained by substituting M?/L,L, = k* and dropping the
Minussign,

? It is to be noted that Eqs. (3-28) and (3-29) are not limited to the case where
Q» = Q,, although the rest of the discussion in this section does assume Qp = Q..
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curve of a simple tuned circuit having the same Q as the primary or
secondary. Jt will be noted that the coupled circuit case has a band-
width between the 70.7 per cent response points that is ~/2 times as great
as for the single tuned circuit. The shapes of the two curves differ
greatly, the coupled system being flatter in the center and much deeper on
the sides.

When the coefficient of coupling exceeds the critical value, then for
Q, = Q,, double humps will always oecur in the secondary response

(CRITICAL COUPLING}
\

Ve
tfRELATIVERESPONSE 

-4 -3 “2 = fo ' 2 3 4
RELATIVE FREQUENCY

Fra, 3-12. Relative response of a bandpass system provided by twoidentical circuits
critically coupled, together with the resonance curve of a single circuit such as used
in the bandpass system. ’

curve. If the coefficient of coupling is at least several times the critical
value these humps are quite pronounced and occur at frequencies that
differ from the resonant frequency fo by approximately +kfo/2 cycles.'
Whenthe peaks of secondary response are not pronounced,i.e., when the
actual coefficient of coupling does not greatly exceed the critical value,
then these peaks are somewhat closer together than indicated by this
simple relation [see Eq. (3-80) and Fig. 3-16].

Whenthecircuit Q’s are equal and not too low, the peaks of the second-
ary current for k > k. will have almost exactly the same height as the
resonant peak of secondary current at critical coupling. This relation
holds irrespective of the exact location on these peaks provided only that

1 An analysis that docs not contain these restrictions leads to the more precise
relation

Frequency at peak of secondary}voltage

Resonant frequency of tuned laelii#& (Qe 2) (3-30)circuits V Bs [ ~ 38 \0, TQ, |
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the coefficient of coupling involved is small compared with unity! and
that the Q’s are not too low.

When double peaks occur in the secondary response curve, additional
information on the shape of the response curve can be easily obtained by
taking advantage of the fact, illustrated in Fig. 3-13, that the response
equals or exceeds the response at resonance over a frequency band thatis
4/2 times the width of the frequency band between coupling peaks, as
calculated from Eq. (3-30).

At frequencies that are sufficiently high or low relative to the resonant
frequency to lie well on the sides of the re-. t
sponse curve, one can neglect the resistances of Ar
the primary and secondary circuits when cal-
culating the magnitude of the secondary re- NZAt
sponse. This greatly simplifies calculations
while introducing relatively little error in
magnitudes.

The Effects Produced by Unequal Q's. The FREQUENCY
behavior of two coupled circuits resonant at F16.313.areptionshipbe-
the same frequency is modified in several between secondary peaks,
respects when Q, # Q,. The secondary re- existing when two circuits
sponseat resonanceis still given by Eq. (3-28), Tesonant at the same fre-

. . . quencyare coupled together.
and is maximum whenthecoefficient of cou-

pling has the critical value as defined by Eq. (3-29). However, double
peaks do not nowappear until the coupling is somewhat greater than the
critical value, and the magnitude of the response at the secondary peaks
when they do ‘appearis less than the response with critical coupling.

Coupled Resonant Circuits Tuned to Slightly Different Frequencies. Con-
sider the case of two circuits resonant at slightly different frequencies and
coupled together. When Q, = Q., the response curve of secondary cur-
rent (or voltage) has almost exactly the same shape as would be obtained
if the circuits were both tuned to the same frequency and the coefficient
of coupling were increased to a value k.4 such that

ea = de+(4) (3-31)
wherekis the actual coefficient of coupling, A is the difference between the
resonant frequencies of the primary and secondarycircuits, and fo is the
frequency midway between the primary and secondary resonant fre-,
quencies. Hence detuning primary and secondary circuits slightly has

lif the coefficient of coupling is not small compared with unity, then the relative
heights of the individual peaks of voltage developed across the secondary capacitor
will be very nearly inversely proportional to the square of the ratio of the frequencies
at which the respective peaks occur. Under these conditions the low-frequency peak
will be slightly higher than the high-frequency peak, although the average height of
the two peakswill still approximate the response with critical coupling.
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approximately the same effect on the shape of the secondary-current curve as
increasing the coefficient of coupling when there is no detuning.

In the more general case of detuning where the circuit Q’s are not the
same, the secondary-response curve is no longer symmetrical about the
mean resonance frequency.

Shunt-fed and Shunt-loaded Coupled Circuits. In all the examples of
coupled resonant circuits considered so far, the input voltage has been
applied in scries with the primary circuit. In many practical circum-
stances, however, the excitation is applied to the system aa illustrated in

EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE +

iv Prod \x h! :

R ! Rp g? ae, \ I 01 i
t I

ox! !é pa tp EQUIVALENT !
\ SERIES VOLTAGE |

“ee{ |

in ore ix
fo) CIRCUIT WITH PARALLEL EXCITATION (8) EQUIVALENT SERIES CIRCUIT

(ASSUMING Ro»}

Fic. 3-14, Two coupled resonant circuits in which the primary circuit is excited by
shuntfeed.

Fig. 3-14a. This arrangement is analogous to the shunt-fed parallel
resonant circuit discussed in connection with Fig. 3-5c.

The shunt-fed arrangement of Fig. 3-14a can be reduced to the equiv-
alent series-fed arrangement of Fig. 3-14) by means of Thévenin’s
theorem, as explained in Sec. 3-7. Examination of the circuit of Fig.
3-14b shows that in a limited frequency range such as represented by the
region about resonance, the equivalent voltage acting in series with the
circuit is substantially constant. However, there is now an addedresist-
ance Rj, in the primary circuit that is equal to the equivalent series
resistance that would be obtained by assuming that the resistance 2 is a
shuntresistance for the primary capacitance C,. The rest of the system
is unchanged.

Theprincipal effect of exciting a system of coupled circuits by parallel
instead of series feed is accordingly to introduce some addedresistance in
the primary that lowers the effective'value of Q,. This effect will be
slight in the usual case where theresistance F is very large compared with
the reactance 1/wC, of the capacitor C,. Under these conditions, shunt
feed andseries feed accordingly give essentially the same shaped curves of
secondary response as a function of frequency.

In systemsinvolving two coupled resonantcircuits, resistances are often
placed in shunt with the primary and secondary resonantcircuits for the
purpose of adjusting the effective Q’s of the primary and secondarycir-
cuits to desired values. Such resistances are sometimes placed across
both primary and secondary circuits, while in other cases they are used
only across the primary, or only across the secondary. An example
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where a resistance & is shunted across the secondary capacitor is shown in
Fig. 3-15. In each case, a resistance in shunt with a particular resonant
circuit of a coupled system has the sameeffect on that resonantcircuit as
it does when this resonantcircuit is isolated, instead of being part of a
coupled system. Hence a shuntresistance can be replaced by an equiv-
alent series resistance, such as R} in Fig. 3-15. Theeffect of a shunting
resistance is accordingly to lower the effective Q@ of the resonant circuit
with which it is associated, as discussed in connection with Fig. 3-5.

Bandpass Action in Two Coupled Resonant Circuits. When two
resonant circuits having Q, = Q, are tuned to the same frequency and

 

 
Big eal

Rs Re7Rar egl®

| | &
€ £

(2) CIRCUIT WITH SHUNT {@) FQUIVALENT CIRCUITRESISTANCE LOADING

Fia. 3-15. Two coupled resonant circuits in which a shuntresistance loading is used
to control secondary Q.

coupled together with critical coupling, the response characteristic of the
secondary circuit is as shown in Fig. 3-12. As compared with the
response of a simple resonant circuit with the same 70.7 per cent points,
the response of the coupled system is found to be muchflatter on top,
and much steeper on the sides. Such an arrangementis often termed
a bandpassfilter because to a first approximation it responds equally well
to a bandof frequencies centered on the commonresonant frequency,-and
rather sharply discriminates against frequencies outside of this band.
Such bandpass charactegistics are particularly desirable when handling
modulated waves, because by proper adjustment of the bandwidth of the
filter, the response can be madepractically the sameto the carrier and to
all of the important sideband frequencies contained in the wave. In con-
trast with this, an ordinary resonantcircuit has a response that is rounded
on top, as shown dotted in Fig. 3-12, and so discriminates against the
higher sideband frequencies in favor of the lower sideband frequencies
and the carrier.

The bandpass characteristic that is best for most purposes corresponds
to a coefficient of coupling equalto the critical value. For this case,still ,
assuming Q, = Q,, the design equations giving the required values of k
and @ to realize a given bandwidth B are!

B 1
=—3- %-@-=1 (3-32)

V2 feQ ke
1 With unequal circuit Q's the formulas will be slightly different for equivalent

regults, since the curve with flattest top now corresponds to a coefficient of coupling
@reater than the critical value.

k=k,
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where B = the bandwidth between the 70.7 per cent response points,
cycles

fo = center frequency of passband (i.e, resonant frequency of
tuned circuits)

k. = critical coefficient of coupling
Effect of Varying Q in Coupled Systems Tuned to the Same Frequency.

(Coefficient of Coupling Constant). Additional insight into the character-
istics of coupled circuits can be
gained by considering whathappens
to the secondary response curve as
the Q’s of the primary and second-
ary circuits are changed, while
keeping the coefficient of coupling
constant. Theeffects observed are

illustrated in Fig. 3-16 for a par-
ticular case. This example brings
out clearly the fact that as the
peaks of the response becomeless
pronounced, they tend to move
toward each other, and that at fre-
quencies appreciably off resonance,
the response differs only negligibly
from the response calculated on the
assumption of infinite Q (zero cir-

2 4 ? cuit loss).
0

F , . .
‘ REQUENCY (LINEAR Scale} 3-6. Generalized Coupled Cir-

Fia. 3-16. Curves of secondary response . .
when two circuits resonant at the same ‘cuits. Energy can be transferred
frequency are coupled together, showing from one circuit to another by a
aOeaeomacara lormevaticty of coupling methods, in
unchanged. addition to the inductive coupling

just considered. Thus, in Fig.
3-17a the coupling consists of an inductance Z,, common to the twocir-
cuits; in Fig. 3-17b the coupling is provided by a capacitance C,, common
to the twocircuits, and in Fig. 3-17¢ by a capacitance Ci, that connects the
two circuits involved. Also, an infinite variety of more complicated
coupling systems can be built up from the basic elements of mutual
inductance, common inductance, common capacitance, and connecting
capacitance. Simple examples of such combined couplings are shown in
Fig. 3-17d and e.

The behavior of all these coupled circuits follows the same general
character as that discussed for inductive coupling. Thus, the secondary
circuit can be considered as producing an equivalent coupled impedance
in the primary circuit while the primary circuit can be considered as induc-
ing in the secondary a voltage that gives rise to the secondary current.
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The simplest method of analyzing these various forms of coupled
circuits is to take advantage of the fact that all of them can be reduced to
the simple coupled circuit of Fig. 3-17f, provided suitable values are
assigned to Zy, Z,, and M. The rules that determine the values of these
quantities in the simple equivalent circuit are as follows:

1. The equivalent primary impedance Z, of the equivalent circuit is
the impedance that is measured across the primary terminals of the
actual circuit when the secondary circuit has been opened.

2. The secondary impedance Z, of the equivalentcircuit is the imped-
ance that is measured by opening the secondaryof the actual circuit and

 
{@) DIRECT INDUCTIVE COUPLING (0) CAPACITIVE COUPLING (€) CAPACITIVE COUPLING

 
{¢@) COMBINED INDUCTIVE AND (¢) COMBINED INDUCTIVE AND (7) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

CAPACITIVE COUPLING CAPACITIVE COUPLING

Fra. 3-17, Examples of methods whereby circuits may be coupled.

determining the impedance betweenthese open points when the primary
is open-circuited. .

3. The equivalent mutual inductance M is determined by assuming a
current J, flowing into the primary circuit. The voltage which then
uppears across an opencircuit in the secondary is equal to —jwMI,.

In making use of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3-17f, it is to be remem-
bered that the values of Z,, Z,, and Af may all vary with frequency, so
that it is generally necessary to determine a new equivalent circuit for
each frequency at which calculations are to be made.

After the actual coupled circuit has been reduced by the above pro-
cedure to its equivalent form shown in Fig. 3-14f, one can then apply the
formulas that have already been derived for inductively coupled circuits,
using the appropriate values M, Z,, Z, as determined for the equivalent
circuit. This procedure has the advantage of using the same funda-
mental formulas to handle all types of coupling and makesit possible to
carry on the analysis in the same mannerfor all cases. The method is
particularly convenient in the handling of complex coupling networks
such as illustrated in Fig. 3-17d and e.

The quantity M that appears in the equivalent circuit represents the
effective coupling that is present between the primary and secondary
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circuits. It is not necessarily a real mutual inductance of the inductive
type, but rather a sort of mathematical fiction that gives the equivalent
effect of whatever coupling is really present. If the actual coupling is
capacitive, the numerical value of M will be found to be negative; if the
coupling is of a complex type representing both resistive and reactive
coupling, the numerical value of M will be found to have both real and
imaginary parts. This need introduce no uncertainty, however, since
the proper procedure is to take the value of Mf as it comes and substitute
it with its appropriate sign and phase angle whenever Jf appears in the
expressions previously derived for inductively coupled circuits.

Whenthis analysis is applied to capacitively coupled circuits, such as
those illustrated in Fig. 3-18, the results are essentially the same as for

1 \&mLARGE CONDENSER

SMALL CONDENSER
™“

| | SnE PAL

(a) (6)

Fra, 3-18. Two methods of eapacitively coupling two resonant circuits.

 
inductive coupling. Thus, when primary and secondary are both tuned
to the same frequency, the secondary-current characteristic has two
humpsif the coupling is large, i.e., if capacitor C,, is small or C%, large,
while there is only one peak of secondary current when the coupling is
small, i.e., when capacitor C,, is large.

Circuits having combined electromagnetic and electrostatic coupling,
such as those at d and ¢ af Fig. 3-17, behave as ordinary coupled circuits
except that the coefficient of coupling varies with frequency. Thus, in
the case of circuit d, the circuit is capacitively coupled at low frequencies
and inductively coupled at high frequencies because the coupling com-
bination of C,, in series with 1, has capacitive and inductive reactance
under these respective conditions. In between, at the resonant fre-
quency of ZL, and C,,, there is no coupling and k = 0. The arrangement
shown at e acts similarly as a circuit with a coefficient of coupling that
varies with frequency. Circuits having combined electrostatic and
electromagnetic coupling find application where it is desired to obtain a
coefficient of coupling that varies with frequency, as is commonly the
case in tuned amplifiers and antenna-coupling circuits of radio receivers.

3-7. Thévenin’s Theorem, According to Thévenin’s theorem, any linear
network containing one or more sources of voltage and having two terminals
behaves, in so far as a load impedance connected across these terminals is
concerned,as though the network and its generators were equivalent to a simple
generator having an internal impedance Z and a generated voltage E, where E
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ig the voltage that appears across the terminals when no load impedance is
connected and Z ts the impedance that is measured between the terminals when
all sources of voltage in the network are short-circuited.'-2

This theorem means that any network and its generators, represented
schematically by the block in Fig. 3-19a, can be replaced by the equiv-
alent circuit shown in Fig. 3-19. The only limitation to the validity of
Thévenin’s theorem encountered in ordinary practice is that the circuit
elements of the network must be linear; i.e., the voltage developed must
always be proportional to current,

z leE/2

WETWORK WITH LOAD . ze 4 ze[mar|}i
(a) ACTUAL ARRANGEMENT (8) EQUIVALENT ARRANGEMENT {c) EQUIVALENT ARRANGEMENT{BY NORTON’S THEOREM)

Fig. 3-19. Diagrams illustrating how Thévenin’s and Norton’s theorems can be
used to simplify a complicated network containing generators.

Thévenin’s theorem offers a very powerful means of simplifying net-
works, particularly when a load impedanceis connected across the output
terminals of a complicated network. Two examples will be used to
illustrate this. First, consider the circuit of Fig. 3-10, which is redrawn
in Fig. 3-202. If one takes the secondary capacitor C, as the load
impedance and applies Thévenin’s theorem to the network to theleft of
C2, the result is Fig. 3-20b, in which the equivalent generator voltage is
the voltage induced in the secondary inductance LZ, when the secondary
is open-circuited, and the equivalent generator impedance consists of
the inductance LZ, and the resistance R, in series with the impedance
whichis coupled into L, by a secondary circuit consisting of L, shunted by
the resistance R;. The coupled impedance produced by such a secondary
circuit has been previously considered; it is equivalent to adding capaci-
tive reactance andresistance in series. The resistance causes theeffective

Q of the secondary-response curve to be reduced, while the series cipaci-

1 Whenthe sources of energy in the network are constant-current generators instead
of constant-voltage generators, the internal impedance Z is the impedance observed
between the terminals when all constant-current generators are open-circuited. This
is due to the fact that a constant-current generatoris equivalent to an infinite voltage
source having an infinite internal impedance, so that short-circuiting the ultimate ,
source of voltage of the constant-current generatorstill leaves an infinite impedance in
thecircuit.

* An alternative circuit that is also equivalent to Fig. 3-19a is given in Fig. 3-19¢.
Here the network with its generators is replaced by a constant current J that is
delivered to a syatem consisting of the source impedance Z in shunt with which is the
load impedance, where J is the output current of the network when the output termi-
nals are short-circuited, and is J = E/Z, The equivalence of the arrangements at a
and c in Fig. 3-19 is sometimes referred to as Norton’s theorem.
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tive reactance tends to raise the apparent resonant frequency by an
amount that becomes greaterthe higher the ratio wl,/R:. This accounts
for the behavior of the curves of Fig. 3-10.

The second example is furnished by Fig. 3-14a. This circuit may be
simplified by considering that the load is represented by thecircuit to the
right of the line zz, the generator being the voltage Z acting in series with
the resistance # and the capacitance C, Such a generator can be
reduced immediately by Thévenin’s theorem to the form shown to the
left of the line xz in Fig. 3-14b. Hereit is to be noted that the equivalent
generator resistance Rj, is the series resistance equivalent to a shunt
resistance A associated with the capacitance C,, as given by Eqs. (2-12)
and (2-13).

R, fe Re
; COUPLED IMPEDANCE

fot®
& & Ay typwly Ce

mw”
 

& fprLOM.Ry AJL s

(a) ACTUAL CIRCUIT (6) EQUIVALENT SECONDARY CIRCUIT

Fia. 3-20. Application of Thévenin’s theorem to simplify and explain the behavior
of the system of Fig. 3-10, consisting of a tuned secondary and untuned primary
cireuit coupled together.

3-8. Impedance Matching. A load connected across the output termi-
nals of a network, such as represented schematically by Fig. 3-19a, can be
matched to the source of power in either of two ways. When the load
impedance has the same magnitude and. phase angle as the equivalent
generator impedance Z defined by Thévenin’s theorem (see Fig. 3-190),
the load is said to be matched to the generator or source of power on an
image-tmpedance basis. ‘The term “image”arises from the fact that the
impedances on the two sides of the output terminals are images of each
other. When the load impedance is not identical with the generator
impedance andit is desired to obtain impedance matching on an image
basis, it is then necessary to transform the load to the correct impedance
to match the generator. ‘This transformation can be accomplished with
the aid of an appropriate network of feactances or, in simple cases, by
means of a transformer.

Alternatively, a load impedance may be matched to a source of power
in such a way as to make the power delivered to the load a maximum.’
This is accomplished by making the load impedance the conjugate of the
generator impedance as defined by Thévenin’s theorem, That is, the
load impedance must have the same magnitude as the generator imped-
ance, but the phase angle of the load is the negative of the phase angle of
the generator impedance. ‘This method of matching is shown schemat-

1 The power delivered to the load under these conditions is termed the available
power of the power source,
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ically in Fig. 3-21. It will be noted that the reactive component of the
joad is then in series resonance with the reactive componentof the gen-
erator impedance; i.e., the load reactance is the correct value to “tune
out” the generator reactance. The resistance components of the load
and generator impedances are then matched on an image-impedance
basis. Such impedance matching to obtain maximum powerdelivered to
the load is a commonoperation in communication circuits. It is carried
out by transforming the equivalentseries resistance of the load to a value
equal to the resistance component

 
 of the generator impedance by the -% LOADuse of suitable networks and trans- aNithe

formers, and then adding reactance R, Ry
to the load as required to resonate
with the generator reactance. "GENERATOR IMPEDANCE

It will be noted that, when the ia. 3-21. Load impedance matched to
tor impedance is resistive generator in such & way as to give maxi-

generato’ a Pi * 7 mum powerin the load.
the conditions corresponding to
matching on an image-impedance basis are identical with those corre-
sponding to matching for maximum poweroutput delivered to the load.
Otherwise, the two conditions are not the same, and matching on an
image-impedance basis then does not result in maximum possible power
being delivered to the load, although it is often still used to maintain
Appropriate impedance relations in a system of networks.

PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES

8-1. The coil of Fig. 2-16 is tuned to resonance at 1000 ke by a capacitor having a
power factor of 0.001. What is the circuit Q?

8-2. In Prob, 3-1, what tuning capacitance is required?
8-8. A variable capacitor having a maximum capacitance of 350 usf and a minimum

capacitance of 20 puf is used for tuning in a broadcast receiver. The coil and asso-
ciated wiring have a distributed capacitance of 20 ppf.

a, What size inductance coil is required to make the lowest frequency 530 kc?
b, Calculate the exact tuning range with the coil selected.
3-4. A series circuit is resonant at 800 ke and has an inductance of 160 zh and a

circuit Q of 75. Calculate and plot the magnitude of the current that flows when
1 volt is applied to the circuit, carrying the curves out to 40 ke on each side of reso-
nance. In making these calculations use the working rules and the universal reso-
nance curve in the range near resonance and neglect the circuit resistance when
calculating points too far off resonance to be within the range of the universal reso-nance curve.

3-5. In Proh, 3-4 calculate the exact response at 40 ke above resonance, taking into
account the circuit resistance, and compare the results with these obtained when the
circuit resistance is neglected.

3-6. Assume that a series resonant circuit employs the coil of Fig. 2-16, and that
the tuning capacitor has negligible losses.

a. Calculate and plot from 500 to 1500 ke the width of the frequency band for
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which the tunedcircuit response is at least 70.7 per cent of the response at resonance,

ttion of resonant frequency. :“e fpnetion the results obtained in (@) with respect to the reception of broadcast
signals having sideband frequencies extending up to 5000 cycles on each side of the
carrier frequency. Consider hoth the uniformity of responseto the different sideband
frequencies, and the ability of the circuit to discriminate against undesired signals of1encies,

eTTn° series circuit that is resonant at 1150 ke it isfound that when the frequency
differs from resonance by 15 ke the current drops to 0.53 of the current at resonance,
for the same applied voltage. Fromthis information determine the Q of the circuit.

8-8. A voltage of constant but unknownvalue is applied to a seriea circuit resonant

at the frequency of this voltage. The circuit current is observed to be Jp. A known
resistance H, is then added to the cireuit, and it is found that, with the same applied.
voltage as before, the current is now reduced to I;. Derive a formula for the circuit
resistance in terms of J, J:, and Ri.

8-9. In variable capacitors used to tune the resonant circuits of radio receivers,
it is customary to shape the plates so that the capacitance varies more slowly with
angle of rotation at small capacitance settings than at high capacitance settings.
Explain why this makes the resonant frequency more nearly linear with respect to the
angleof rotation than if semicircular plates were employed.

8-10. What. is the highest effective Q that a tuned circuit may have when it must
respond to a band of frequencies 10,000 cycles wide (5000-cycle sideband frequencies)
with a response always at least 70.7 per cent of the response at resonance, assuming
carrier frequencies of 50, 500, 5000, and 50,000 ke?

8-11. a. A tuned circuit having an inductance of 150 zh and a Q of 70 is adjusted
to resonance at 1100 ke. If the circuit is connected for parallel resonance, calculate
and plot the magnitude of the parallel impedance as a function of frequency out to
60 ke on each side of resonance, Use the working rules and the universal resonance
curve in theregion about resonance, and neglect the circuit resistance when calculating
the impedanceat frequencies too far off resonance to be within range of the universalresonance curve.

6, Repeat (a) for a circuit Q of 40, and plot the results on the same axes as the
results of (a).

§-12. Calculate and plot as a function of frequency the parallel impedance at
resonance when the coil of Fig. 2-16 ia tuned with a capacitor of negligible losses and
when the resonant frequency is varied from 500 to 1500 ke.

8-13. A tuned circuit is required to have a parallel impedanceof 6000 ohms and a
Q of 12, If the resonant frequency is 300 ke determine the inductance, Capacitance,andresistance that the circuit Must have.

8-14, Using the same tuned circuit as in Prob, 3-4, but connected for parallel
resonance, calculate and plot curves as a function of frequency from 760 to 840 ke for
(a) magnitude and phase angle of parallel impedance; (b) line current, and current in
each branch, when the applied potential is 10 volts (assume thatall the circuit resist-
are is in the inductive branch); and (c) reactance and resistance componentsof theimpedance of(ca).

8-18. Thecoil of Fig. 2-16is tuned to resonance at 1000 ke with a capacitor having
negligible losses. Transform this circuit to the form shownin the right-hand part ofFig. 3-5a by determining R;.

3-16. The circuit of Fig. 2-16 is tuned to resonance at 1000 ke with a capacitorhaving negligible losses, andis then shunted bya resistance Rj of 100,000 ohms.
Figa the equivalent shunt resistance Ry for such an arrangement (see

8. Calculate the Q of this system,
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8-17. If a parallel resonant circuit is shunted by a resistance 2, andif the prrallel
resonant impedance of the unshuntedcircuit is %, prove that the shunt resistance I,
reduces the equivalent @ of the circuit by the factor #,/(2R; + Ro).

8-18. In a low-Q parallel circuit in which the losses are all in the inductive branch,
prove that, when the capacitance is varied, the capacitance that makes the parallel
circuit impedance have unity power factor for a given frequency also makes this
impedance have maximum magnitude at this same frequency.

8-19. A particular coil has an inductance of 180 uhat 1 ke and an apparent induct-
ance of 200 «zh at 1400 ke. Determine the distributed capacitance of the coil.

3-20. Primary and secondarycoils have inductances of 75 and 300 wh, respectively,
and 1 volt is applied to the primary circuit. Assuming the resistances of the coils
are negligible, calculate the voltage induced in the secondary as a function of cocffi-
cient of coupling from k = 0 to & = 1.0,

3-21. Draw an equivalent transformercircuit for the coils of Prob. 3-20, for the
ease where the mutual inductance is 50 ph.

8-22. a. Explain the effect of a short-circuited turn upon the inductance and Q
observed at the terminals of a coil, using coupled-circuit theory.

b. Indicate qualitatively the differences that would be expected if the short-circuited
turn were the end turn of a single-layer solenoid, as in Fig. 2-1, as against being a
turn near the center.

3-23. Two identical coils cach having Q = 100 and an inductance of 200 zh are
coupled together with a mutual mductance of 50 wh. If the secondarycoil is short-
circuited, calculate (a) the coupled resistance and coupled reactanceat a frequency of
600 ke, (6) the total resistance and reactance of the primary circuit, and (c) the effec-
tive Q of the primary circuit including effect of the coupled impedance,

3-24. Describe a procedure for experimentally determining the coefficient of
coupling between a coil and its shield can, assuming that the shield has negligible
resistance.

8-25. Derive the formula in the second footnote on page 61 for the equivalent
primary-circuit inductance in the presence of an inductive secondary with zero losses.

8-26. An air-cored coil is placed near a brass panel. Describe in a qualitative
way the effect that copper pluting this panel will have on the inductance and Q
observed at the «oil terminals.

8-27. The coil of Fig. 2-16 is coupled to a primary coil with a mutual inductance of
50 wh. Hf the secondary coil is tuned to resonance by means of a capacitor having
negligible loss, calculate and plot the coupled impedance at the resonant frequency
of the secondaryas this resonant frequencyis varied from 500 to 1500 ke.

$-28. Thecoil of Fig. 2-16 is coupled to a primarycircuit having an inductance of
75 wh, and is tuned to resonance at 1000 ke with a capacitor having negligible losses.
Calculate the impedance coupled into the primarycircuit at 1000 ke as a function of
coefficient of coupling from k = 0 to k = 1.0.

3-29. In the circuit of Fig. 3-8b, what general effect is produced on the phase and
magnitude of the coupled impedance at the resonant frequency of the secondary by
shunting the secondary capacitor C, by 4 resistance #2?

8-80. Explain why in Fig. 3-11 a flat-topped secondary-cireuit curve (like k = 0.01)

can be obtained only if the primary-current curve has pronounced double peaks.
8-81. Derive Eq. (3-29) from lq. (3-28).
8-82. Twoidentical circuits resonant at 1000 ke, having Q = 80 and inductances of

140 yh, are coupled together.
a. Calculate the critical coefficient of coupling.
b. Calculate and plot the secondary current at the resonant frequency for t volt.

applied to the primary, as the mutual inductance is varied from zero to twice the
critical value,
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: . ircuits of Prob. 3-32 is adjusted to make theThe coupling between the circuits o' " 32 Juste .coefivient of coupling have a value 0.03, and 1 volt is applied in series with the primary,
a. What will be the approximate frequencies at which the secondary-current peake

will occur? . ,
b. What will be the approximate height of these peaks of secondary current?

Assumethe two peaks have equal heights.
ce, What will be the secondary current at the resonant frequency?
d. Over what frequency range will the secondary response equal or exceed the

response at resonance?

eo theinformation obtained above, sketch the approximate shape of the
secondary-current curve as a function of frequency. . .

8-84. Thecircuits of Prob. 3-32 are coupled with a coefficient of coupling of 0.1.
Determine the frequencies at which the secondary-current peaksoccur, and give the
approximate ratio of voltages across the secondary at frequencies corresponding to
the low- and high-frequency peaks,

3-35. The two circuits of Prob. 3-32 are coupled with a mutual inductance of
2.8 nh(k = 0,02).

a. Calculate and plot the resistance and reactance components of the coupled
impedance out to 40 ke on each side of resonance.

6, Calculate and plot the resistance and reactance components of the primary
cireuit when the seeondary is removed.

c. Add (a) and (b) to obtain the curve of total primary-circuit resistance and
reactance, and convert the results into curves giving the magnitude and phase of the
totul primary impedancein the presenceof the accondary.

8-86. If, in Prob, 3-35, the mutual inductance had a value of t zh, then to what
frequencies would it be necessary to tune the primary and secondary circuits in order
to obtain the same shape of secondury-response curve as is actually obtained for
the conditions given in Prob. 3-35?

3-87. In a shunt-feed circuit such as illustrated in Fig. 3-14, the tuned circuits are
the same as in Prob. 3-32, and the shunt-feed resistance R is 100,000 ohms. Whatis
the equivalent primary Q under these conditions?

8-38. The two resonant circuits in Fig. 3/15 are the sume as in Prob. 3-32, What
value must # have to make the effective @ of the secondary equal to 40?

8-39. A particular bandpassfilter is to he used to handle a wavein which the highest.
modulation frequency is 4000 cycles, The carrier frequency of the wave is 456 ke.
If the primary and secondary inductances are both 2 mh and if it is desired just
barely to avoid double humps in the response curve, specify the proper coefficient of
coupling and the propercircuit Q's, assuming equal primary and secondary Q’s.

3-40. Twoidentical tuned cireuits are used in a shunt-feed bandpass arrangement,
The circuits are resonant at 450 ke, have inductances of 2.0 toh, and Q’s of 80. The
shunt-feed resistance has a value of 300,000 ohms. A bandwidth between 70.7
per cent response points of 30 ke ig desired.

a, Calculate required values of circuit Q's, assuming OQ, = Q..
4. Determinethe resistance that must be shunted across the secondary capacitor

to makethe effective 0 of the secondarycircuit have the required value.
@ Determinethe resistance that must be shunted across the primary capacitor to

maketheeffective Q of the primary have the required value when theeffect of both
the shunt-feed resistance and the primary-circuit resistance are taken into account.
_ Sai. According to Fig. 3-16 the response at resonance will increase as the Q is
increased while leaving the coefficient of coupling unchanged.

a. Demonstrate that this result is predicted by Eq. (3-28).
b. Determine the Fatio of Tesponse at resonancefor zero circuit losses to the responsefor k = 0.01 whenthe circuit losses make k = 0.01 correspondto critical coupling.
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3-42. Calculate the coefficient of coupling in the circuit of Fig, 3-18) when
C, = Cz = 100 pyf, and Cl, = 1.5 py.

8-48. Signals in the frequency range of 550 to 1500 ke are to be handled by means
of a bandpass filter. If the circuits are assumed to have Q = 100 overthis frequency
range, and if the adjustment is such that k = 0.01 at 1000 ke, discuss how the width
and shape of the passband will vary with resonant frequency when the tuning is
obtained by varying the primary and secondary capacitors simultaneously and when
the coupling is (a) inductive as shown at Fig, 2-8), and (b) capacitive as shown at
Fig. 2-8e. Assume that the circuit elements that provide the coupling do not change
as the capacitors sre varied. Illustrate the discussion with the aid of sketches showing
in a general way therelative character of the response curves to be expected at 550,
1000, and 1500 ke for each type of coupling.

8-44. Explain how the magnitudes of the Thévenin-theorem equivalent voltage
and impedance for a complex network can be determined experimentally from an
open- and short-circuit test at the output terminals of the network, using only a
voltmeter and an ammeter.

8-45. In Fig. 3-20 (also Fig. 3-10) the secondary circuit has an inductanceof 150 uh,
and is resonant at 1000 ke. If Ry = 10,000, Z; = 150 wh, and Af = 100 wh, calculate
the frequency at which the peak of secondary response occurs,

8-46. A primary circuit has an inductance of 1 mh and a resistance of 150 ohms
‘connected in series. A secondary coil is coupled to the primary coil and delivers
powerto a load consisting of the secondary coil, a resistance of 50 ohms, and a tuning
capacitance, all in series. If the impedance that the secondary circuit couples into
the primary circuit is considered to be the load impedance of the primary circuit,
determine the mutual inductance required between the twocircuits and the reactance
that the secondary circuit must have if the load is to match the generator on a maxi-
mum-powerbasis.

8-47. a. In order to demonstrate impedance matching for maximum-powertransfer,
write the equation of power P delivered to a rheostat as a function of its resistance R
when connected to a d-c generator of internal resistance /?, and open-circuit voltage E,.
Show that this equation has a maximum for R = R,.

b. Plot a graph of the equation of (a), showing P/Pmax versus R/R,, where P is the
actual power when the load resistance is R, and Pmax is the power when R= R,, By
how many decibels is the power reduced for the following cases of mismatch:
(1) R = 0.58, and (2) R = 2R,?
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CHAPTER 4

TRANSMISSION LINES

4-1, Voltage and Current Relations on Radio-frequency Transmission
Lines in Terms of Traveling Waves.’ Transmission lines find many
uses in radio work. They are employed, not only to transmit energy, but
also as resonantcircuits at very high frequencies, as measuring devices at

high frequencies, as aids to obtain
impedance matching, ete.

Basic Transmission-line Equations.
Consider the voltage and currentrela-
tions that exist in a very short length
di of the transmission line shown in

; bead END Fig. 4-1. In this short distance the
iehJengthdl. line, showing voltage between the wires changes an

, amount dH as a result of the voltage
drop produced by the line current / flowing through theresistance J? dl
and reactance jol, dl of the length dl. Likewise, the current changes a
small amount d7 in the length as a result of the flow of current between
the wires through the capacitance Cdi and conductance Gdl caused by the
voltage that exists between these wires. Referring to Fig. 4-1, one can
accordingly write the equations

 

dk = 7 X (impedanceof length dl)
= 1(R + jwl,) dl

dl = BX (admittance of length dl)
= NG + joC) di

‘This material on transmission lines isa review and summary of those concepts and
relations that are most widely used in radio work. It presupposes at least a little
previous familiarity with the subject, and therefore should not be regarded as a self-
supporting presentat‘on of transmission-line theory, The reader desiring to gain a
comprehensive understanding of transmission lines, or desiring the derivation of the
equations made use of here, should consult one of the several excellent textbooks that

are available on the subject, for example, H. H. Skilling, ‘Electric Transmission
Lines,’ McGraw-Hill Book Company, Ine, New York, 1951; Walter C. Johnson,

Transmission Lines and Networks,” McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York,
1950. More limited treatmenta of transmission lines, typically of chapter length,
are to be found in most textbooks on communication engineering; these are adequate
as an introduction to the material presented here,

82
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Rearranging, aE
<7 = (Rt jal) = ZI (4-12)

a = G+ joC)E = YE (4-1b)
where # = voltage across line at distance J from receiving end

I = currentin line at distance / from receiving end
2 = distance measured from load end of line

R = resistance per unit length, ohms
L = inductanceper unit length, henrys
C = capacitance per unit length, farads
G = conductance per unit length, mhos
Z = (2 + joL) = line series impedance per unit length, ohms
Y = (4 + joC) = line shunt admittance per unit length, mhos

w/2r = frequency, cycles
Simultaneous solution of Eq. (4-1) gives'

@E
of = YE (4-22)

2

on = ZYI (4-2b)
Equations (4-2a) and (4-2b) are not independentof each other, since they
are related through Eqs. (4-la) or (4-16).

Equations (4-2a) and (4-2b) are the standard differential equations of
wave propagation and havesolutions of the form

E = EyeV2¥! + RyeV2¥1 (4-8a)
I = [yeV2¥! + [ye-V271 - (4-38)

where Z,, E2, 11, and J, are constants of integration whose values are
determined by the boundary conditions,i.e., by the load impedance and
the magnitude of the voltage applied to the system. Although four
constants appear in Eqs. (4-3), actually only two of them are independent
since it can be readily shown that?

BE, _&,
1 Taye ~ ho oe)

_ 7B: = 7A

1 These results are obtained by differentiating Eq. (4-la), and then substituting
Tiq. (4-15) to eliminate the resulting d//dil. This gives

@E al

Equation (4-26) is obtained in an analogous manner,
* These relations are obtained by substituting Eq. (43a) in Eq. (4-1a), and then

comparing the result with Eq. (4-30).
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Here

(4-5)

The final solution of the differential Eqs. (4-1a) and (4-15) of the trans-
mission line can accordingly be written as

EB ByV2¥t + RyeV2¥l = BY + BM (4-62)
aNyVE ee (4-6b)
Vz/¥ Vz/¥

In these equations Z) = /Z/Y is termed the characteristic impedance
of the line. In the case of radio-frequency lines, Z) can nearly always
be assumed, to be a pure resistance, as discussed on page 88.

The quantity +/ZYis called the propagation constant of the line. It is
a complex quantity, having a real part a called the attentiation constant
and an imaginary part 8 termed the phase constant. That is

VZY =a+j6 (4-7)
4-2. Interpretation of Transmission-line Equations in Terms of

Traveling Waves. The voltage and current existing on a transmission
line as given by Eqs. (4-6) can be conveniently expressed as the sum of
the voltages and currents of two waves. One of these waves can be
regarded as traveling toward the receiving or load end of the line, and is
called the incident wave becauseit is incident upon the load. The second
wave can be thought of as traveling from the load toward the generator
end of theline; it is termed the reflected wave, and is generated at the load
by reffection of the incident wave.’ These two waves are identical in
nature except for consequences arising from their different directions of
travel,

The Incident Wave. The incident wave consists of the voltage com-
ponent 2” of Eq. (4-6a) associated with the current component I’ of Eq.
(4-66). For such a wave it follows that everywhere on the lineVv4

T = 446 (4-8)

The magnitude |F’| of the incident wave becomes larger as the distance
I from the loadincreases, according to the relation

[A"| = [Byetetor| = [Bet (9)
In this equation E, is the vector value of the voltage of the incident wave
at the load endof the line, and a is the attenuation constant,' as defined

1 The unitof «in iq. (4-9) is the neper. In discussing attenuation of lines, values
of @ (or of al) are, however, frequently deseribed im decibels, The relation betweennepers and decibels ig

Attenuation in decibels = 8,68Ge (4-9a)
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Sec. 4-2] TRAVELING WAVES 85

by Eq. (4-7). The quantity al, the total attenuation of the line, is com-
monly called simply the line attenuation.

The phase of the incident wave advances # radians per unit distance
from the load, where 8 is the phase constant as defined by Eq. (4-7).
Hence the phase position of the incident wave at a distance / from the
load leads the phase position at the load by Al radians.

The incident wave on the transmission line can therefore be described

as a voltage accompanied by a current that is everywhere in phase with,

aeSee_sFROM
GENERATOR &9 Ef &e £q &¢ Ey &g &
traeoe

{@) TRANSMISSION LINE

 
(8) VOLTAGE OF INCIDENT WAVE (€) VOLTAGE OF REFLECTED wAve

INCIDENT WAVE REFLECTED WAVE

 
 

9 t e q ¢ 6 @
(7) VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR UNITY REFLECTION: AT LOAD

Fria, 4-2. Diagramaillustrating behavior of the voltage of the incident and reflected
waves on a transmission line. The case shown assumesthatthereflection coefficient
at the load is unity, and that the line attenuation is only moderate. The clock dia-
grams show magnitude and phase of the voltage at increasing values of distance
from the load.

and proportional to, the voltage, with the voltage and hence current
decreasing exponentially in magnitude and dropping back uniformly in
phase as the load is approached. Such a distribution is illustrated in
Fig. 4-2, and can be represented by the equations

E! = Eye(etion (4-10a)é

l= z. = # (ati! (4-108)
The incident wave is said to travel toward the load because it gets

smaller as the load is approached and because its phase at a distance from
the generator corresponds to the phase that existed at the generator at an
earlier time proportional to distance. ‘These are properties of a wave
propagating away from a source. The velocity of propagation, called
the phase velocity, is discussed below in connection with Eq. (4-190).
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The Reflected Wave. The reflected waveis identical with the incident

wave except that it is traveling toward the generator. The reflected
wave thus consists of the componentvoltage E”of Eq. (4-6a) associated
with @ current component J” such that everywhere on the line

oe

Fi = ~%a (4-11)
This differs from Eq. (4-8) only by the negative sign, which arises from
the fact that the current in the reflected wave travels toward the gen-
erator, whereas the current in the incident wave travels toward the load.

The magnitude |#s| of the reflected wave becomes smaller as the wave
travels away from the receiver (i.e., as J increases) according to the
relation

|E""| = |Ese~(o+ib!] = |Bale (4-12)

Here E;is the vector value of the reflected wave at the load. Equation
(4-12) is similar to Eq. (4-9) except for the negative sign in the exponent;
this denotes a decrease in magnitude with increasing distance J from the
receiver.

The phase of the reflected wave drops back 8 radians for each unit of
distance that the wave travels toward the generator. Thus the reflected
waveat a distance / from the load lags the phase position at the load by
Al radians.

As a result of these properties, the reflected wave on the transmission
line can be described as a voltage accompanied by a current proportional
to the voltage and flowing away from the load, with the voltage, and hence
current, decreasing exponentially in magnitude and dropping back uni-
formly in phase as the distance from the load increases. Such a dis-
tributionis illustrated in Fig. 4-2, and can be represented by the equations

EY = Eyetation (4-13a)

J" =~ " Es erst b

Relation of Incident and Reflected Waves—Reflection Coefficient. ‘The
reflected waveis generated at the load as a result of reflection of the inci-
dent wave by the load impedance. Thisreflection is of such a character
as simultaneous'y to meet the following conditions: (1) The voltage and
current of the incident wave at the load must satisfy Eq. (4-8); (2) the
voltage and current of the reflected wave at the load must satisfy Eq.
(4-11); (8) the load voltage £, is the sum of the voltages of the incident
and reflected waves at the load, that is, E, = E, + Es; (4) the load cur-
rent I, is the sum of the currents of the incident andreflected waves at the
load, that is, J, = I, + Is; and (5) the vector ratio E,/I,, must equal the
load impedance Z,.
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The vector ratio H,/E, of the voltage of the reflected wave to the
voltage of the incident wave at the load is termed the reflection coefficient
of the load. Simultaneoussolutionof the above five relations leads to the
result

By _ (Zs/Zs) —1
By (@1/Zo) +1

Thereflection coefficient has both magnitude and phase, and sois a vector
quantity. Although Eq. (4-14) is expressed in terms of the situation at
the load, the ratio E”’/E’ of the voltages of the reflected and incident
waves at a distance / from the load can be termedthe reflection coefficient

at the point 7. It will be noted that when a = 0 (i.e., zero losses on the
line), the reflection coefficient everywhere has the samc magnitude, and
equals the reflection coefficient of the load. However, when a 0, then
the reflected wave becomes smaller and the incident wave larger with
increasing distance from the load, causing |p| to decrease correspondingly.
The quantitative relation is

lps] = |palea (4-15)

Reflection coefficient =p = (4-14)

where|p,| and || are the magnitudesof the reflection coefficients at dis-
tances 1, and 4, respectively, from the load.

The relation between the load voltage and current and the voltages of
the incident and reflected waves at the load can be deduced from the

abovefive required conditions. It is
 

» Be _ (Ext LidoBy = He = ( 5 ) (4-162)
Ey — LZBE, = ply = its Ey = (#24) (4-166)

The corresponding currents are given by Eqs. (4-8) and (4-11).
Line Voltage and Current. The actual voltage and current existing on

a transmissionline are the sum of the voltages and currents, respectively,
of the incident and reflected waves, as given by Eqs. (4-6), with the
values for EZ, and E, defined as in Eqs. (4-16).!_ Although the equations
of the transmission line appear complicated, the character of the voltage
and current distributions that they lead to under different conditions can
be readily understood with the aid of the typical examples considered in
Sec. 4-4.

4-3. Transmission-line Constants. The electrical properties’ of a
transmission line are determined by the inductance LZ, capacitance C,

1 This result can also be written in an equivalent form in terms of hyperbolic
functions:

E = E,, cosh (2 + jp)l + J1Zo sinh (a + jal (417a)

I = In cosh (a + j@)l + a sinh (a +36)! (4-176)
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88 TRANSMISSION LINES [Caap. 4
series resistance R, and shunt conductance G, per unit length of line.
The inductance and capacitance can be calculated by the usual formulas
for transmissionlines, except that at radio frequencies there are negligible
magnetic-flux linkages inside the conductor as & result of skin effect; this
means that one should omit the small term in the low-frequency induct-
ance formulas that does not involve the dimensions. The series resist-
ance of radio-frequencylines is controlled by skin effect, and 50is propor-
tional to the square root of the frequency. The shunt conductance is
determined by the dielectric loss. With air insulation the shunt con-
ductance is therefore negligible, but with solid dielectric such as used in
twisted-pair and coaxial cables, the shunt conductance will be propor-
tional to the product of frequency, power factor, and dielectric constant.

The electrical properties of the transmission line enter into the equa-
tions of the line through the characteristic impedance Z, and the propaga-
tion constant ~/ZY as defined by Eqs. (4-5) and (4-7). At radio fre-
quencies it is nearly always permissible to assume that wl >> R, and
wl >>G. To the extent that this is true, one can rewrite Eqs. (4-5) and
(4-7) as follows.

Re (4-18a)
_ BO

«= 57, + 5 (4-18b)
8 =0V/LO (4-18¢)

The characteristic impedance Zis the ratio of voltage to current in an
individual wave [see Eqs. (4-8) and-(4-11)]; it is also the impedanceof a
line thatis infinitely long or the impedanceofa finite length of line when
Z. = Zo. It will be noted that at radio frequencies the characteristic
impedance is a resistance that is independent of frequency. Typical
values for the characteristic impedance are of the order of 200 to 800
ohms for two-wire lines with air insulation, and 20 to 100 ohms for
coaxial cables.

The attenuation constant of radio-frequency lines as given by Eq. (4-7)
increases with frequency; this follows from Eq. (4-18b), and the fact that
at high frequencies the series resijtance and shunt conductance are pro-
portional to the square root and thefirst powerof frequency, respectively.
With air insulaticn the conductanceG is negligible, and the attenuation is
due almost entirely to the skin-effect resistance of the conductors. How-
ever, in lines possessing solid dielectric, such as twisted-pair and many
coaxial cables, the situation is more involved. Conductor resistance loss
is then responsible for must of the attenuation at low frequencies, while
the dielectric loss is the cause of most. of the attenuation when the fre-
quencyis sufficiently high.

The phase constant 6 of a radio-frequencyline is seen from Eq. (4-18¢)
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to be proportional to frequency, and to the square root of the product LC
of the line inductance and capacitance, but is independentof line resist-
ance or conductance. The use of dielectric insulation, as is common in
coaxial cables, increases the capacitance of the line, and thereby makes
8 larger in proportion to +/k where k is the dielectric constant of the
insulation.

Wavelength and Phase Velocity. The distance A that a wave must travel
along the line in order for the total phase shift to be 2x radians is defined
as the wavelength d of the line. Thus, since 8X = 2z,

he * (4-194)
In the case of radio-frequency lines with air dielectric, \ approximates the
free-space wavelength of a radio wave of the same frequency. In the
case of cables with solid dielectric having a dielectric constant k, the
wavelength is very closely the free-space wavelength divided by ~/k.

A wavelength at a frequency f corresponds to a velocity vp, = fi.
This is termed the phase velocity of the line,i.e.,

Phase velocity = fA = 2 (4-198)
In radio-frequency lines having air dielectric, the phase velocity approxi-
mates very closely the velocity of light. In lines with solid-dielectric
insulation, the phase velocity is the velocity of light divided by the square
toot of the dielectric constant of the insulation.

4-4. Examples of Voltage and Current Distributions on Transmission
Lines. The various ways in which the voltage and cutrent may be dis-
tributed along a transmission line can be understood by considering in
detail a numberof special cases. In the discussion of these examples to
follow,it is assumed that the attenuation constant a is small; this is done
in order to simplify the phenomena involved. The modifications intro-
duced when the attenuation constantis not small are discussed in Sec. 4-5.

Transmission Line with Open-circuited Load. When the load imped-
ance is infinite, Eq. (4-14) shows that the coefficient of reflection will be
1/0. Under these conditions the incident and reflected waves will have
equal magnitudes at the load, and the reflection will be such that the
voltages of the incident and reflected waves have the same phase. As a
result, the voltages of the two waves add arithmetically so that at the load
E, = E, = E,/2. Under these conditions it follows from Eqs. (4-8)
and (4-11) that the currents of the two waves are equal in magnitude but
opposite in phase; they thus add up to zero load current, as must be the
case if the load is open-cireuited.

Consider now how these two waves behave as the distance / from the

load increases. The incident wave advances in phase § radians per unit
length, while the reflected wave lags correspondingly; at the same time
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magnitudes do not change greatly when the attenuation constant a is
small. The vector sum of the voltages of the two waves is then Jess than
the arithmetic sum, as illustrated in Fig. 4-3a, for! = 4/8. This tend-
ency continues until the distance to the load becomes exactly a quarter
wavelength, i.e., until-6i = 7/2. The incident wave has then advanced
90° from its phase position at the load, while the reflected wave has
dropped back asimilar amount. Theline voltage at this point is thus the
arithmetic difference of the voltages of the two waves, as shown in Fig.
4-3a, for 1 = 4/4, and it will be quite small if the attenuation is small.
Theresultant voltage will not be zero, however, because some attenuation
will always be present, and this causes the incident wave to be larger and
the reflected wave smaller at the quarter-wave length point than at the
load, where the amplitudes are exactly the same.

As the distance to the load increases to a value greater than a quarter
wavelength, the phase of the incident wave continues to advance, while
that of the reflected wave continues to lag. As a consequence,the volt-
ages of the two waves depart increasingly from the condition of phase
opposition existing at the quarter-wavelength point, and give a resultant
value that becomes larger with increasing distance. This tendency con-
tinues until the distance from the load is a half wavelength (that is,
Al =r); at this point the phases of the two waves have respectively
advanced, and retarded, by 180°. The result is that the voltages now
have the same relative phase relation with respect to each other as
existed at the load, and so add arithmetically as at the load to give a large
resultant line voltage. At greater distances than a half wavelength the
cycle starts to repeat, as illustrated in Figs. 4-3a and 4-4a.

The voltage distribution on the open-circuited transmission line that
results from this process is shown in Figs. 4-3a and 44a. It is charac-
terized by voltage maxima at points that are even Multiples of a quarter
wavelength distant from the load, and by deep voltage minimaat points
that are odd multiples of a quarter wavelength from the load.

The current distribution associated with this voltage is also illustrated
in Fig. 4-4a. The current distribution has minima where the voltage
has maxima, and vice versa. This arises from the fact that the current
of the reflected wave has the opposite phase from thereflected voltage
[see Eq. (4-11)]. As a result, the currents in the two waves add where
thevoltages sub‘ ract, and subtract to give a minimum where the voltages

It will be noted that the variations in both the voltage and current dis-
tributions repeat their general character each half wavelength. Thisis
characteristic of all distributions on transmission. lines.

Transmission Line with Short-circuited Load. When the load end of
the line is short-circuited, that is, Z, = 0, reference to Eq. (4-14) shows
that the reflection coefficient has the value —1.0/0° = 1.0/180°. As in
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POSITION ALONG LINE

(a) OPEN-CIRCUITED CASE (@+14.010°)

 
POSITION ALONG LINE ‘

(0) RESISTIVE LOAD GREATER THAN 2p (9 #0.5 10")

Fig, 4-3. Vector diagrams showing mannerin which the incident and reflected waves
combined to produce a voltage distribution on the transmission line. The cases
shown correspond to a reflection in which the phase of the voltage is unchanged by
reflection; it is also assumed that the attenuation of theline is quite small.
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the open-cire
amplitudeof the incident wave.

TRANSMISSION LINES

uited case, the reflected wave has an amplitude equal to the
However, the reflection now takes place

[Catar. 4

with reversal in phase of the voltage, and without change in phase of the
current. Th
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Fra. 4-4, Types of voltage and current
distributions produced on a transmis-
sion line by different load impedances,
It is assumed that the transmission line
has low attenuation, and a characteris-
tic impedance that is resistive.

e result is that the current in each individual wave at the
load is half of the load current, while
the voltages in the two waves add up
at the load to a resultantof sero volt-
age, as obviously is required across a
short circuit.

If one now examines the situation
as the distance from the load in-
creases, the incident wave advances
in phase while the reflected wavelags
correspondingly, exactly as in the
case of the open-circuited load.
However, since it is now the currents
that add at the load end of the line
and the voltages that subtract, one
obtains the distribution of voltage
and current illustrated in Fig. 4-4e.
This differs from the corresponding
distributions of the open-circuited
load case only in that voltage and
current are interchanged. That is,
with the short-circuited load the

voltage on the line goes through
minima at distances from the load

that are even multiples of a quarter
wavelength, and through maximaat
distances that are odd multiples of a
quarter wavelength. As before, the
positions of the current maxima cor-
respond to the voltage minima, and
vice versa.

Characteristic Impedence Load.
When the load impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance, the
reflection coefficient is zero; i.e., there is no reflected wave. Under these
conditions the voltage and current both increase exponentially with
increasing distance from the load, as illustrated in Fig. 4-4c.

The physicalsignificanceof the situation where thereflection coefficient
is zero (i.e., when Z, = Zy) is that the vector ratio of the voltage to cur-
rent required by the load is exactly the same as that present in the inci-
dent wave. Theload is therefore able to absorb completely the incident
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wave, With any other value of load impedance this is not possible, and a
reflected wave is then produced.

Intermediate Values of Load Impedance. When the load impedance is
a resistance greater than the characteristic impedance, the reflected
wave produced at the load is smaller than the incident wave, but has the
same phase angle as in the open-circuited case.' As a result, the voltage
and current distributions go through successive maxima and minima at
exactly the same places as for the open-circuited load. However, since
the reflected wave is smaller than the incident wave, the minima are not
as deep in proportion to the load voltage; this is illustrated in Fig. 4-4b.
Vector diagrams showing how the voltages of the incident and reflected
waves add to give the line voltage in this case are shown in Fig. 4-3); a
comparison with the corresponding diagrams of Fig. 4-3a shows in detail
why and howthesituation is modified when the reflected wave is smaller
than the incident wave.

Whenthe load impedance is a resistance that is smaller in magnitude
than the characteristic impedance of the line, then the reflected wave is
smaller than the incident wave, and has the same phase relation with
respect to the incident wave as in the short-circuited load case. Under
these conditions, the voltage and current distributions possess maxima
and minima at exactly the same points as for the short-circuited load, but
the maxima are not as large and the minima are less deep. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4-4d.

Reactive Loads. Next consider the case where the load impedanceis a
pure reactance. Study of Eq. (4-14) shows that if the characteristic
impedance can be assumed to be a resistance, the reflection coefficient for
Z, reactive is unity irrespective of the magnitude of the load reactance;
however the phase angle of the reflection coefficient will depend upon the
ratio of the load reactance to characteristic impedance. The conse-
quences of this situation are illustrated in Fig. 4-4f and g. With a réac-
tive load impedance, the voltage and current distributions vary in the
same way, and to the same extent, as with the open-circuited (or short-
circuited) load case. However, reactive load impedance causes the
minima of these curves to be displaced with respect to the position of the
minima for an open-circuited line.

If one takes the open-circuit distribution as a reference, then acapaci-
tive load causes the first minimum in the voltage distribution to occur
closer to the receiver than a quarter wavelength,as illustrated in Fig. 44g.
This comes about because for capacitive loads the phase angle of the

1 For the reflection coefficient to have a phase angle of exactly 0 or 180°,it is neces-
sary that the load impedance have the adme phase angle aa the characteristic imped-

ance, Tn the case of radio-frequency transmission lines, this means a load thatfor all
practical purposes is resistive,
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reflection coefficient is negative, i.e., the reflected wave at the load lage
behind the incident wave. Thus with a capacitive load the distance from
the load at which the reflected wave lags 180° behind the incident waveis
jess than a quarter wavelength. In contrast, an inductive load causes
the first voltage minimum to occur at 9 distance from the load that is
greater than a quarter wavelength, as illustrated in Fig. 4-4f. This

results from the fact that the phase
angle of the reflection coefficient is

360° ~—spositive in this case. With both in-
ductive and capacitive loads, the dis-

teo° placement of the minima from their

PHASE

uase oF wciwent|Sy open-circuited position is greater the
lower the load reactance. It is also

‘040 to be noted that the effect of a reac-
(a) PHASE OF LINE VOLTAGE tive load is merely to displace the

position of the minima;the distance
between the adjacent minima. still

 
DISTANCE FROM LOAD

360° remains @ half wavelength, just as in
the open- and short-circuited cases,

DNASE OF "80° Load impedances that have both
"INCIDENT WAVE resistive and reactive components

Loap will result in voltage and current dis-
tributions in which the variation in

amplitude along the line is less than
90°Las jn the open- and short-circuited cases
40° because the reflection coefficient is

o° Jess than unity, as in Fig. 4-4b and d.
40° However, at the same time the

Toa**” ~maxima and minimaareshifted along
, . the line in the same direction asFia. 4-5. Phase relations on a transmis- . .

sion line for two typical conditions. In whenthe load is purely reactive.
these ¢ irves, the voltageof the incident Phase Relations in Voltage and
waveat the load is used as the reference Current Distributions. ‘The phase of
phase, and the line attenuation is . * y
aaaumed to he small. the voltage and current in an indi-

vidual wave drops back @ radians per
unit length in the direction in which the wave travels. Thus, when the
load impedance equals the characteristic impedance so that only the inci-
dent waveis preset, the line voltage and current advance in phase at the
uniform rate of 8 radians per unit length as one goes from the load to the
generator. The total phase shift is 2x radians per wavelength under
these conditions.

Whenthe load impedance does not equal the characteristic impedance,
the phaserelations are complicated by the presenceof the reflected wave.
The phase of the resulting line voltage (or current) then oscillates about
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the phase of the voltage (or current) of the incident wave, as illustrated in
Fig. 4-5. The phase shift under these conditions tends to be concen-
trated in regions where the voltage (or current) goes through a minimum;
this is increasingly the case as the reflected wave approaches equality
with the incident wave. However,irrespective of the relative amplitudes
of the incident and reflected waves, the phase of both voltage and current
will advance exactly + radians (180°) when the distance toward the gen-
erator decreases by a half wavelength. Although in the absence of a
reflected wave the variation in phase is at a uniform rate within this dis-
tance, this is not the case when a reflected wave is present,

4-5. The Effect of Attenuation on Voltage and Current Distribution—
Lossiess Lines. The voltage and current distributions illustrated in

AMPLITUDE OF
INCIOENT WAVE RELATIVEAMPLITUDE 
 

  

wagPHASE OF INCIDENT WAVE -=—~—~ 30
ACTUAL PHASE OF
VOLTAGE ON THE LINE

“&— DISTANCE FROM LOAD .

Fia. 4-6. Variation of voltage amplitude and phase with distance along a transmission
line having such high attenuation that toward the generator end the reflected wave
is attenuated at a very small size.

Fig. 4-4 assume that the total attenuation al of the line is small compared
with unity. Under these conditions the amplitude of the incident, and
also of the reflected wave, changes only slightly in traveling the entire
length of the line.

Whenthe attenuation of the line is relatively large the incident wave
then increases rapidly in amplitude as one goes toward the generator.
Similarly the reflected wave decreases rapidly in size as it recedes from the
load. The resulting behavioris as illustrated in Fig. 4-6; at a consider-
able distance from the load the reflected wave becomes so small that the
voltage and current begin to approximate the values that would exist
for the case Zz = Zo, irrespective of the actual value of the load imped-
ance. The progressive change in theratio of reflected to incident waves
that is caused by attenuation produces corresponding effects on the phase
behavior. These are also illustrated in Fig. 4-6, which shows that the
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actual phase departs less and less from the phase of the incident wave as
the reflected wave becomes smaller.

Transmission Lines with Zero Losses.
transmission line with zero losses i

The behavior of an idealized

8 important because under many
circumstances, and for many purposes, it is permissible to neglect the

OOO
“DISTANCE FROM LOAD LOAD

(9) MAGNITUDE

 
(6) PHasE

 
Load(¢) POWER FacTon

(2) MAGNITUDE AND PHASE SHOWNSIMULTANEOUSLY

Fra. 4-7. Voltage, current, and phase
relations on an open-circuited tranamis-
sion line having zero losses,

tudes to indicate the polarity reversa
Since the waves on a lossless line d

the reflection coefficient in such a system is every-
to the reflection coefficient at the load, as given

travel along theline,
where constant and equal
by Eq. (4-14). Similarly, the standi
where the same ona, lossless line.

4-6. Standing-wave Ratio. The ¢
distribution on a transmission li
of the ratio of the maximum

losses associated with practical
radio-frequency transmission lines,

When the resistance and con-
ductance of a transmission line are
zero, the attenuation constant a is
likewise zero, and the incident and
reflected waves on the transmission
line suffer no change in amplitude
as they travel from one endof the
line to the other. The voltage and
current distributions that result are

then similar to those of Fig. 4-4,
except that all the maxima (and
minima) are of the same height.

Whenthereflection coefficient of

the load is unity, corresponding to
an open- or short-circuited or reac-
tive load, the curves giving thedis-
tribution of voltage and current on
the loss-free line are sections of half
sine waves that go to zero at the
minima, as shown in Fig. 4-7a. In
this case the phase of the voltage
(or current) jumps 180° at each
minimum,as indicated in Fig. 4-7b.
The distribution curves of the loss-
less line are hence commonly drawn
as shown in Fig. 4-7d, which simul-
taneously indicates bothmagnitude
and phase by using negative ampli-

1 associated with 2, 180° phase shift.
o not change in amplitude as they

Ing-wave ratio (see below) is every-

haracter of the voltage (or current)
ne can be conveniently described in terms

amplitude to minimum amplitude posseased
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by the distribution. This quantity is termed the standing-wave ratio
(often abbreviated SWR); thus inFig. 4-8,!

Standing-wave ratio =S= ows (4-20)
. Bate

Alternatively, the standing-wave ratio may be defined in terms of
maximum and. minimum current; for any particular line the standing-
waveratio at a given region on the line will be the same whether defined
in terms of the voltage or current distribution.

Sz
E RELATIVE

mia AMPLITUDE

Emox. Eman.

Emin Emin.¥ ‘
POSITION ALONG LINE LOAD

Fia, 4-8. Diagram illustrating nomenclature used in defining the standing-waveratio.

Tn terms of the amplitudes |EZ,| and |Z,| of the incident and reflected
waves respectively, the standing-waveratio can be written

[Ei + [Be
S gle 21)

The standing-wave ratio is seen from Eq. (4-21) to be a measure of the
amplitude ratio of the reflected to incident waves. Thus s standing-wave
ratio of unity denotes the absence of a reflected wave, while a very high
standing-waveratio indicates that the reflected wave is almost as large
as the incident wave. Theoretically, for the case of zero attenuation, the
standing-waveratio will be infinite when the load is either open- or short-
circuited, or is a lossless reactance.

The standing-wave ratio S is one means of expressing the magnitude
of the reflection coefficient; the exact relation between the twois

8 (4-22a)

S—1

lel S+1 (4-226)
This relationship is illustrated graphically in Fig. 4-9.

The importance of the standing-waveratio arises {rpm the fact that it
can be very easily measured experimentally. Moreover, the standing-

1 This definition of standing-waveratio is sometimes called voltage standing-wave
ratio (VSWR) to distinguish it from the standing-wave ratio expressed as 8 power
ratio, which is (Emax/Esis)*.
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wave ratio indicates directly the extent to which reflected waves exist on
asystem. In addition, standing-wave measurements provide an impor-
tant means of measuring impedance, as discussed in Sec. 4-9.

REFLECTEDWAVE INCIDENTWAVE
le|= 

2 5 10
§ © STANDING- WAVE RATIO (VOLTAGE OR CURRENT)

Fic, 4-9. The relationship between standing-wave ratio and magnitude[ol of reflection
coefficient.

4-7. Impedance and Power-factor Relations in Transmission Lines.
The expression ‘‘transmission-line impedance” applied to a point on a
transmission line signifies the vector ratio of line voltage to line current at
that particular point. This is the impedance that would be obtained if
the transmission line were cut at the point in question, and the impedance
looking toward the load were measured on a bridge.

Whenthe load impedance equals the characteristic impedance, only the
incident wave is present, and the line impedance is everywhere equal to
the characteristic impedance. The line impedanceis also equal to the
characteristic impedance under conditions where the total attenuation
al to the load is so great that the reflected waveis of negligible amplitude
compared with the incident wave. Under these conditions the impedance
of the transmissionline is independent of conditions at the load.

Whenareflected wave is present, the impedance will be alternately
greater and lower than the characteristic impedance, as illustrated in
Fig. 4-10. Since the line current is always a minimum whenthe voltage
is maximum,and vice versa, the impedance maxima and minimacoincide
with the voltage maxima and minima, respectively. The magnitude of
the line impedance therefore varies cyclically with a periodicity of a half
wavelength. If the line losses ard low and the reflection coefficient of the
load is not too close to unity, the line impedance repeats almost exactly
in successive half-waveintervals, as illustrated in Fig. 4-10a. However,
when the reflection coefficient at the load approaches unity (large stand-
ing-waveratio), then the line attenuation, even if small, will cause the
peaks of impedance to diminish in amplitude at progressively larger dis-
tances to the load, as in Fig. 4-10b.
; The power factor of the line impedance varies according to the stand-
ing-wavesituation. When the load impedance equals the characteristic
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impedance, there is no reflected wave and the power-factor angle of the
line is zero, corresponding to a resistive impedance. However, when a
reflected wave is present, the power-factor angle is zero only at the points
on the line where the voltage goes through a maximum or 4 minimum.
At other points the power-factor angle will alternate between leading and
lagging at intervals of a quarter wavelength, as shown in Figs. 4-10 and
4-5e. Whentheline is short-circuited at the receiver (Fig. 4-10), orif

 INCIDENT WAVE

a 344 al A/4 a 3av4 ae ws LOAD
DISTANCE FROM LOAD DISTANCE FROM LOAD
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION

OHMS 
 
a 3a/4 are asa LOAD a 34/4 a/2 ala LoadLINE IMPEDANCE LINE IMPEDANCE

30°
LAG
or

x Ma Ale ad
4 LEAD-

POWER -FACTOR ANGLE OF LINE IMPEDANCE
POWER -FACTOR ANGLE OF LINE IMPEDANCE4;cap

(@} MODERATE STANDING- WAVE RATIO (6) LARGE STANDING -WAVE RATIO (LOAD SHORT
CIRCUITED)

Fic. 4-10. Magnitude and power factor of line impedance with increasing distance
from the load, for load impedances that are, respectively, a resistance less than the
characteristic impedance, andashortcircuit. These diagrams assumethat the attenu-
ation of theline is small.

the load is a resistance less than the characteristic impedance so that the
voltage distribution is of the short-circuit type (Fig. 4-10a), the power
factor is inductive (lagging) for lengths corresponding to less thanthe dis-
tance to the first voltage maximum, and thereafter alternates between
capacitive and inductive at intervals of a quarter wavelength. Similarly,
with an open-circuited receiver, or with a resistance load greater than the
characteristic impedance so that the voltage distribution is of the épen-
circuit type (Fig. 4-5), the power factoris capacitive for lengthsless than
the distance to the first voltage minimum. Thereafter, the power factor
alternates between capacitive and inductive at intervals of a quarter
wavelength, exactly as in the short-circuited case.

If one considers the impedance at the generator end of a transmission
Momentum Dynamics Corporation
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i ngth under conditions where the frequency of measurementaepoaivelyincreased, the impedance will vary in magnitude with fre-
quency in much the same manneras with increasing length. Thus, with
a short-circuited load, the line impedance will go through successive
maxima at frequencies that make the line length correspond to one-
quarter, three-quarters, five-quarters, etc., of a wavelength, and will go
through minima at frequencies that correspond to line lengths measured
in wavelengths that are an even number of quarter wavelengths. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4-11. —

The extent to which the powerfactor of the line impedance varies with
changes in length, or changes in frequency, depends upon the standing-
wave ratio at the point on the line where the power factor is observed.

MAGNITUDE 
PHASE 

{LEAD) 90°

(d)

Fia. 4-11. Effect of variation in frequency oh the magnitude and phase of the sending-
end impedance of a short-circuited transmission line of fixed length.

If the standing-waveratio is large, and the line losses low (solid curve in
Fig. 4-11), the power-factor angle will approach 90° except in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the voltage maxima and minima, Then the power-factor
angle suddenly shifts between nearly +-90° and nearly —90°, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4-11) and Fig. 4-5e. In fact, in the case of a short-circuited
or open-circuited idealline of zero losses, the power-factor angle is exactly
90° everywhere except at the voltage maxima and minima, as illustrated
in Fig. 4-7c, and by the dotted linein Fig. 4-lla. Onthe other hand,if
the standing-waveratio is small or moderate, the maximum Tange over
which the power-factor angle varies about unity power factorwill be cor-
respondingly less than 90° (see Figs. 4-5c and 4-10a).

4-8. Transmission-line Charts—the Smith Chart. The various prop-
erties of a transmission line can be presented graphically in an almost end-
less variety of charts. The most useful graphical representations, how-
ever, are those which give the impedance relations that exist along a lose-
lesg line for different load conditions.
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The Smith chart shown in Fig. 4-12 is the most widely used trans-
mission-line chart of this class.' This diagram is based on two sete of
orthogonal circles. One set represents the ratio R/Z», where R is the
resistance component of the line impedance, and Zo is the characteristic
impedance (which for a lossless line is a resistance). The second set of
circles represents the ratio jX/Zo, where X is the reactive component of
the line impedance. These coordinates are so chosen by means of a con-
formal transformation that conditions on the lossless line corresponding
to a given standing-waveratio (or what is the same thing, a given magni-
tude of the load reflection coefficient) lie on a circle having its origin at the
center of the chart.

The standing-wave ratio S corresponding to any particular circle is
equal to the value of R/Z» at which the circle crosses the horizontal axis
on the right-hand side of the chart center (see Prob. 4-25). This same
circle intersects the horizontal axis to the left of the center at a value of

R/Zo such that 1/S = R/Zo. Intersections with the horizontal axis that
are on theleft of the chart center represent voltage minima; intersections
with the horizontal axis on the right of the center correspond to voltage
maxima. -

Moving around a given standing-wavecircle is equivalent to traveling
along a lossless transmission line on which the standing-waveratio cor-
responds to the circle involved; thus the successive values of impedance
indicated by a given circle correspond to the line impedances at successive
points along the lossless line. Distance on the actual transmission line is
directly proportional to the angle of rotation around the standing-wave
circle, with one complete revolution corresponding to exactly a half wave-
length on the transmission line. Thus in Fig. 4-12 the distance between
points on the line where the impedance conditions are represented by
P and Q on the chart is 0.05 wavelength, because P and Q lie on the same
circle, and radial lines OPA and OQB drawnfrom the centerof the chart
are displaced by 0.05) on the outer scale; this corresponds to 36° angular
displacement, or 36/720 = 0.05 wavelength.? Travel around the circle
in a clockwise direction is toward the generator, whereas travel in a
counterclockwise direction is toward the load; this fact is marked on the
periphery of the chart.

The impedance at any point on a transmission line for a given load

1p, H. Smith, Transmission Line Calculator, Electronics, vol. 12, p. 29, January,
1939; P. H. Smith, An Improved Transmission Line Calculator, Electronice, vol. 17,
p. 130, January, 1944. Graph paper and a plastic calculator are commercially avail-
able. A paper covering the theoretical foundations of the Smith chart, and its rela-
tion to the so-called rectangular chart, is H. L. Krauss, Transmission Line Charts,
Elec. Eng., vol. 68, p. 767, September, 1949.

? Distances greater than a half wavelength are handled by going around the stand-
ing-wave circle as many times as required. Thus the distance OA to OB actually
represents 0.052 + d/2, where n can be any interger, including zero.
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iti i i impedance, is represented by a point

condition,includingOethchart. Thus P in Fig. 4-12 corresponds to
theimpedance Z,(0.98 + 70.7), and lies on the circle centered at O that
corresponds to & standing-wave ratio of 2 (because the cirele through
P intersects the R/Zo axis on the right of the chart at R/Z» = 2). ai he
line were terminated with a load having an impedance corresponding to

 
fdb STEPS

Fig, 4-12. The Smith chart.

P, then the standing-wave ratio that would exist on the line would be
2.0; the impedance at other points along the line could be obtained by
traveling clockwise around the circle passing through P by an amount
indicated by the calibration on the periphery of the chart. For example,
at a distance 0.05 toward the generator from P, the line impedance is
20(1.56 + 70.7), corresponding to point Q, while 0.27) distant from P,
the impedance corresponds to Q’ and is Zo(0.6 — j0.38). Again, if the
load impedance corresponded to the value Q, the standing-wave ratio
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would still be 2, but the impedance at Q’ would now be the line impedance
at a distance 0.22) from the receiver, since Q’ is 0.22\ aroundthecircle
in a clockwise direction from Q.

The Smith chart thus shows very simply and directly the standing-wave
ratio corresponding to a given load impedance. It also shows the line
impedance at any desired point, given the standing-wave ratio and the
impedance at any other point on the line, for example, the load imped-
ance. From the standing-wave ratio, one can obtain the magnitude of

tit||GL|  
LINE ATTENUATION —* 8

 STANDING-WAVERATIOATGENERATOREND
3

STANDING= WAVE RATIO AT LOAD END

Vig. 4-13. Relationship between standing-wave ratios at two points on a trans-
mission line, for different values of line attenuation between these points.

the reflection coefficient from Eq. (4-22b) or Fig. 4-9. The phase angle
of the reflection coefficient is given on the chart periphery. Thus for
point P one has p = 0.33/72°. The Smith chart can also be used to
determine impedance from data obtained from standing-wave measure-
ments; this is discussed in Sec. 4-9.

Effect of Line Attenuation. The Smith chart assumes that the line
attenuation is zero. Under these conditions the standing-wave ratio is
everywhere constant, and the chart implies that this is the case. When
attenuation is present it is, however, still possible to use the Smith chart
by using Fig. 4-13 to correct for the change in standing-wave ratio with
position.! The method of doing this is made clear by the following
example. ,

Example. Assumethat the conditions existing at some point on the line correspond
to P in Fig. 4-12; this may be the generator end ofthe line althoughit is not so limited.
lt is then desired to know the line impedanceat a point 0.23closer to the load when

1The curves in Fig. 4-13 are obtained by combining Eqs. (4-15), (4-222), (4-22b),
and (4-9).
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e length of 0.23) is known to be 3.0 db rather than
re the line attenuation and travel counterlocascircle passing through P for a distance correspon ing to 0.232. i

routetopointa, whieh correspondsto the line impedance that would exist at
the desired pointif the line had no attenuation, However;Fig. 4-13 shows that a line
attenuation of 3 db causes 4 standing-waveratio of 2.0 at the generator end of the
section of line to correapond to a standing-wave ratio of 5.0 at the load end. A circle,
shown détted in Fig. 4-12, is then drawn corresponding to this standing-waveratio.
The intersection of this circle with the radial line OQ’ then defines a point Q” on the
chart that corresponds to the desired impedance, taking into accountthe line attenua-
tion;! this impedanceis Zo (0.26 — g0.52).

4-9. Impedance Measurements Using Standing-wave Ratios.? The
impedance at very high frequenciesis commonly determined with theaid
of standing waves. This is done by using the unknown impedanceas the
load impedanceofa line having low losses. The resulting standing-wave
ratio is then observed experimentally and, in addition, the distance from
the receiver to the first voltage minimum is observed. From this
information one can, with the aid of a Smith chart, readily determine the
unknown impedance.

Example 1. Suppose that a standing-waveratio of 2.0 is observed and that the
first voltage minimum is 0.08\ from the load. One would then enter the Smith
chart at the point P’, which corresponda to a voltage minimum for a standing-wave
ratio thatis 2.0, and would thentravel along thiscircle of constant standing-waveratio
toward the load a distance 0.08thus arriving at point Q’. The coordinates of this
point are 0.6 — 70.38, and multiplying these numbers by the value of Zo for the
transmission line gives the impedanceof the terminating load, which is the impedance
to be determined.

Example 2. Assume that once again the standing-waveratio is observed to be 2.0,
but that it is now inconvenient to measute the actual distance from the load to the
first voltage minimum. The procedure then consists in first connecting the unknown
impedance across the end of the line and observing the position of some convenient
voltage minimum. Next, the unknown impedanceis replaced by a short circuit, and
the position of the first voltage minimum on the load side of the original minimum is
observed. Assumethat this minimum is 0.35\ toward the load from the original
minimum. It is then permissible to regard this new minimum as the equivalent posi-
tion of the load. This follows from the fact that on a lossless line impedances repeat
exactly each half wavelength. Therefore one enters the Smith chart at point P’,
which corresponds to the voltage minimum with the load connected, and travels 0.35
toward the load along the circle for S = 2.0. This leads to point P, which has the
coordinates 0.98 -+ 70.7; these numbers multiplied by Z) then give the unknown

‘Smith charts are sometimes provided with an auxiliary decibel scale that can be
used to determine the effect of the attenuation on the radius of the standing-wave
circle. Such a scale is shown in Fig. 4-12, and is calibrated so that each unit on the
auxiliary scale represents the changein circle radius associated with 1 db attenuation.
Thus starting with a standing-wavecircle of radius OQ’ in Fig. 4-12, the circle passing
through Q” is drawn with a radius that is 3.0 units different on the decibelacale than
O@as shown, because the line attenuation is 3.0 db,

* An extensive summarizing discussion of this subject is given by F. E. Terman and
J. M. Pettit, “Electronic Measurements,” pp. 136-152, McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc., New York, 1952.

104

the total attenuation for thelin
zero. The first step is to igno
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impedance. An alternative procedure would be to note that if the reference point is
taken as the minimum with the unknown connected at the load, then whentheline is
short circuited, the first minimum on the generator side of this reference point is
0.5 — 0.35 = 0.15 toward the generaior, Entering the chart at P’ as before, one
could therefore proceed 0.15 toward the generator(i.e., a distance —0.15) toward
the load). This also brings one to point P.

Equipment for Experimental Determination of Standing-wave Ratio for
Impedance Measurements. The standing-wave ratio on a transmission

SCALE SHOWING
POSITION OF PROBE,  
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Fia. 4-14. Details of a slotted-line type of standing-wave detector for a coaxial line.

line can be observed by exploring along the length of the line with a pickup
arrangementthat will indicate the strength of either the electric field (line
voltage) or the magnetic field (line current), in the vicinity of the line. A
typica] example of such a standing-wave detector that is suitable for coaxial
systemsis illustrated in Fig. 4-14. This arrangementconsists of a section
of coaxial line having air insulation and a longitudinal slot in the outer
conductor, as shown. Mounted on this slotted section is a traveling
carriage carrying a probe that projects through theslot toward the center
conductor, as shown. To this probe there is connected some form of
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power- or voltage-indicating device, often a simple detector. An oacil-
lator is connected to one end of the slotted line, while the other endis con-
nected to the unknown impedanceor, alternatively, to the input of the
transmission line that is to haveits standing-wave ratio observed. The
standing-wave pattern is then obtained by moving the carriage (and
hence the probe position) and observing the resulting variations in the
probe output.

4-10. Transmission Lines as Resonant Circuits and as Circuit Ele-
ments.! A transmission line can be used to perform the functions of a
resonant circuit. Thus,if the line is short-circuited at the load, then at
frequencies in the vicinity of a frequency for which the line length is an
odd numberof quarter wavelengths long, the impedance will be high and
will vary with frequencyin the vicinity of resonance (i.e., frequency cor-
responding to quarter wavelength) in exactly the same manner as does the
impedanceof an ordinary parallel resonant circuit. It is therefore possi-
ble to describe resonance on a transmission line in terms of the impedance
at resonance and the equivalent @Q of the resonance curve.”

At very high frequencies, the parallel impedance at resonance and the
obtainable circuit Q are far higher than can be realized with lumped
cireuits. In high-frequency lines having air insulation the losses all arise
from skin effect in the conductors, and one has with copper conductors

For concentric lines:*

Q=0.0839 »/f bH (4-234)

z, = Mal a/f bF (4-236)

For two-wire lines (neglecting radiation losses) :

Q = 0.0887 V/f bJ (4-24a)

2, = 98-710 (20)
} For further information, including particularly a derivation of the hasic relations,

see F, E. Terman, Resonant Lines in Radio Circuits, Elec. Eng., vol. 53, p. 1046,
July, 1934, In this paper it was demonstrated for the first time that the resonance
curve of a transmission line has the safne shape as the resonance curve of a circuit
with coil and capacitor, and so can he described by specifying a Q.

* The Q in such a situation can be defined in terms of the detuning required to reduce
the response to 70.7 jer cent of the response at resonance, in accordance with Rule 1
on p. 49; alternatively, one may employ Eq. (3-1).

* Examination of Fig. 4-15 shows that in an air-insulated coaxial line of given outer
radius b, Qwill be maximum whenthe inner conductor has a size such that b/a = 3.6,
corresponding to Zo = 77 ohms. Theseare also the proportions for minimum power
loss in a transmission line operated with Z, = Zs. However, the maximum power
that can be transmitted without exceeding a given voltage gradient occurs when
b/a = 1.65, giving Z) = 30 ohms,
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where @ = circuit Q defined from the resonance curve so that Q =
Jo/2f, where fo is the resonant frequency and Af is the
number of cycles off resonance at which the response is
70.7 per cent of the response at resonance

Z, = sending end or input impedance
jf = frequency, cycles
b = innerradius of outer conductor of a concentric line, or spac-

ing of wire centers in two-wire line, cm
a = outer radius of inner conductor in concentric line, or wire

radius in two-wire line, cm
n = numberof quarter wavelengths in the line

F,G, H, J = constants determined by b/a and given in Fig. 4-15
Substitution of reasonable values in these equations leads to surprising

results. Thus, at a wavelength of 150 cm (200 Mc), a concentric line
with copper conductors and air
insulation in which b/a = 3.6 and
with a diameter of outer conductor

of 5 em (2 in.) possesses a Q of ap-
proximately 3000; when the line
length is a quarter wavelength long
(approximately 15 in.), the re-
sonant impedance is over 250,000
ohms. Because of favorable prop-
erties such as these, together with
the fact that the physical size of a
resonant line is relatively large in Fia. 4-15. Factors F, G, H, and J for use
proportion to wavelength as com- i" Eqp. (4-23) and (4-24).
pared with a coil-and-capacitor combination, resonant transmission lines
find extensive use as resonant circuits at the higher radio frequencies,
particularly at frequencies of the order of 100 Mc and greater.

A behavior corresponding to that of a series resonant circuit: can be
obtained from a transmission line that is an odd numberof quarter wave-
lengths long and open-circuited at the receiver. Under these conditions,
the voltage at the load is much higher than the applied voltage, as is
apparent from Fig. 4-4. Furthermore, at frequencies near resonance the
voltage step-up varies with frequency in exactly the same manner as does
& resonance curve, and has an equivalent Q given by Eq. (4-28a) or
(4-24a) as the case may be. The voltage step-up ratio is, however,
Q X 4/en, instead of Q as in the case of the ordinary series resonant
circuit.

Transmission lines can be used to provide low-loss induetances or
capacitances by employing the proper combination of length, frequency,
and termination. Thus a line short-circuited at the load will offer an

inductive reactance when less than a quarter wavelength long, and a
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capacitive re: ,
With an open-circuite
reactances are interchanged.

TRANSMISSION LINES {Cuar. 4

actance when between a quarter anda half wavelength long.
d load, conditions for inductive and capacitive

4-11. Impedance Matching in Transmission Lines.’ Energy is trans-
mitted most efficiently by a transmission line when no reflected wave is
present.? However, only under exceptional cases will the load impedance

 
{a} STUB LINE

6

L0ap
(5) VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION WITH STUD DISCONNECTED

 STUB CONNECTED HERE
' 10a0

{€) VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION WITH STUB PROPERLY
ADJUSTED

Fic. 4-16. Impedance matching by
means of a short-circuited stub line.
Although the arrangement shown is a

be 4 resistance that is exactly equal
to the characteristic impedance of
the line. Thus, to obtain trans-
mission of energy with maximum
efficiency, it is necessary to provide
means for matching the actual load
impedanceto the characteristic im-
pedance of the line. Again, it is
often desired that the line im-

pedance be independentof the dis-
tance to the load. Likewise in

making many types of measure-
ments in systems involving trans-
mission lines, it is frequently de-
sirable, and in some cases very
necessary, that there be no reflected
wave present.

At the lower radio frequencies a4
load can be matched to the charac-

teristic impedance of a line by as-
sociating with the load a network

two-wire system, coaxial lines may be of reactances that tunes out the
employed.

load reactance and simultaneously
transforms the resulting resistance to a value equal to the characteristic
impedance of the line. This is discussed further in Sec. 4-12.

At very high and microwave frequencies, impedance matching is
normally achieved with the aid of transmission-line techniques. The
stub line arrangement of Fig. 4-16 is a common example. Here a short

1 For additional information of a design character see T. E. Moreno, “Microwave

syagtmiasion Data,” pp. 103-110, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Ine.. New York,
* When the characteristic impedanceis resistance, as is always the case at high

frequencies, one can consider that the incident wave delivers energy to the load and
that the reflected wave carries energy from the load bagk toward the generator. If
the load impedance does not equal the characteristic impedance,i.e., if the load is not
matched to the line, then someof the incident energy is reflected by the load and
travels a round trip over the line, dissipating power in the line without delivering
energy to the load. Thus the ratio of energy lost in the line to power dissipated in
the load is increased by reflection.
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section of short-circuited transmission line is connected in shunt with the
transmission line. The distance 1, from the load, and the length a of the
stub, are so chosen that the reflected wave produced by the shunting
impedance of the shuntline is equal
in magnitude and opposite in phase
to the reflected wave existing on
the line at this point as a result of
the reflection from the load imped-
ance Zz. Thus, although a re-
flected waveis present in the length
l, because of reflection from Z,,
there is no reflected wave on the

generator side of the stub line as a
result of the cancellation of the two
reflected waves.!

The practical design of a stub-
line system of this type can be
readily carried out with the aid of
Fig. 4-17, which gives the length a

O°N ¥* LENGTH OF SHORTED STUB
2 q D* POSITION OF STUB

MEASURED TOWARD LOAD
FROM A VOLTAGE MINIMUM

LENGTHINWAVELENGTH: 
2 5 10 20

STANDING - WAVE RATIO

Fia. 4-17. Design information giving the
length and position required for a short~
circuited stub in order to obtain imped-
ance matching. If desired, the stub line
may be made any convenient multiple
of a half wavelength greater than a.

of the stub? andits position 6 with
respect to a voltage minimum of the standing-wave pattern existing in the
absence of the stub. A stub line used in this way will enable any load im-
pedance to be matched to the characteristic impedanceof a transmission
line provided only that the load is not an open-circuit, short-circuit, or
pure reactance.

 
   

ADJUSTABLE
SHORTING
PLUNGERS

 ——
GENERATOR

Fia, 4-18, Double-stub impedance-matching system.

Another arrangement often used to match a load to a transmissionline
is the two-stub system of Fig. 4-18. Here two spaced stubs whose lengths
are individually controllable are shunted across the line near the load as

2 Another way of expressing this situation is to say that the stub position and length
are so selected that the input impedance ofline 2; shunted by the input impedance of
stub line a will equal the characteristic impedance Z».

* The stub length cz.n actually be made any convenient number of half wavelengths
plus the value a given by Fig. 4-17.
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shown. This arrangement has the advantage that trial-and-error adjust-
ment of the impedance-matching system can be made without the neces-
sity of providing a connection that can beslid along the transmission line.
The arrangement is thus particularly suitable for coaxial transmission
lines, as it avoids the mechanical problems involved in moving the posi-
tion of a shunting stub along a coaxial line. The disadvantage of the
two-stub system is that the range of load impedances that can be matched
to the transmission line is limited. Thus, in the typical case where the
spacing between stubs is made an eighth wavelength, an impedance

DIELECTRIC SLUGS1
CinadLLELLAELERABRLORLELAL

ESN
LfEL,

Llbdbedinkktaddaediecviticact (Litdbhetdir

le
(a) DIELECTRIC sLUGs

  
 

 

   
 

METAL SLEEVES

   
t

LLLeddALLAERA ELDCRMCRCCLCCEEELELIE

eeeSERS

  DLToneROeCACOLCLLLLILTD

 le
(6) METAL SLEEVE SLUGS

Fi. 4-19, Double-stug system for impedance matching in a concentric-line system.
match can be obtained only if the conductance component of the imped-
ance at the stub nearest the load and looking toward the load is leas than
2/Z».*

The impedance-matching systems of Fig. 4-19 are termed two-slug
tuners, and make use of two spaced elements that can be either dielectrics,
as at a, or metal sleeves that reduce the clearance between inner and
outer conductors, as at b. These arrangements operate by introducing a
reflected wave that is adjusted to producea reflection equal in magnitude
and opposite in phase to the reflected wave produced by the load imped-
ance. The phase of the reflection ‘introduced in this way is controlled by
moving the slugs along theline while maintaining the spacing J, between
them constant. he magnitude of the reflected wave can be controlled
withlittle effect on the phase by moving the two slugs equal amounts in
opposite directions (i.e, by changing 1, while keeping the slugs sym-
metrical with respect to reference line b). Like the two-stub arrange-

*When this requirement is not satisfied, an impedance match can still be obtained
by increasing the distance 4 from the double-stub tuner to the joad by a quarter
wavelength. This is because of the impedance-tranaforming action of quarter-Waveline, as discussed in connection with Eq. (4-31).
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ment, slug tuners are limited in the range of load impedances that can be
matched to a given line.

When the load impedanceis resistive, or when it can easily be made
resistive by tuning, the impedance-matching problem is considerably
simplified. It is then merely necessary to transform the resistance actu-
ally present to a resistance that is equal to the characteristic impedance of
the line. Transmission-line techniques that can be used to achieve this
result, in addition to those discussed above, include the use of a quarter-
wave transformer and a tapered section, as discussed in connection with
Figs. 4-27 and 4-28, respectively.

Nonreflecting Terminations for Ultra-high-frequency and Microwave
Transmission Lines.1? In some circumstances, particularly in measure-
ment work, it is necessary to terminate a transmission line so that the
reflected waveis as small as possible. In many cases this condition must
be realized for a substantial band of frequencies. The problem of
achieving a nonreflecting load contrasts with the case where one starts
with an assigned load impedancethatis to absorb the power and desires
to match this load as well as possible to the transmission line.

A simple and effective means of obtaining a nonreflecting load imped-
ance is to connect the end of the transmission line involved to a length of
transmission line having high loss but the same characteristic impedance
as the line being terminated. This arrangementis illustrated in Fig.
4-20a. An incident wave reaching such a termination will proceed into
the lossy line and will be completely absorbed if the attenuation of the
lossy line is sufficient. For example, if the attenuation of this line is
20 db, then evenif the reflection coefficient at the end of the lossy line is
unity, the reflected wave emerging from the junction of the. two lines
will be 40 db weaker than the incident wave, corresponding to a reflection
coefficient of 0.01, or a standing-waveratio of 1.02.

Lossy lines must be especially designed so that the total attenuation
required can be achieved in a reasonable length. Flexible cable is com-
mercially available for these applications in which the attenuation has
been intentionally made very high by the use of insulation having high
radio-frequency losses, and by employing resistance wire for the center
conductor of the cable. In lines having air insulation, high attenuation
can be obtained in coaxial systems by plating a high-resistivity coating on
the center conductor of the coaxial line to give high skin-effect losses; in
the ease of two-wire open-air lines it is customary to obtain a high
attenuation by using resistance wire or iron wire for the conductord.

! For further information on this subject see F. E. Terman and J. M.Pettit, “Elec-
tronic Measurements,” sec. 14-7, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York,
1982,

* Emphasis is placed here on the higher frequencies. At short-wave and lower
frequencies Jumped resistance terminations are entirely satisfactory.
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An alternative type of nonreflecting termination that is particularly
suitable for coaxial systems with air insulation makes use of a tapered
section of lossy dielectric arranged as illustrated in Fig. 4-20b. The
taper provides a gradualtransition between the nonattenuating and the
attenuating regions, so that no reflection is produced in spite of the fact
that the dielectric changes the characteristics of the line. The lossy
dielectric can be some type of plastic loaded with conducting material.
Nonreflecting terminationsof this type have the advantage that the total
length of the termination is relatively small compared with the length of

  LLLLL
PILI OOS 
  
ORDINARY CABLE LOSSY CABLE” yeeMiNATING RESISTANCE(OPTIONAL }

{@) TERMINATION BY LOSSY CABLE.

LOSSY DIELECTRIC TOMIR-DIELECTRIC CABLE
ABSORB INCIDENT WAVE

TAPERED TO MINIMIZE
REFLECTIONS

10) TERMINATION BY TAPERED LOSSY SECTION

Fic. 4-20. Nonreflecting terminations for coaxial transmission lines, suitable for use
at very high frequencies.

a lossy cable required to achieve a similar result. This difference arises
from the fact that the taper makes it possible to work up to a very much
higher attenuation per unit length without reflection than can be obtained
in a uniform structure such as a lossy cable.

4-12, Artificial Lines. An artificial line is a four-terminal network
composed of resistance, inductance, and capacitance elements. In so far
as the terminals are concerned, such a network can be considered as being
the equivalent of some transmission line when symmetrical about the
mid-point, er a combination of a transmission line and a transformer when
unsymmetrical.! ‘

It can be demonstrated that any four-terminal network can haveits
properties at any one frequency represented, in so far as the terminals are
concerned, by three independent constants. From this it follows that the
most general artificial lines possible can be represented at any one fre-
quency by three independent impedances. These can be arranged either
in the form of a T or a x, as in Figs. 4-210 and 4-21b.2 The L network

1 The unsymmetrical case is also equivalent to a tapered transmissionline.
* It will be noted that the T and » can be drawn as Y and 4 arrangements of imped-

ances, respectively,
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shown in Fig. 4-22 is a special case of the more general three-element
network in which one of the impedance arms has become either zero or
infinity.

The characteristics of a four-terminal artificial line can be expressed,
from the transmission-line point of view, in terms of a propagation

 
(@) T SECTION (0) T SECTION

Fie. 4-21. General T and « networks.

constant a + j@ that has exactly the same significance as in ordinary
transmission-line theory (see Secs. 4-1 and 4-2), together with two charac-
teristic impedances (or resistances), one associated with one pair of
terminals and the other with the other set of

terminals. When the network is symmetrical
about its mid-point, i.e., when Za = Zs for the
x network, or Z; = Z:for the T network,these
two characteristic impedances are identical.!
However, when the network is unsymmetrical,
the two characteristic impedancesdiffer, and
the transmission line, in addition to introduc-
ing a certain attenuation and phase shift, also introduces a transformation
of the characteristic impedance. Theartificial line is then equivalent
to a line plus a transformer or, what is the same thing, to a tapered line.
as discussed below in connection with Fig. 4-27.

Artificial lines find extensive use in radio work for impedance matching

 
Fic. 4-22. General L net-
work.

1 The relations between the impedances of such a symmetricalartificial line and the
constants Z» and a + jf of the equivalent transmission line are:

For symmetrical T section of Fig. 4~21a (Z, = Zs):

Zo = VEE + 22,2, (4-252)

cosh (@ + j8) = 1+ z (4-256)
For symmetrical x section of Fig. 4-21b (Za = Zs):

7 ——fake (4-260)

cosh (a +8) = 1 + 32 (4-286)
Corresponding formulas for unsymmetrical artificial lines (that is, Z: ¢ Z, and
Za x Zs) are given by F. E. Terman, “Radio Engineers’ Handbook,” p. 208,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1943.
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and for introducing phase shifts. Networks for these purposes are com-
posed of reactive elements having the smallest possible resistance and
conductance in order that the artificial line will consume little or no
energy. In this way it is possible to realize an artificial line which has
almost zero attenuation and which simultaneously has resistive values for
the characteristic impedances. The only effect that the presence of such
anartificial line has on a traveling wave, other than the transformation in
impedancelevel that may be present, is the introduction of a phase shift
of 8 radians in the wave involved.' :

Design of T and x Reactive Networks.?_ The design of an ideal network
composedof reactive impedances with zero losses to give assigned values
&, and R, of characteristic impedance and to introduce a desired phase
shift 8 can be carried out with the aid of the following relations:

For T section:

Zz, = 7 Ric8 — VEiksAy mYoe

 

sin 8

y= — 7 Rr000 8—var: (4-27)
j sin B

For x section:

__FiRrsinp
Ry cos B _ VRiRs

Paksinp 4-28), “IR, cos,8 — Rik
Ze = j VRiky sin B

The reactances obtained from these equations are inductive or capacitive
according to whether their sign is + or ~, Tespectively. R, and Re are
the two values of characteristic impedance associated with the network.
The angle 8 in Figs. (4-27) and (4-28) is the angle by which the phase of
the wave reaching the output terminals of the network lags behind the
phase that the corresponding wave had at the input terminals; a negative
value of 8 is possible and indicates that passage of the wave through the
network advances the phase. It is to be noted that this phaseshift is the
sameirrespective of the direction in which the wavetravels through the
network. A single reactive T or x sectionis capable of transforming the
impedance level from any assigned resistance R, to any otherresistance

‘It is customaryto discuss the behavior of anartificial line in terms of the incident
and reflected waves that would cxist on the equivalent transmission line. Although
these wave trains cannot exist physically on theartificial line, the behavior, in go far
aa the terminals are concerned,is exactly as though they were present,

* For further information on design details see F, E. Terman, ‘Radio Engineers’
Handbook,”pp. 210-215, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.. New York, 1943.
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Rs, without restriction on the values of these resistances, and is capable
of introducing phase shifts of any desired value between 0 and + 180°.

In case the load (or for that matter the generator) has a reactive
impedance component, this reactance can be used to supply part of the
reactance required by the network. For example, if a load impedance
R, + 3X1 is connected to the right-hand terminals of the T network of
Fig. 4-21a, then one would consider X, to be part of the impedance 2,
of the impedance-matching network. In the same way, if the load is
regarded as a resistance shunted by a reactance, then the shunting
reactance can be used to supply part of the shunt impedanceZ, of the x
section of Fig. 4-21b.

L Reactive Networks. An L network composed of reactive impedances
is able to transform from onearbitrarily assigned characteristic impedance
to a second arbitrarily assigned characteristic impedance. However,
since the L network contains only two circuit elements, the phase shift 6
introduced by the L section is determined by the ratio of these two imped-
ances. The design equations of a reactive L network in terms of the
characteristic impedances R, and R. at the two pairs of terminals are,
assuming the configuration of Fig. 4-22, and that R, > Re,

Z2 = tj7V Rai — R2)

_ ow: R.
Z3 = FjRi Ri—RB (4-29)

One may employ either the two top signs, or the two bottomsigns. The
phase shift 6 corresponding to the characteristic impedances 2 and R;is

(4-30)

4-13. Directional Couplers.' A directional coupler is a device that
couples a secondary system only to a wave traveling in a particular direc-
tion on a primary line, and ignores entirely the wave traveling in the
opposite direction.

Loop-type Directional Coupler. A number of types of directional
couplers have been devised. One example is illustrated in Fig. 4-23¢.
This is a coaxial arrangement in which the secondary system consists of
lines A and B interconnected by coupling loop D that projects into the
primary line in such a manner as to be subjected to the simultaneous
influence of the electric and magnetic fields produced by the waves
traveling on the primary line.

The operation of this arrangement will now be explained. Assume
that a wave is traveling on the primary line toward the right. The

1 For a further discussion, together with an extensivelist of references on the subject,
see Terman and Pettit, op. cit., p. 57.
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electric field of this wave induces a charge on the loop D that produces
a wave in part A of the secondary system, and also a wave In part B.
The equivalent circuit that describes this action is illustrated in Fig.
4-235; it consists of a voltage H, that is applied to coaxial systems Aand
B in parallel through series capacitance C, producing currents as indi-
cated by the arrows. At the same timeloop D links with the magnetic
flux from the wave in the primary line, and therefore has a voltage E,
induced in series with it, as illustrated by the equivalent circuit of Fig.

4-23b. This series voltage gives
rise to an additional wave in A and

likewise a second wave in part B.
These magnetically induced waves
are characterized by currents that
flow in the directions indicated by
the arrows.

The two wavesin section A pro-
duced by magnetic and electro-
static coupling, respectively, are of
the same polarity and so add, while
the two waves produced in section
B are of opposite polarity and so
tend to cancel each other. It is

accordingly apparent that if the

0 ZoTERMINATION

 
ELECTRIC
COUPLING

MAGNETIC
COUPLING

(0) EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

Fie. 4-23. Loop type of directional
coupler for coaxial line, together with
equivalent circuits that take into ac-
count the effects produced bythe electric

electric and magnetic couplings are
so proportioned that the waves in-
duced by the magnetic effect have
the same amplitudes as the waves

and magnetic ficids on the primary line. induced by the electric coupling
then complete cancellation takes place in section B. When this is the
case, then a wave traveling to the right in the primary line will induce
only one resultant wave in the secondary system, namely, a wave that
travels in the direction of A. No wave is induced that travels in
direction B.

Therelative magnitude of electric and magnetic couplings in Fig. 2-234
can be readily controlled by the design of the coupling loop D. Theelec-
tric coupling depends on the amountofelectric field that terminates on
the loop, and so is determined by the length of the loop and by the width
(or diameter) oi its conductor. Similarly, the magnetic coupling is
determined by the amount of magnetic flux that links with the loop, and
so is determined by the area enclosed between the loop and the outer con-
ductor and bythe orientation of the plane of the loop with respect to the
axis of the line.

Assuming that the coupling arrangementin Fig. 4-23 has been designed
so that a wave traveling to the right on the primary system produces no
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induced wave in part B, then consider the effect of a wave traveling to
the left in the primary system. The component waves induced in A and
B bythe electric and magneticfields in the primary coaxial line will again
be equal to each other, since their relative magnitudes are not affected
by the direction of travel of the primary wave. However, the polarity of
the waves produced by magnetic coupling will now be reversed with
respect to the polarity of the induced waves resulting from electric
coupling. Accordingly, the two waves induced in A now cancel each
other, while the two waves induced in B add. Consequently, a wave
traveling to the left in the primary line produces noeffect in section A,
but does produce an induced wave traveling to the right in section B.
By terminating B of the secondary system in its characteristic impedance,
this induced wave is absorbed. Thefinal result is that any wavetravel-
ing to the left in section A is determined only by the wave traveling to
the right in the primary system, and is independent of the presence or
absence of a wave traveling to the left in the primary system. Thus one
has achieved a directional coupling
system. ne

It is to be noted that to obtain

the directional action it is abso- area)
lutely necessary that B be ter- Gnaeeee
minated in its characteristic —_

impedance. If the impedanceter- COUPLING SLOTS
minating B produces a reflection, 0” (0N6 4D NARROW)
the resulting reflected wave will Fig. 4-24. Example of two-hole direc-tional coupler for coaxial line.
return along line B, pass through
the coupling loop, and enter A. The actual wavetraveling to the left in
A will then be the resultant of the desired effect produced by the wave
traveling to the right in the primary line and an undesired effect propor-
tional to the product of the amplitude of the wave traveling to the left in
the primary system andthereflection coefficient at the termination of B.

Two-hole Coupler. A quite different type of directional coupling sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 4-24. This is known as a two-hole coupler, and
consists of primary and secondary systems which are coupled either elec-
trically or magnetically at two points separated by an odd multiple of a
quarter wavelength. It is essential that the coupling at each of these
two points be either primarily electric or primarily magnetic. This
result can be achieved by using probes (for electric coupling), loops (for
Magnetic coupling), or suitably shaped and oriented slots that favor
either one or the other type of coupling.! In the two-hole coupler a wave
traveling to the right in the primary system gives rise to a wave that also

 

1 Details relating to the use of slots as a means of coupling are discussed on p. 133.
The narrow axially oriented slots in Fig. 4-24 provide coupling that is predominately
electrostatic.
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travels to the right in the secondary system, but not toa wave traveling
to the left; similarly, a wave traveling to the left in the primary system
gives rise to a wave traveling to theleft in the secondary system, but not
to a wave traveling to the right. This result comes about because
although each hole induces waves that travel in the secondary system in
both directions away from the coupling point, the induced waves traveling
in the favored direction away from the two holes add in phase, while
those in the reverse direction cancel exactly if they are of equal amplitude,
provided the holes are an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength apart.

Directivity and Coupling in Directional Couplers. In an ideal direc-
tional coupler, the secondary system will respond only to a wave traveling
in the favored direction on the primary line. In actual directional
couplers, mechanical imperfections, frequency differing from the design
value, second-order effects, etc., will ordinarily result in a small output
being produced by a wavetraveling in the backward direction. The ratio
of the responses to waves traveling in the two directions on the primary
is called the directivity of the coupling system, and is commonly expressed
in decibels. Thusa directivity of 30 db means that the undesired induced
wave is 30 db weaker (representing only one-thousandth as much power)
than the desired induced wave when equal waves travel in opposite direc-
tions on the primary line.

Theratio of power induced in the secondary system by a wavetraveling
in the desired direction on the primary line to the powerof this wave on

the primary line is called the cou-~

=pling of the directional coupler. Thet “| coupling is ordinarily expressed in
(RREGULARITY ‘decibels, and represents the attenua-

tion introduced by the coupling
system.

4-14. Miscellaneous Aspects of
Transmission Lines. Tranamission-

line Irregularities—Discontinuity

Fra. 4-28. Di at . di Capacitance. When a wave travel-
riverpiagramMurteatingstanding ing glong a transmission line en-
of an irregularity in the case of a trans- counters an isolated discontinuity,it
mission line terminated with a load. ig partially reflected; i.e., while a
hepedance equal to the characteristic portion of the wave continues to

travel downtheline, another portion
of the wave is reflected backwards. Thus, in a transmission line ter-
minated with a load equalto the characteristic impedance,an irregularity
at some point on the line as shown in Fig. 4-25 will cause standing waves
to exist on the generator side of the irregularity, as indicated.

Irregularities may be introduced in many ways. Typical causes are
sharp bends, insulating supports, joints possessing resistance, coupled
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circuits, and extraneous objects that affect the electric or magnetic field,
such as probes, dielectric or metal bodies, etc.

A type of irregularity that is particularly important at very high fre-
quencies results from the distortion of the electric and magnetic fields
associated with a change in line geometry. Consider, for example, a
coaxial line in which the characteristic impedance changes abruptly as a
result, of a change in diameter of the outer conductor, as illustrated in
Fig. 4-262. It can be shown! that the distortion of the electric and mag-
netic fields in the vicinity of the

junction is equivalent to shunting a>capacitance across the junction, as ct
shown in Fig. 4-268, in addition to 2|{wa
whatever effects are caused by theSa

; satic ji (a) ACTUAL SITUATION, SHOWING ELECTRIC
change in characteristic impedance. FIELD IN REGION OF DISCONTINUITY
This “discontinuity capacitance” is l
ordinarily only a few tenths of a

. . y y tt Zo——>«__—_ 2—|
micromicrofarad; however, at ultra- tn
high frequencies and higher fre- SEtainacrrance
quencies its reactance becomes low (6) EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL SITUATION,

 

enough to affect the behavior SHOWING DISCONTINUITY CAPACITANCEsae THAT TAKES INTO ACCOUNT DISTORTION
significantly. OF ELECTRIC FIELD

A discontinuity capacitance is  Fy¢, 4-26. Transmission line with dis-
ordinarily present whenever a geo- continuity in the characteristic imped-

+ os pe : ance, showing distortion of the electric
metrical change occurs. Thus, in fe14'that results, and how this is taken
Figs. 416 and 4-18, the change in into account by postulating a discon-
geometry at the points where the  tinuity capacitance at the point of
. , : irregularity in addition to the discon-stubs are connected to the lines has tinuity in characteristic impedance.
an effect equivalent to a small
capacitance connected in shunt across the coaxial line at the junction

point. This shunting capacitance is in addition to the shunting action
of the stub.

Tapered Transmission [ines.?_ A length of transmission line in which
the characteristic impedance varies gradually and continuously from one
value to anotheris said to be tapered. A traveling wave passing through
such a section will have its ratio of voltage to current transformed in
accordance with the ratio of the characteristic impedances involved.

The requirement for a satisfactory taper is that the change in charac-
teristic impedance per wavelength must not be too large; otherwise the

‘See J. R. Whinnery, H. W. Jamieson, and T. E. Robbins, Coaxial Line Discon-
tinuities, Proc. IRE, vol. 32, p. 695, November, 1944.

? For further information see Wilbur N. Christensen, The Exponential Transmission
Line Employing Straight Conductors, Proc. IRE, vol. 35, p. 576, June, 1947; Charles
I. Burrows, Exponential Transmission Line, Bell System Tech. J., vol. 17, p. 555,
October, 1938; Harold A. Wheeler, Transmission Line with Exponential Taper,
Proc, IRE, vol. 27, p. 65, January, 1939; Moreno,op.cil., pp. 53-55.
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tapered section will introduce a reflection. Tnat is, if the change in
characteristic impedance per wavelength is exceasive, then the tapered
section acts as a° lumped irregularity rather than producing merely a
gradual transformation. .

From these considerations it follows that a tapered section of trans-
mission line acts as a perfect impedance transformer at the higher fre-
quencies. However, as the frequency is lowered, such a section finally
fails to be satisfactory as an impedancetransformer, because the distance
represented by a wavelength, and hence the change in characteristic
impedance per wavelength, becomes greater. Thus as the frequencyis

reduced the taper introduces an in-
creasingly large reflection. The prac-
tical lower-frequency limit of useful-
ness of a tapered section that thereby

TAPERED SECTION ~ results corresponds to the frequency
(a) COAXIAL TAPERED SECTION for which the characteristic imped-

' ance changes by a factor between
>about 1.38 and 4.0 per wavelength,
iwith the exact value depending uponI

! the standing-wave ratio that can be

   
 

YYIILLIEZZZEZOULUTILUALLLMAAREOE

29
 

WeTAPERED SECTION—ol tolerated
(0) TWO-WIRE TAPERED SECTION olerated.
Fia, 4-27. Tapered line. A line can be tapered by varying

the spacing of the conductors in the
case of a two-wire line, or by varying the diameter of the inner (or outer)
conductor in the case of a concentric line. ‘The ideal type of taper is one
in which the characteristic impedance changes uniformly with length, so
that the higher derivatives of the rate of change of characteristic imped-
ance with length are minimized. However, nearly as satisfactory
results are obtained by the much more practical arrangement shown in
Fig. 4-27, in which the spacing varies linearly with distance. Such
straight-line tapers are accordingly used in ordinary practice.

Quarter- and Half-wave Transformers. Sections of transmission lines
that are exactly a quarter wavelength or a half wavelength long have
unique impedance-transforming properties that are frequently made use
of in radio work. Thus consider the situation illustrated in Fig. 4-28.
Whenthe length J of the line is exactly an odd number of quarter wave-
lengths, then to the extent that the losses in J can be neglected, the imped-
ance looking int»; the system is

Z - 20 (4-31)

where Z» is the characteristic impedance of the line 2. When the load
impedance Zz isa resistance, the effect of the line is thus to transform
this resistance into anotherresistance Z, that is inversely proportional to
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the resistance Z,. Again, when Z, is a capacitive reactance,then the
impedance-transforming action of the line causes Z, to be an inductive
reactance having 8 magnitude inversely proportional to the capacitive
reactance of Z.

In an arrangementsuch as illustrated in Fig. 4-28, the ratio of imped-
ance transformation obtained can be varied by adjusting the character-
istic impedance Z, of the connecting transmission line ?. In the case of a
two-wire line, this is readily accomplished by varying the spacing between
the conductors that form the line.

With coaxial lines, one can change i ————|
the diameter of the inner condue- 9,_=7--————---—{
tor, or can move the inner conduc-NINEwithcuanacrenisnig
tor so that it is eccentric with re- MIPEDANCE * Zo

spect to the outer conductor. Fig. 4-28. Transmissionline as an imped-
When the tiansmission line of °° *#nsformer.

Fig. 4-28 is exactly a whole numberof half wavelengths long, then

Z= 21 (4-32)

This relation holds irrespective of the characteristic impedance of the line
provided only that the line losses can be neglected. The half-wave lineis
thus a one-to-one impedance transformer. A typical practical applica-
tion of such an arrangementis to provide a short circuit across an inacces-
sible pair of terminals. This can be achieved by connecting a transmis-

sion line to these terminals and then placing
a short circuit across the line at an accessible

point that is exactly a whole numberof half
wavelengths away from the terminals across
which it is desired that a short circuit exist.

Higher-order Modes. When the spacing be-
tween the two wires of a transmission line

Fia. 4-29. First higher mode ©*ceeds a half wavelength, or when the cir-
in a coaxial transmissionline. cumference of a coaxial line exceeds a wave-

length, it is possible for energy to propagate
down the transmission line by using configurations of electric and mag-
netic fields that differ from thefield arrangements ordinarily associated
with transmission lines. These special configurations are termed higher-
order modes. ‘Thefirst such higher-order mode that can exist on a coaxial
transmission line is illustrated in Fig. 4-29. Fields of this particular type
will propagate freely provided that the arithmetic mean circumference
exceeds the wavelength }’in the cable, ie., when

Nc mee te (4-38)

 

where a andbare theradii of the inner and outer conductors, respectively.
Modes of still higher order are also possible on two-wire lines.
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itude of the higher mode (or modes), compared with theamplitudeofthe normal oleis determined by the extent to which the
method of applying voltage to the cable produces a field configuration
corresponding to the higher mode (or modes). However, even ifa higher
mode is produced at the terminals of a transmission line, the mode will
not propagate along the line unless the wavelength is less than the cutoff
value given by relations such as Eq. (4-38). This can happen in ordi-
nary cables and lines only at the higher microwave frequencies, ;

Loaded Lines. A loaded line is an ordinary transmission line to which
lumped elements, usually capacitances or inductances, are added at

OPO ORIN

8oo
(@)} SERIES INDUCTANCE LOADING (d) SERIES CAPACITANCE LOADING

(} SHUNT INDUCTANCE LOADING (G) SHUNT CAPACITANCE LOADING

 
le] UNDERCUT BEADS

Fia, 4.30, Examples of loaded transmission lines,

regular intervals, as illustrated in Fig. 4-30. When these lumpedloading
impedances are spaced uniformly at distances that do not appreciably
exceed a quarter wavelength, they act almost exactly as though their
impedances were uniformly distributed. However, if the frequencyis so
high that the spacing appreciably exceeds a quarter wavelength, then the
loading impedancesactas irregularities that tend to prevent transmission.

The most common use of loadingis in connection with telephone cables

tesult from the series resistance of the line, the attenuation constant is
reduced by inductive loading. Loading by means of series capacitances,as in Fig. 4-30b, reduces the characteristic impedance and increases the
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ance, and series capacitive loading reduces it, while shunt loading similarly
increases the equivalent line capacitance if capacitive, and reduces it if
inductive.

An important case of loading is provided by the beads sometimes used
to support the center conductorof a concentric cable having air insulation.
These beads introduce localized additions to the line capacitance and so
represent shunt capacitive loading,as illustrated in Fig. 4-30d. This has
the effect of increasing the effective line capacitance and thereby lowering
the characteristic impedance and the velocity of phase propagation, as
well as fixing an upper frequency beyond which the line does not behave
properly. In order to overcome these effects, the beads are sometimes
undercut, as in Fig. 4-30e. Here the reduction in diameter of the center
conductoris so chosen as to make up for the increased dielectric constant
of the space occupied by the bead,as well as the discontinuity capacitance
introduced by the bead. In this way the characteristic impedance of the
section containing the bead can be made the same as that of the portion
of the line having only air insulation.

PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES

4-1. Assume that Fig. 4-1 is modified so that the length I is measured from the
generator or sending end of the line instead of from the load end as in Fig. 4-1. Set
up thedifferential equations of the line in terms of this notation, and obtain a solution
to the transmission line analogous to Eqs. (4-6), but in termeof the amplitudes E;, Ei,
Ij, and J; of the individual waves at the generator end of theline.

4-2. Redraw Fig. 4-26, ¢, and d for (a) an attenuation that is considerably greater
than in Fig. 4-2, and (b) zero attenuation.

4-8. In a tranamisgion line 100 ft long terminated so that only the incident wave is
present,the power at the load end of theline is 1.2 db less than at the generator end,
Whatis the value of « per foot?

4-4. Derive Eq. (4-14).
4-6. In a transmission line in which Z. = 50 ohms,calculate and plot the reflection

coefficient as a function of load resistance for load resistances ranging from 0 to
250 ohms.

4-6. In a transmission line in which Z) = 50 ohms and which has a reactive load,
calculate and plot the magnitude and phase angle of the reflection coefficient as a
function of load reactance in the range from —j100 ohms to +7100 ohms,

4-7. Derive Eq. (4-15). In doing this, start by assuming that the incident wave at
point a is H., and then express the magnitudes of the various waves at a and 6 in
terms of Eq and |pel.

4-8. Derive Eq. (4-16a).
4-9. a. The line conductance will be negligible in a transmission line with air

dielectric. Under these conditions the attenuation constant « of a radio-frequency
line is proportional to the square root of the frequency. Explain.

b. In a coaxial transmission line with solid dielectric, the dielectric losses sat
extremely high frequencies will be very much greater than the losses resulting from
the line resistance. Under these conditions, how does the attenuation constant a
vary with frequency?
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ission line with air dielectric is 20 m long. Whatis the linememnuredinwavelengths aod whatithe valve of Bat frequencies of 10 and 100 Ma?
4-11. Show vector diagrams and curves for the current distributions that go with

the voltage distributions in Fig.or and b. On the resulting ourves show the voltageistributions of Fig. 4-3 by dotted lines. ,ieDe curves andvector diagrams similar to those of Fig. 4-3b, except for
the case p = 0.5/180°. ;4-13. Calculatethe exact distance from the load in wavelengths at which the first
voltage maximum occurs in Fig. 44f when Z,//Zy) = 50.5. eon,

4-14. Sketch the voltage distribution on a low-loss transmission line in the manner
shown in Fig. 4-4, but for the case where Z/Ze ~ 2.0/45°.

4-15. Sketch curves of voltage and current distribution on a low-loas transmission.
line analogous to the curves of Fig. 4-4, but for the following load impedance condi-
tions. (Note: In each case calculate location and relative amplitude of minima and
maxima accurately, and show these minima and maxima in correct positions and in
correct magnitudes in the sketch, carrying the curves for a distance of slightly more
than one wavelength from the load end of the line.)

a, Reflection coefficient at load = 0,2/0°.
b. Reflection coefficient at load = 0.8/0°.
¢. Reflection coefficient at load = 0.8/45°.
d. Reflection coefficient at load = 1.0/—45°,
4-16. Derive a formula giving the distance from the load to the first minimum of

voltage in terms of the phase shift 8 per unit length ofline and the phase angle 8 of the
coefficient of reflection of the load,

4-17. Sketch curves analogous to those of Fig. 4-5, except applying to a short-circuited load.

4-18. Sketch curves analogousto those of Fig. 4-6, except assumethat the attenua-
tion of the line ia approximately twice as great as in Fig. 4-6. For purposes of com-
parison, sketch the solid curves from Fig. 4-6 on the sameaxea,

4-19. Derive Eq. (4-222) starting with Eq. (4-21).
4-20. Calculate and plot the standing-waveratio as a function of Z,/Zo for resiative

loads, for values of this ratio ranging from 0.1 to 10.0.
4-21. Prove that resistive loads of R, and R, will produce the same standing-waveratio provided Rik, = Z,3,

4-22. Sketch curves similar to those of Fig. 4-102 and b, except applying to cases
where theloadis (a) a resistance greater than the characteristic impedance,and (6) anopen circuit, respectively,

4-23. In 4 transmission line having negligible losses, derive formulas giving, respec-tively, the maximum impedance and the minimum impedance that can occur any-where on the transmission line in termsof magnitudeofthereflection coefficient of theload and the characteristic impedance oftheline,
. 4-24. Sketch curves similar to those of Fig. 4-10d except applying to a transmissionline having considerably greater attenuation. .

4-28. Whenthe load impedance of a transmission lineis a resistance Rz, prove thatS = Ri/Z.when R, > 2», and likewise that § = %o/Rz when Rt < Zo,
; Note that this Proof shows that the standing-wave ratio corresponding to any particularcircle on the Smith chart is given by the intersection of this circle with the horizontal avis,a8 stated in the second paragraph on page 101,
** In a particular transmission line the load impedanceis such that

Z1 = (0.8 — j0.6)2Z,

With the aid of the Smith chart, determine the standing-wave ratio on the line, andthe magnitude and phase angle of the reflection coefficient,
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4-87. Assuming that the line of Prob. 4-26 has negligible loases, plot the magnitude
and phase of the line impedance as a function of distance from the load up to a dis-
tance dlightly greater than one wavelength. Make use of the Smith chart to deter-
mine the resistive and reactive components of the impedance.

4-28. An impedance of 35 + j75 ohms is connected across the load end of a trans-
mission line having a characteristic impedance of 60 ohms.

a, With theaid of the Smith chart, and assuming that the line has negligible losses,
determine the standing-wave ratio produced on the line, and also the input impedance
of the line when the line length is 1.8a.

b. If the total attenuation of the line is 1.4 db, determine the standing-wave ratio
and the line impedance at the generator end of the line.

ec. Tabulate the results from (a) and (6) side by side, and explain in physical terms
how attenuation accounts for the differences observed.

4-29. With the aid of the Smith chart determine the magnitude and the phase
angle of an impedance which, when placed at the receiving end of a transmission line
having the characteristic impedance Ry = 75 ohms, would account for an observed
standing-wave ratio of 1.65 with a voltage distribution such that the voltage minima
with a short-circuited load are 0.2) closer to the load than the voltage minima pro-
duced by the impedance to be measured.

4-30. Same as Prob. 4-29, except that S = 2.10, and the minima with a short-
circuited load are 0.10A closer to the generator than the minima produced by the
impedance to be determined.

4-31. A concentric transmission line having copper conductors and air insulation
is short-circuited at the receiving end and is to be in quarter-wavelength resonance
ata frequency of 100 Mc, Determine(a) the smallest diameter of the outer concentric
line for which a Q of 5000 can be obtained, and (b) the sending-end impedance of the
line in a.

4-83. A resonant quarter-wave coaxial transmission line 25 om long has b = 1 cm
and b/a = 3.6. Determine the resonant frequency, Q, and standing-end impedance.

4-88. A load impedance is connected to a transmission line and. is found to produce
@ standing-wave ratio of 2.0. The first voltage minimum occurs at a distance of
0.4. wavelength from the load. Design a stub-line impedance-matching system for
this situation. *

4-34. A load impedance of 70/30° is connected to a concentric transmission line
having a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms, Calculate the resulting standing-wave
ratio and the location of the voltage minima. From this information specify the
length and position of a stub line that will match the load to the transmissionline.

4-35. Assumethat the double-slug tuner of Fig. 4-190 is adjusted to give an imped-
ance match, Will this impedance match be destroyed if the right-hand slug is then
displaced a half wavelength to the right, while leaving the position of the other slug
unchanged? Explain.

4-36. A short-circuited lossy line is used to terminate a transmission line. How
much total attenuation must the lossy line have if the standing-wave ratio on the
terminated line is not to exceed 8 = 1.10? Assumethelossyline is open-circuited.

4-37. Design a reactive T network that at 1000 ke will match a load impedance of
100 ohms to a line having a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms, and introduce a
phase shift of 30° leading in the load current.

4-38. Design a reactive T network that will match a load impedance of 100 + j50
ohms to a 60-ohmline, and introduce a phase shift of 30° leading in the load curren’

4-39. Explain how the directional coupler of Fig. 4-23 can be arranged so that
wave in the secondary section B is proportional to the wave traveling to the left on
the primary line and is not affected by the primary wave traveling to the right.

4-40. Explain how one could measure the magnitude of the reflection coefficient
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paratus including (a) a directional coupler of the type illustrated ina line by ay : ied.
Fig 4-23, vad.) two instruments suitable for measuring voltage on transmission
lines. ;

4-41. In the directional coupler system of Fig. 4-23, assume that the left-hand
side of the secondary system (i.e., line A) is terminated by a load equal to the charac-
‘teristic impedance but that the right-hand is not. Under these conditions prove
that the intensity of the secondary wave traveling to the right in B is proportional
to the strength of the primary wave traveling to theleft, irrespective of the presence
or absence of a primary wave traveling toward the right, but that the secondary
wavetraveling to the left in A is dependent on both the primary wavetraveling to the
left and the primary wave traveling to the right.

4-42. Give a detailed explanation of why the two-hole directional coupler of Fig.
4-24 theoretically can give ideal directional coupler action only when thehole spacing
is exactly n\/4, where n is odd, Includea justification for the fact that increasing the
spacing by a half wavelength makes no difference.

4-48. A two-hole coupler such as illustrated in Fig. 4-24 is operated at a frequency
5 per cent higher than the value that makes the hole spacing exactly 4/4. What is
the directivity in decibels caused by this incorrect operating frequency?

4-44. Sketch a curve similar to that of Fig. 4-25, except for an irregularity that is a
series resistance equal in magnitude to the characteristic impedance. Be careful to
show the correct standing-wave ratio on the generator side of the irregularity, as
well as the correct location of the minima with respect to the irregularity, and also
show the voltage drop in the series resistance,

4-45. In Fig. 4-25, the irregularity consists of a shunt discontinuity capacitance of
0.2 usf. Determine the standing-wave ratio on the generator side of the irregularity
at 100 and 10,000 Mc, assuming that the characteristic impedance of the line is
50 ohms.

4-46. Two coaxial lines having characteristic impedances of 50 and 100 ohms,
respectively, are to be joined by a tapered section. If it is desired that the reflections
introduced by the tapered section be kept very small in the frequency range 2000 to
11,000 Me, determine the minimum length of tapered section that can be used.

4-47. A load resistance of 300 ohms is to be matched te a two-wire transmission
line having a characteristic impedance of 600 ohms by means of a quarter-wave
matching line, What characteristic impedance must the matching line have?

4-48. From the behavior of incident and reflected waves, demonstrate the correct-
ness of Eq. (4-32).

4-49. In a particular coaxial transmission line, b/a = 3.6 and 6 = 1cem. What
is the shortest wavelength that can be transmitted on the line without danger of a
higher-order mode being generated?

4-60. Explain with the aid of Eq. (4-18c) why the different types of loading illus-
trated in Fig. 4-300 to d have the effects on phase velocity summarized on page 122.
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CHAPTER 5

WAVEGUIDES AND CAVITY RESONATORS

5-1. Waveguides—General Considerations.'* A hollow conducting
tube used to transmit electromagnetic waves is termed a waveguide. At
ultra-high and microwave frequencies, waveguides provide a practical
alternative to transmiasion lines for the transmission of electrical energy.

Any configuration of electric and magnetic fields that exists inside a
waveguide must be a solution of Maxwell’s equations, In addition, these
fields must satisfy the boundary conditions imposed by the walls of the
guide. To the extent that the walls are perfect conductors there can
therefore be no tangential componentof electric field at the walls. Many
different field configurations can be found that meet these requirements.
Each such configuration is termed a mode.

A critical examination of the various possible field configurations or
modes that can exist in a waveguide reveals that they all belong to one
or the other of two fundamental types. In one type, the electric field is
everywhere transverse to the axis of the guide, and has no component

1The practical possibilities of waveguides as transmission systems for very high-
frequency waves was discovered independently and almost simultaneously by W. L.
Barrow and G, C. Southworth. Fundamental papers on the subject include: W. L.
Barrow, Transmission of Electromagnetic Waves in Hollow Tubes of Metal, Proc.
IRE, vol. 24, p. 1298, October, 1936; G. C. Southworth, Hyper-frequency Wave
Guides—General Considerations and Experimental Results, Bell System Tech. J.,
vol. 15, p. 284, April, 1936; L. J. Chu and W. L. Barrow, Electromagnetic Waves of
Hollow Metal Tubes of Rectangular Crosa Section, Proc. IRE, vol, 26, p. 1520,
December, 1938.

2 The discussion given here of waveguides is intended to provide a description of
their more important characteristics, together with formulas for calculating quantita-
tively their principal characteristics. The rigorous derivation of the quantitative
relations existing in waveguides is a specialized subject that. would take more space
thanis available in a, book of this type. The reader who wishes to study the tech-
niques by which waveguide equations are derived is referred to Ramo and Whinnery,
“Field and Waves of Modern Radio,” John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1944;
H. H. Skilling, “Fundamentals of Electric Waves,” John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1948. An excellent discussion of the physical phenomena involved in wave-

guides is given by H. G. Booker, The Elements of Wave Propagation Using the
Impedance Concept, J. IEE, vol. 94, part III, p. 171, May, 1947. Useful summary
information on waveguide techniques is given by M. H. L. Prece, Waveguides, J. IEE,
vol. 93, part IIIA, no. 1, p. 38, 1946; T. E. Moreno, ‘Microwave Transmission Data,”
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1948.

127
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i srection of the guide axis; the associated magnetic field

Aernnvea vomponentin the direction of the axis. ; Modes of
this type are termed transverse electric or TE modes (also sometimes called
H modes). In the other type of distribution, the situation with respect
to the fields is reversed, the magnetic field being everywhere transverse
to the guide axis while at someplaces the electric field has components in
the axial direction. Modes of this type are termed transverse magnetic or
TM modes (alsosometimes called E modes).' The different modes of each
class are designated by double subscripts, such as TEjo, asexplained below.

The behavior of a waveguideis similar in many respects to the behavior
of a transmission line. Thus waves traveling along a guide have a phase
velocity, and are attenuated. When a wave reaches the endof a guideit
is reflected unless the load impedanceis carefully adjusted to absorb the
wave; algo an irregularity in a waveguide producesreflection just as does
an irregularity in a transmission line. Again, reflected waves can be
eliminated by the use of an impedance-matching system, exactly as with a
transmission line. Finally, when both incident and reflected waves are
simultaneously present in a waveguide, the result is a standing-wave pat-
tern, such as illustrated in Fig. 4-4, that can be characterized by defining
a standing-waveratio.

In some other respects waveguides and transmission lines are unlike
in their behavior. The moststriking difference is that a particular mode
will propagate down a waveguide with low attenuation only if the wave-
length of the waves is less than somecritical value determined by the
dimensions and the geometry of the guide. If the wavelength is greater
than this critical cutoff value, the waves in the waveguide die out very
rapidly in amplitude even when the walls of-the guide are of material
having infinite conductivity. Different modes have different values of
cutoff wavelength; the particular mode for which the cutoff wavelength is
greatest is termed the dominant mode.

5-2. Rectangular Waveguides. The most frequently used type of
waveguide has a rectangular cross section, as illustrated in Fig. 5-1. In
such a guide, the preferred mode of operation is the dominant mode.

Field Configuration of the Dominant Mode in a Rectangular Waveguide.
At wavelengthsless than the cutoff value, the electric and magnetic fields
representing the dominant mode in a rectangular waveguide have the
characterillustrated in Fig. 5-2. Here the electric field is transverse to
the guide axis, and extends between the twowalls that are closest together,
ie., between the top and bottom of Fig. 5-1. The intensity of this elec-

3 Following this system of designation, the field configuration normally associated
with a coaxial line is cometimes called the TEM mode, because both theelectric and
magnetic fields are transverse to the axis of the line. The higher-order coaxial mode
Hogtrated in Fig. 4-20 is a TE mode, since the electric field ig everywhere transverse6 line,
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tric field.is maximum at the center of the guide, and drops off sinusoidally
to zerointensity at the edges, as shown. The magnetic field 1s in the
form of loops which lie in planes that yr
are at right angles to the electric field,
i.e., planes parallel to the top and bot- 40"-fonoucrin
tom of the guide in Fig. 5-1. The
magnetic field is the same in allof these (2i7’"™
planes, irrespective of the position of
the plane along the y axis.

This field configuration travels along
the waveguide axis (inthe zdirectionin 4
Fig. 5-1).!_ As it travels a distance |
down the guide, the amplitude will be g
reduced by the factor ¢—*! as a result of Fic. 5-1. Rectangular waveguide,
energy losses in the walls of the guide, /ustrating notation.
and the wave will drop back in phase (I radians, just as in the analogous
transmission-line case, where a and @ are termed the attenuation constant
and phase constant respectively.
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Fra. 5-2. Field configuration of the dominant or TE;» modein a rectangular waveguide.

Thefield configuration representing the dominant modeillustrated in
Fig. 5-2 is seen to be a transverse electric mode and is designated as the

1 Thus Fig. 5-2 can be regarded as representing a snapshot of the fields as they
exist at some particular moment. As this field configuration travels down the guide,
the fields at any given point vary sinusoidally in amplitude. Thus, although the
fields at position w in Fig. 8-2 have zero intensity, a quarter cycle later the fields will
have moved a distance \,/4, and the amplitude at w will then be the same as the
amplitude shown for position v in Fig. 5-2,
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TE,) mode, The subscript 1 means that the field distribution in the
direction of the long side of the waveguide (z direction in Fig. 5-1) con-
taina one-half cycle of variation. The subscript 0 indicates that there is
no variation in either the electric or magnetic field strength in the direc-
tion of the short side (y axis) of the guide.

The equations giving the fields at frequencies above cutoff for the
dominant mode in a rectangular waveguide filled with air are as follows:

i, = E, = B, = 0

Ey = AMS sin = sin (wt — Bz)™ a

(5-1)B= —A cos == cos (wi ~ Bz)

2 = Fx,
where E = electric field intensity, abvolts por cm

B = magnetic field intensity, gauss
w/2e = frequency

t = time

A = an arbitrary constant of amplitude
The quantities a, z, y, and 2 have meanings indicated in Fig. 5-1. Sub-
scripts x, y, and 2 indicate components in these respective directions.
Finally 8, the phase constant, has the value given by Eq. (5-4) below.

Cutoff Wavelength in a Rectangular Waveguide. Field configurations
such as those illustrated in Fig. 5-2 can exist and propagate down a guide
only when the frequency is such that the free-space wavelength is greater
than a certain critical value termed the cuéoff wavelength, commonly
denoted ag A,. For the dominant mode in rectangular waveguide, the
cutoff wavelength is exactly twice the width a of the guide. That is

Cutoff wavelength based
on free-space conditions|— re = 20 (5-2)

If the frequency is less than the cutoff value, so that the free-space wave-
length is greater than )., then the waves attenuate rapidly with distance
down the guide, as discussed in Sec. 5-8, instead of propagating freely.

The fact that 2 waveguide must have a dimension approaching a wave-
Jength in order for the fields to propagate limits the practical use of
waveguides to extremely high frequencies. For example, to transmit
300 Me the guide width must exceed 20 in.

Each modethat can exist in a waveguide has its own cutoff wavelength
The dominant mode is by definition the particular mode having the
largest possible cutoff wavelength (lowest cutoff frequency). Accord-
ingly, there is usually a frequency range between the dominant and the
next higher mode in which only the dominant mode will propagate
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freely. By so proportioning a waveguide that the frequency to be trans-
mitted lies in thia range, all higher modes are suppressed after traveling a
short distance down the guide; thereafter the only fields present in the
guide will be those of a single pure mode, the dominant mode. In the case
of a rectangular guide so proportioned that a = 2b, such single-mode
operation occurs for free-space wavelengths lying between 2a and a.
This matter is discussed further on page 138.

3 2

GUIDEWAVELENGTH FREE-SPACEWAVELENGTH VELOCITYiNGUIDE VELOCITYOFLIGHT 
o2 o4 06 0.8 1.0

ACTUAL WAVELENGTH .x
WAVELENGTH AT CUT-OFF Xe

Fra. 5-3. Variation of phase velocity and wavelength in waveguides as a function of
ratio of actual wavelength to the cutoff wavelength.

Guide Wavelength, Phase Constant, Group and Phase Velocity. The axial
length A, corresponding to one cycle of variation of the field configuration
in the axial direction (see Fig. 5-2) is termed the guide wavelength. It is
related to the free-space wavelength \ and the cutoff wavelength i.
according to the equation

Guide wavelength = 4, = ———~—_—. (5-8)
V1—(X/r)*

Results calculated from Eq. (5-3) are plotted in Fig. 5-3. It will be noted
that the guide wavelength exceeds the wavelength in free space, with the
ratio of the two becoming increasingly large as the cutoff wavelength is
approached.

The guide wavelength \, also represents the distance that a wave
travels down the guide when undergoing a phase shift of 27 radians.
Accordingly, the phase constant 8, representing the phase shift per unit
distance traveled by the wave, has the value

2, (ay je8 5-4p- 3-Fyi- (3) -VF-5 e4)
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wherecis the velocity of light. It will be noted that the phase constant
hag the same significance in waveguides as in transmission° The quantity v, = fr, is the distance the wave travels in f cycles (i.e.,

one second) and so has the dimension of a velocity. Termed the phase
velocity,) it is related to the velocity of light ¢ by the equation

a 1

XT V1 — (/r,)? (5-5)
This relation is plotted in Fig. 5-3. It is seen from Eq. (5-5) that the
velocity of phase propagation always exceeds the velocity of light. In

Phase velocity me
Velocity of light

ORIGINAL
POSITION
OF SIDE

EW POSITION 
Fra. 8-4. Top view of TE 1)field in a rectangular waveguide, showing the effect upon

the guide wavelength \, of reducing the guide dimension a.

particular, as the frequency is lowered so that it approaches the cutoff
value, the phase velocity increases and becomes indefinite at cutoff.
Similarly, as the guide width is reduced so that the cutoff wavelength is
made to approach the free-space wavelength, the phase velocity and A,
increase and § decreases. This behaviorarises from the fact that, as the
width of the guide is reduced while keeping the frequency constant, the
field configuration required to satisfy Maxwell’s equations is affected in
the manner shown in Fig. 5-4; specifically, compressing the flux sidewise
by narrowing the guide is compensated for by an axial expansion that
increases the guide wavelength and hence the phase velocity.

Currents in Waveguide Walls. Thefields inside a waveguide induce
currents that flow on the inner surface of the walls and that can be con-
sidered to be associated with the magnetic flux adjacent to the wall. The

' The phase velocity is an apparent velocity deduced from the tate of phase change
with position along the axis, The actual velocity with which a pulse of energy travels
ia termed the group velocity v,,, and is related to vp and c by the equation vr = c*.
Thus the group velocity is less than the velocity of light to the extent that the phase
velocity is greater. This matter is discussed further on p. 142,
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relationship between flux density at the surface of the wall and the cur-
rent flowing in the wall is given by Eq. (2-18). The direction in which
the cufrent flows at any point in the wall is at right angles to the direction
of the adjacent magnetic flux. The resulting lines of instantaneous cur-
rent flow in the walls of a rectangular guide for the dominant mode are
illustrated in Fig. 5-5. In the sides of the guide the current everywhere
flows vertically, since the magnetic flux in contact with the side walls lies
in planes parallel to the top and bottom sides of the guide. In the top
and bottom of the guide there are s transverse componentof current pro-
portional to the axial component B, of magnetic field, and an axially
flowing current component proportional at any point to the transverse
magnetic field B,.

 
Fia. 5-6. Paths of current flow in the walls of a rectangular waveguide when propagat-
ing the dominant mode, showing slots transverse and parallel to the lines of current
flow.

The current in the guide walls penetrates in accordance with thelaws
of skin effect, as’given in Eq. (2-9). The depth of penetration is accord-
ingly inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency. At the
very high frequencies at which waveguides are used, this penetration is
very small, and the walls provide practically perfect shielding.

Coupling and Leakage through Slots and Holes in Waveguide Walls. A
hole or joint or slot in the waveguide wall introduces the possibility that
energy will leak from the guide to outer space. When this happens, the
fields inside the guide are affected, thereby introducing an irregularity
with resulting reflection. The coupling thus introduced by a hole in the
guide wall may be either to the electric or magnetic fields inside the guide.
Electric coupling occurs when electrostatic flux lines that would normally
terminate on the guide wall are able to pass through the hole into outside
space. Magnetic coupling results when the hole or slot interferes with
the current flowing in the guide wall. With either type of coupling, both
electric and magneticfields will be present outside the guide. Thus elec-
trie flux leaking through the hole will induce currents on the outer surface
of the guide that produce a magnetic field. Again, when magnetic flux
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ole, the associated interference with theflow of currentsleaSrSome* voltage across the hole that gives rise to anelectric

field that will extend outside of the guide. , ,
The nature and magnitude of the coupling in any particular case

depend upon the size, shape, and orientation of the coupling hole, and
upon the thickness pf the guide wall. The factors involved can be
understood by considering the effects produced by long narrow slots
oriented in various ways, as illustrated in Fig. 5-5. Thusslot 1, which is
transverse to the magnetic field inside the guide and 80 produces a mini-
mum of interference with currents in the guide wall, introduces little or
no magnetic coupling. It will, however, permit electric coupling if the
slot width is great enough in proportion to the wall thickness to permit a
reasonable number of electric flux lines to pass through the slot. How-
ever,if the slot is in the nature of a joint representing two surfacesfitted
together, or is very narrow, then the electric coupling will be negligible.
Similarly, long, narrow slot 4 produceslittle magnetic coupling because
it is transverse to the magnetic flux and therefore interferes only negligibly
with the flow of current in the guide wall; neither does it produceelectric
coupling because there.is no electric field terminating on the side wall.
Such a slot will therefore have negligible effect even if it is quite long.
Tn contrast, slot 5, while causing noelectric coupling, introduces a sub-
stantial amount of magnetic coupling to outside space through the fact
that its long dimension is parallel to the magnetic field in the guide; this
slot is hence oriented in such a manner as to permit easy escape of mag-
netic flux lines and ‘to interfere to a maximum extent with the wall cur-

rents. This coupling is fully effective even if the slot is quite narrow,
since it is necessary only that the slot interrupt the flow of current in the
wall. Slots 2 and 3 in Fig. 5-5 also give rise to‘magnetic coupling, because
they interfere with the flow of current in the guide wall. In the case of
slot 2, the amount of magnetic coupling will be greater the farther the
slot is to the side of the center line of the guide. Slots 3 and 2 will also
simultaneously introduce electric coupling to the extent that the slot is
wide enough in relation to the wall thickness to permit the passage of
electric flux. In the case of slot 2, the electric coupling becomes less the
farther the slot is from the center line, because the intensity of the elec-
tric field terminating on the top and bottom sides of the guide becomes
less as the side walls are approached. ‘

Attenuation. The propagation of energy down a waveguide is accom-
panied by a certain amour:of attenuation as a result of the energy dis-
sipated by the current induced in the walls of the guide. The magnitude
of this current at any point is determined by the intensity of the magnetic
field adjacent to the wall at that point, as explained above. The resis-
tivity that the induced currents encounter is determined by the skin
effect of the wall as discussed in Sec. 2-4, and is proportional to the square
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root of the frequency and the square root of the resistivity of the material
of which the wall is composed. .

The’total energy loss in a waveguide can be calculated by summing up
the I°R loss in the top, bottom, and two sides of the guide for each unit
area over a length corresponding to a half wavelength. This is done for
the magnetic field distribution actually present, as calculated by Eqs.
(5-1), assumingthefield at any one point varies sinusoidally with time;
under these circumstances the rms value ofthe field (and current) deter-
mines the time average of the power
loss occurring at the point.}

The energy loss is conveniently ex-
pressed in decibels attenuation per
unit length. With rectangular guides
the loss has the general behaviorillus-
trated in Fig. 5-6. It will be noted
that for each modethere is a particu-

dbPEI 
lar frequency for which the attenua- 00g g 3 8 g 8
tion is a minimum. This is a result eo «6 $ g¢ g 8
of two opposing tendencies. Thus as FREQUENCY, MEGACYCLES
the frequency is lowered the skin yo. 5-6. Attenuation of different
depth becomes greater, causing the modes in a particular rectangular
effective resistivity of the walls to copper waveguide as function of: quency.
decrease. At the same time, as the
frequency approaches the cutoff value for the modein question, the group
velocity decreases. This causes the magneticfields adjacent to the walls
to becomerapidly stronger for a given rate of energy flow down the guide.

5-3. Higher Modes in Rectangular Waveguides. The dominant mode
is only one of aninfinite series of field configurations that can exist in a
waveguide. Fields for several of the higher-order modes that are possible
in a rectangular waveguide are illustrated in Fig. 5-7.?. In addition to
TE modes, these include TM types, in which the magneticflux lines lie in
planes that are at right angles to the axis of the guide.

These various modes are designated by double subscripts, such as
TE, TEao, TEn, TEan, TMu, TMa, and TMan- In this system of
nomenclature thefirst subscript denotes the number. of half-pericd varia-
tions of the electric (or magnetic) field in the transverse plane in the direc-
tion of the long side of the rectangle (along the x axis in Fig. 5-1); the
second subscript denotes the numberof half-period variations of the same
field in the direction of the short side of the rectangle (along the y axis in
Fig. 5-1). ,

1 Formulas for the attenuation of different modes in rectangular waveguides are
given by Moreno, op. cit., chap. 8; they are also to be found in most handbooks.

2 Equations for the fields of the various higher modes are to be found in many
reference books; for example, see Moreno,op.cit., p. 115.
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ode has its own cutoff wavelength, guide wavelength, phasewonaphase and groupvelocities. Equations (5-8) to (5-5) giving
relationsbetween these quantities apply to the higher-order modes as well
as to the dominant mode {except for the right-hand form of Eq. (5-4)}.

aea
(2) TEsg (OV TE,

      

 
(e) Tay, ATM,

—— ELECTRIC FIELD
eee MAGNETIC FIELD

Fig.5-7. Field configurationsin the trazisverse planefor thefirst four higher modes in a
rectangular waveguide.

The cutoff wavelength in the general case is given by therelation
2a

x. —————— \Vimy + (na7byi 66)

Here a and b havethe significance shown in Fig. 5-1, and m and n are,
respectively, the first and second subscripts describing the mode. Equa-
tion (5-1), giving the cutoff wavelength of the dominant mode,is a special
case of Eq. (5-5), in which m = landn = 0, Results from Eq. (5-6) are
tabulated in Table 5-1 for a few of the lowest-order modes for rectangular

TABLE 5-1
CUTOFF WAVELENGTHS IN WAVEGUIDES

 
 

 
 

 Rectangular guide Square guide Circular guide
  

  
  

  
     

a = 2) a=b radius = r

Mode Cutoff Mode Cutoff" Mode Cutoff
wavelength wavelength wavelength

TE}, 2a TE. 2a TE, 3.42r
TEn a TE 2a TMa, 2.6ir
TE. a TE 1.4a TEs, 2.06r
TE, 0.89a TMn l.da TEs 1.64r
TM, 0.80e TEx. a TM, 1, 04°
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guides that are square (a/b = 1), and for the shape a/b = 2 that is cus-
tomarily used. .

Generation of Different Waveguide Modes. Any actual configuration of
electric and magnetic fields existing in a waveguide can be regarded as
being the result of a series of modes that are superimposed upon one
another. If the magnitude, phase, and position along the axis of each
individual mode is properly chosen, then the sum of the fields of the
individual modes can be made to equal any actualelectric and magnetic
fields that can be present. Modes in waveguides are thus analogous to
the harmonics of a periodic wave, since a periodic waveof arbitrary shape

e ELECTRIC FIELD j- og

 
 

WAVE GUIDE

 
SHORTING
PLUNGER COAXIAL LINE

(@) SIDE VIEW ,SHOWING ELECTRIC FIELD (5) END VIEW, SHOWINGELECTRIC FIELD

© MAGNETIC
FIELD

le) TOP VIEW, SHOWING MAGNETIC FIELD

Fra. 5-8. Launching of TE1o wave in a waveguide excited by a coaxial line.

can always be considered as being represented by the sum of a series‘of
properly chosen harmonic components.

The magnitude of each component mode associated with a given con-
figuration of fields is determined by the characterof the field distribution
involved. For example, consider the arrangementillustrated in Fig. 5-8,
where a concentric line delivers energy to a waveguide as a result of the
electric and magnetic fields produced in the waveguide by the extension
ef of the center coaxial conductor that extends from the bottom to the
top of the guide. Current in ef generates a magnetic field in the guide,
which lies in planes parallel to the top and bottom sides of the guide. At
the same time, the voltage drop alongef, and the consequentdifference in
voltage thereby produced betweenthe top and bottom ofthe guide,result
in electric fields being produced as shown. This configuration suggests
the TE» mode, in that the magneticfield lies in planes parallel to the top
and bottom of the guide, while theelectricfield is vertical and is maximum
midway between the sides of the guide. Thus the TEyo is the largest
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single component in the field configuration of Fig. 5-8. The difference
between the field configuration of this mode and the actual field present is
then accounted for by the presence of a succession of higher-order modes,
each of which is of smaller amplitude than the TEt component, These
higher-order modes will be primarily TE types, since examination of Fig.
5-8 indicates that, except to a very minor extent, the electric field is
everywhere almost cxactly transverse to the guide axis. Again, since
the coupling elementef is located midway between the sides, the system
is symmetrical with respect to the center of the guide; this means that,
for this particular situation, no mode can be present that is unsymmetrical
about the guide center; i.e., modes such as the TE2q or TE49 cannot exist.

x

tt—

i
x

SIDE VIEW SECTION THROUGH xx

Fra. 5-9. Rectangular waveguide with vertical stub posts extending into the guidefrom the top and bottomsides.

While the modesinitially present in a waveguide are determined by the
field configuration used to excite the guide, new modes are generated
whenever the field is distorted. For example, consider the situation in
Fig. 5-9, where an obstacle in the form of a pair of metal posts is present
in the guide, and assume that a TE.) mode is traveling down the guide.
The posts distort both the electrie and magnetic fields, which, therefore,
in the vicinity of the posts can no longer have the configuration cor-
responding to a pure TEy mode. The resulting distorted configuration
can, however, be represented by a TE4) mode of different amplitude from
that which would be present in the absence of the posts, plus super-
imposed higher-order modes.

It is thus seen that an irregularity transformsa portion of an original
modeinto new modes. This is true irrespective of the exact nature of the
irregularity, which, for example, can be a bend, a twist, a constructional
irregularity, ete., instead of a post. Also any arrangementfor absorbing
energy from the waveguide (i.e., a load termination) can in general be
expected to distort the field and generate new modes unless special care
is taken to avoid this result.

Suppression of Unwanted Modes. An attempt is usually made to
operate waveguides so that only a single pure mode is present. In this
way coupling systems and terminations ean be designed on the basis of a
definitely known typeoffield pattern. In most cases, the dominant mode
is preferred because the guide then has the smallest possible dimensions,
and the undesired modes can be very simply eliminated.
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A dominant mode, free of higher-order modes, can be obtained by
taking advantage of the fact that the dominant mode has the lowest cut-
off frequency of all possible modes. Thus, by proportioning the guide so
that it is large enough to transmit the dominant mode while tco small to
permit propagation of any other mode, the higher-order modes do not
travel down the guide, but rather are confined to the region where they
are generated.

In rectangular guides, mode suppression of this character is most effec-
tive when the guide is so proportioned that a/b = 2 in Fig. 5-1. With
these proportions, there is a two-to-one frequency range over which only
the dominant mode propagates (see Table 5-1, page 136). In contrast,if
the guide were made square, the TEs; mode would have the same cutoff
wavelength as the TE; mode, and there would be no frequency range
over which only a single mode could propagate. Because of considera-
tions such as this, rectangular guides are practically always proportioned
so that a/b = 2, as this ratio gives the best mode separationof all possible
proportions.

Modes which are beyond cutoff, and so cannot propagate, are some-
times termed evanescent modes. They represent localized field distribu-
tions, ie., induction fields, that introduce reactive effects but do not
carry energy away from the point of origin as does the dominant mode.
For example, if the waveguide in Fig. 5-9 is so proportioned that only the
dominant mode can propagate, the end result of the field distortion intro-
duced by the post will be equivalent to introducing an irregularity in the
waveguide that causes a portion of the dominant waveto be reflected as
though from a reactive load. In addition, there will be induction fields
in the immediate vicinity of the irregularity that represent reactive
energy obtained from the incident dominant mode. However, if in
Fig. 5-9 the waveguide were madesufficiently large to permit some of the
higher-order modes produced by the post to propagate in the guide, these
modes would then travel away from the post, carrying energy with them
that was derived from the incident dominant mode. The remaining
modes, of such high order as to be unable to propagate, would still be
evanescent modes, and would give rise to reactive effects.

Another method of suppressing undesired modes consists in modifying
the guide in such a mannerthatfields of undesired modes are interfered
with, while fields of the desired mode are not affected. An example of
such a mode filter is illustrated in Fig. 5-10. Here the metal vanes do not
affect the fields of the TE,.. modes, but do interfere with both theelectric
and magnetic fields of any TM or TE,, mode that might be present.
Thus such an arrangementis an effective means of suppressing the trans-
verse magnetic mode in a rectangular waveguide.

An obvious means of mode suppression is to arrange matters so that as
far as possible the undesired modes are never generated. This means
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iting the waveguide in such a manner that the initial field configura-tionretambles thedesired mode as much as possible, and then avoiding
irregularities, including terminations, that introduce distortions in the
field pattern. For example, a means of launching the waves in the guide
that produces only transverse vertical electric fields that do not vary in
strength in the vertical direction will not generate any TM mode, or any

of the TE,, series of modes. Fur-
ther, if the launching system is also
symmetrical with respect to the
center of the long aide of the rec-
tangular guide, the only modes
present will be of the TE,.. type,

  VfihehehhebdebbchedhecdehekhheldkASS5
yyYyygyyyHyy4
yy
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 METAL VANES ~

Fia, 5-10. Simple modefilter.

 where m is odd.

5-4. Physical Picture of Prop-
agation in Rectangular Wave-
guides. It is possible to explain

manyof the properties of waveguide propagation by meansof a simple
physical picture. To do so, start by considering two parallel conducting
planes; these planes will later define the top and bottom walls of a
rectangular waveguide. A plane radio wave such as illustrated in Fig.
1-1 will propagate freely in the space between these surfaces provided
the electric field is vertical, Such a wave travels with the velocity of
light, and its electric and magnetic fields are everywhere in time phase.
Someof the details involved are Portrayed in Fig. 5-11. This wave can

 
(@) FRONT VIEW, (WAVE APPROACH-(NG OBSERVER)

Fig. 5-11. Electric and magnetic fields of a plane radio wave that is propagatinghetween two parallel conducting planes.

(5) SIDE view

also be represented by successive crests spaced a wavelength apart, as
illustrated in Fig. 5-12a, where 6 is the direction of travel of the wave with
respect to eomereference axis. A second similar wave, differing in that
the direction of travel with respect to the same reference axis is —6, is
illustrated in Fig. 5-12b.

If now both waves are simultaneously present in the space between the
conducting planes, one obtains the situation pictured in Fig. 5-12c. A
close examination of Fig. 5-12¢ shows that if the two waves have equal
amplitudes, then in vertical planes indicated by the heavy dotted lines,
ec anddd, the electric fields of the two waves are equal and opposite and
80 cancel. The transverse components of the magnetic fields likewise
cancel at cc and dd, causing the resultant Magnetic field at these planes to
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be parallel to lines cc and dd. Vertical conducting sheets can accordingly
be placed along bb and ce without affecting either magnetic or electric
fields in any respect. These vertical
conducting surfaces, together with
the conducting horizontal planes,
define a rectangular waveguide with
conducting walls. The fields inside
this guide satisfy the boundary con-
ditions imposed by the walls, and
also satisfy Maxwell’s equations in
the space inside the guide. There-
sultant field configuration obtained
by adding the fields of these two
plane waves that travel at angles 6
and —6, respectively, is the TEx
mode;this is illustrated by the dotted
lines in Fig. 5-12c, which show the
resultant magnetic flux and are seen
to correspond to the magnetic-flux
distribution given in Fig. 5-2.

Study of Fig. 5-12¢ shows that it
is now possible to consider that the
fields inside the waveguide are the
result of a pair of electromagnetic
waves that travel back and forth

between the sides of the guide,
following a zigzag path as illustrated
in Fig. 5-12d. “Each time such a
wave strikes the conducting side
wall, it is reflected with reversal of
the electric field, with an angle of re-
flection equal to the angle of inci-
dence, as illustrated.

The guide wavelength ), for the
situation in Fig. 5-12c is the distance
along the axis between points in the
guide where the positive cresta
coincide. It will be noted that the
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CRESTSC <
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{o) WAVES OF (2) AND (5) SUPERIMPOSED ,
SHOWING PLANES cc AND&/ OF ZERO RESULTAN!ELECTRIC FIELD

¢ @ 4
‘ vy ~

a. a3 ‘
to) ZIG-ZAG WAVE PATHS THAT REPRESENT
SITUATION ILLUSTRATED IN (ce)

Fia, 5-12. Steps involved in building up
a physical picture of propagation in a
rectangular waveguide.

guide wavelength \, exceeds the free-space wavelength \ of the plane wave
by an amount that will increase as 6 becomeslarger. Various relations

follow from the geometry of Fig. 4-42c; thus

cos 6 = >

Ww de
aft ~ 2a

tan @

(5-7a)

(5-75)
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Combiningto eliminate 0 gives
S

Mita
This is equivalent to Eq. (5-3) whenit is noted that A, = 2a.

Examination of the geometry of Fig. 5-12c reveals that, if the distance
between successive crests is increased (ie., free-space wavelength \
increased), thenif the electric fields are to cancel along planescc and dd,it
is necessary that 6 be increased. As the free-space wavelength approaches
closer and closer to the cutoff wavelength, @ thus becomes increasingly
large, and the zigzag path of the waves becomes increasingly transverse,

as illustrated in Fig. 5-13.

ew ee«Tt The fact that the guide wave-Pa a” < o length d, in Fig. 5-12c exceeds theN Ne 4 free-space wavelength causes the
(a) A MUCH LESS THAN CUTOFF phase velocity in the rectangular

guide to exceed the velocity of
aN on , 7} light. At the same time, the in-g . .

\ \ 4 OF 1 dividual waves themselves advanceMe ae more slowly down the guide than
10) A MODERATELY LESS THAN CUTOFF the velocity of light, since the indi-

RANARKANA vidual waves travel by a zigzagi , ; ‘\ path. This rate at which the
\/ \ \f waves progress down the guide is

the group velocity and corresponds{€) X CLOSE TO CUTOFF .

Fia. 5-13. Paths followed by a wave to the rate at which a pulse of
traveling back and forth between the energy would travel. As the free-
sides of a waveguide for values of free- space wavelength approaches more
aTeveeenttte differingfromthe cut closely the cutoff wavelength of the

guide (i.e, as }— 2a), the phase
velocity becomes progressively larger and thegroup velocity progressively
less. In the limit, at the cutoff wavelength, the waves travel back and
forth between the sides of the guide at right angles to the axis (@ = 90°).
Underthese conditions nothing atall travels down the guide, so the group
velocity is zero, while the phase velocity is infinite.

This picture that has been developed of wave propagation in a rectan-
gular guide can be readily extended to take into account the higher-order
modes. For example, in Fig. 5-12c, it is apparent that there are also
other vertical planes in which the electric fields of the two component
waves cancel exactly; one such plane is indicated by ee in Fig. 5-14a. If

1 An excellent discussion of the significance of group and phase velocities is given
by J. A. Stratton, “Electromagnetic Theory,” pp. 330-340, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc.; New York, 1941; also see H. H. Skilling, “Electric Transmission
Lines,” pp. 309-373, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1951.
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now vertical conducting shects are placed at ce and ee instead of cc and
dd, one again has formed a rectangular waveguide inside of which are
fields (illustrated in Fig. 5-14b and c) that satisfy all of the required con-
ditions; this particular configuration is the TE2o mode.

Vv Y YW id
— + —— Af

\ \ \
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\ x \e \
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tg) COMPONENT WAVES SUPERIMPOSED, SHOWING THREE PLANES WHERE THE
ELECTRIC FIELDS CANCEL

 sSek ee
VO en Nt .s
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(6) RESULTANT MAGNETIC FIELD CORRESPONDING
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SIDE VIEW THROUGH Ww END VIEW THROUGH vv

   
 
  
 

 
HN ommees

 
 
 

(€) RESULTANT ELECTRIC FIELD CORRESPONDING TO {@),IN VERTICAL PLANES

Fia, 5-14. Physical picture showing how the THz. mode arises in a rectangular
waveguide.

6-5. Circular Waveguides. It might be thought that waveguides
with circular cross sections would be preferred to guides with rectangular
cross sections, just as circular pipes are commonly used for carrying water
and fluids in preference to rectangular pipes. However, eircular wave-
guides have the disadvantage that there is only a very narrow range
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Fic, 6-15. Field configuration of the dominant TE,, mode, and of the first few higher-
order modes in a circular waveguide.

between the cutoff wavelength of the dominant mode and the cutoff
wavelength of the next higher mode. Thus the frequency range over
which pure modeoperationis assured is relatively limited. Also, because
of its circular symmetry,the circular guide possesses no characteristic that
positively prevents the plane of polarization of the wave from rotating
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about the guide axis as the wave travels. As a result, circular wave-
guides are used only underspecial circumstances, for example, where it is
necessary to introduce a rotating joint into a waveguide system.

Field configurations for the more important circular modes are illus-
trated in Fig. 5-15. As with rectangular guides, these modes may be
classified as transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM),
according to whetherit is the elec-
tric or magnetic lines of force that
lie in planes perpendicular to the
axis of the guide. The different
modes are designated by a double
subscript system analogous to that
for rectangular guides.?

The wavelength corresponding to
cutoff for a particular mode in a
circular guide is proportional to the
diameter of the waveguide, with 3 8 8 3 8 8
the exact relationship being given * 8 8
by the equation

TENUATION,d2PERFT 
FREQUENCY, MEGACYCLES

; ar Fic. 5-16. Attenuation as a function of
= — frequency of the dominant and firstCutoff wavelength=2, higher-order mode in a particular circu-

(5-9) lar waveguide with copper walls.

where r is the guide radius and p is a constant that depends on the order
of the mode.? Results of Eq. (5-9) for the first few modes are tabulated
in Table 5-1.

The TE), circular mode (see Fig. 5-15) has the longest cutoff wave-
length, and is accordingly the dominantcircular mode. The next higher
circular mode is the TMo: mode, for which the cutoff wavelength is 0.76
times that of the dominant mode. The correspondingratiois 0.5 for the
first two modesin a rectangular guide with a/b = 2. Thustheratio of
frequencies over which only the dominant mode will propagate is over
50 per cent greater for the rectangular guide than for the circular guide.

The guide wavelength A, in a circular guide is greater than the wave-
length d in free space, just as in the rectangular guide. In fact, Eq. (5-3)
applies to circular as well as to rectangular guides. The velocity of phase
propagation is },/A times the velocity of light in all cases.

A wave traveling down a circular guide is attenuated as a result of

1 For example, in the TM.,, mode, the magneticfield is circular, and m is the number
of cylinders, including the boundary of the guide, to which the electric vector is
normal, Rules for determining the subscripts for the various possible cases are given
in “Standards on Radio Wave Propagation—Definitions of Terms Related to Guided
Waves," Institute of Radio Engineers, New York, 1945.

2 For TEan waves, 4 is the mth root of the equation Ji(z) = 0, and for TMan waves,
it is the mth root of the relation J, (2) = 0.
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powerdissipated in the walls by the induced wall currents, exactly as in
the case of a rectangular guide. Curves of attenuation as a function of
frequency are given in Fig. 5-16 for the first two modes in & particular
guide. These are similar in character to the corresponding curves of
Fig. 5-Gfor the rectangular guide, in that the attenuation passes through
a minimum at a frequency that is moderately greater than the cutoff
frequency.! .o.

5-6, Reflected and Incident Waves, Field Distributions, and Stand-
ing-wave Ratio in Waveguides. As indicated previously, the field con-
figuration in the waveguide behaves in the same way as a wave on a trans-
missionline. That is, the electric and magnetic fields associated with a
particular mode, such as the ‘Ei mode, travel down the guide at the
phase velocity. At the end of the guide, or at an irregularity, a reflection
ig produced that creates a similar field configuration traveling in the
opposite direction. As in the analogoustransmissionline case, the reflec-
tion coefficient at a point can be defined as the ratio of the reflected to
incident wave at that point in the guide.

The superposition of incident and reflected waves in a waveguide gives
rise to amplitude distributions along the guide that are of exactly the
same character as the voltage and current distributions encountered in
transmission lines (illustrated in Fig. 4-4) provided one interprets the
electric and magneticfields of the guide as being equivalent, respectively,
to the voltage and current of the transmission line. Thus a short-
circuited receiver (zero voltage or zero electric field at the receiving end of
the system) gives a distribution in which the resultant electric field is
maximum at distances from the load corresponding to an odd numberof
quarter wavelengths based on A,, the guide wavelength. At the same
time, the resultant magnetic field is maximumatthe load, and at distances
from the receiver corresponding to an even number of quarter wave-
lengths. Resistive loads of the incorrect value to absorb the incident
wave completely will give partial reflections, but with the maxima and
minima in the distribution occurring at the same places as in the cor-
responding open- and short-circuited cases. On the other hand, load
impedances that have a reactive component will have the minima dis-
placed, exactly as in the case of the transmission line.

Theextent to which a reflected waveis present in a waveguide can be
conveniently expressed in terms of a standing-wave ratio. As applied
to a waveguide, the standing-wave ratio has the same significance and

‘ An exception to this otherw.se general behavioris the Tlie; mode, sometimes called
the “smoke ring” mode, in which the attenuation decreases steadily with increasing
frequeney and becomes zero at infinite frequency. This result comes about through
the fact that in this mode the magnetic field adjacent to the walls of the guide becomes
progressively weaker ag the ratio of free-space to cutoff wavelengths becomes less.
In the limit, at infinite frequency, this magnetic field becomes zero, resulting in zero
current induced in the walls,
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usefulness as in the analogous transmission-line situation, provided
that one remembers that the magnetic and electric fields in the guide
correspond respectively to current and voltage in the transmission
line.

Any irregularity in a waveguide will give rise to reflections and hence
will establish standing waves, just as does a load impedancethat is not
matched to the waveguide. Thus bends, twists, joints, probes, mechan-
ical imperfections, pieces of dielectric, etc., all give rise to reflections, the
magnitude of which can be expressed in terms of the resulting standing-
waveratio.!

Transmission-line Equivalent of a Waveguide System. In dealing with a
waveguide system possessing an irregularity, it is commonly convenient
to regard the arrangementas thoughit were a transmission line possessing
a correspondingirregularity. The characteristic impedanceof this equiv-
alent transmission line can be taken as the waveguide impedance defined
in whatever manneris most convenient (see below). The impedance of
the transmission-line irregularity? (and also the load impedance) is then
assigned the value such that in relation to the characteristic impedance
the resulting reflection coefficient associated with the transmission-line
irregularity will be the sameas the reflection coefficient actually produced
in the waveguide by the irregularity. The standing-wavesituation exist-
ing on the equivalent transmission line is then the same in every respect
as is actually present on the waveguide; an exampleis given on page 149.

5-7. Impedance Relations in Waveguides. Waveguide Impedance. In
a transmission line, one can define a characteristic impedance that is
determined by the geometry of the line and which holds forall frequencies.
In contrast, there are several different ways in which a “characteristic
impedance”canbe defined for a waveguide, and each of these definitions
gives a different numerical result. In addition, the waveguide impedance
for a given guide will be a function of frequency irrespective of how
defined.

One commonly used approach is to define the impedance associated
with a waveguide as the ratio of the transverse components of the electric
to magnetic field strength. This is termed the wave impedance; for a
guide with air dielectric it is given by the formulas

For TE waves:

Wave impedance = 377 ¥ ohms (5-10)
1The quantitative effects produced by bends, twists, etc., are summarized by

N. Elson, Rectangular Waveguide Systems, Wireless Eng., vol. 24, p. 44, February,
1947; also see Moreno,op. cit., pp. 162-169.

2 In many cases an irregularity is more satisfactorily represented by a simple T or x
network, or a simple resonant circuit, than by a single circuit element. Examples of
such cases are given in Figs. 5-19c and 5-28.
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For TM waves: , .
Wave impedance = 377 x ohms (5-11)e

Here \ and }, are the free-space and guide wavelengths, respectively.
The wave impedance has the desirable feature that it is independent of
the physical proportions or shape of the guide, or of the transmission
mode, except in so far as these affect the guide wavelength \,. The con-
cept of wave impedanceis particularly useful in the study of waveguide
discontinuities and loads,

Another approach is to define the impedance of a waveguide as the
tatio of the maximum valueof the transverse voltage developed across the
guide to the total longitudinal current flowing in the guide walls for a
traveling wave when noreflected wave is present. On this basis, the
waveguide impedance Z» for the TEin modein an air-filled rectangular
guide is

(5-12)

This definition of waveguide impedanceis useful in the design of systems
for coupling waveguides to coaxial lines, such as illustrated in Fig. 5-8.
It must be used with some caution, however, because in contrast with
transmissionlines, the fields of a guide are not uniformly distributed over
the cross section.

Impedance Matching in Waveguides. Reflected waves are generally to
he avoided in waveguides for exactly the same reasons that they are
avoided in transmission lines. One method of achieving this result in a
waveguide is to arrange matters so that the load impedance that is used
will completely absorb the incident fields exactly as they arrive, so that
there is nothing left over to be reflected ; this corresponds to characteristic
impedancetermination in a transmissionline. A second approach to the
problemis to create a reflected wave near the load that is equal in magni-
tude but opposite in phase from the wave reflected by the load; in this
way the two reflected waves cancel each other. Most commonly both
methods of impedance matching are used simultaneously. That is, the
system is initially so arranged that the load provides as good an imped-
ance match as is possible to obtain with reasonable effort, and then what
reflected wave still remains is eliminated ‘by the use of an impedance-
matching system that introduces a neutralizing reflection.

Numerous waveguide arrangements have been devised for introducing
a controllable reflection. Some of these are analogous to the impedance-
matching arrangements employed in transmission lines (described in
Sec. 4-11), while others are unique to waveguides.

The waveguide analogue of the stub line of Fig. 4-16 is the stub guide
or T section illustrated in Fig. 5-17. Two possibilities are to be dis-
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tinguished.' At a the reactance at the input of the stub guide is effec-
tively in series with the equivalent transmission line of the guide, while
with the stub as in b, the reactance introduced by the stub is.in shunt in
the equivalent transmission line circuit of the guide. This is shown
schematically at ¢ and d, respectively. The magnitude of the reflection
introduced by such a stub guide is controlled by the position of the short-
circuiting plunger in the stub guide. The phase of the reflected wave
produced by the stub is determined by the position of the stub in relation

  
 
 

 

 
SHORTING
PLUNGER

 

gj

Sey
 

(a) SERIES T (0) SHUNT T

REACTANCE OF REACTANCE OF

SIDE ARM a SIDE ARM

(C) TRANSMISSION LINE EQUIVALENT OF (a) (@) TRANSMISSION LINE EQUIVALENT OF (0)

Fig. 5-17. Waveguides provided with tuning stubs in arrangements analogous to that
of Fig. 4-18, together with equivalent transmission-line circuits.

to a minimum of the standing-wave pattern existing in the absenceof the
stub. Thus, to eliminate a reflected wave using a single stub, it is neces-
sary to be able to vary not only the effective length of the stub, but also
its distance to the load. This latter requirement makes a single stub
arrangement unsatisfactory in systems that must be adjusted by trial
anderror, since there is no simple way that the position of the stub can
be continuously varied. When trial-and-error adjustment is required,
one can, however, employ two waveguide stubs spaced approximately
nd,/8, where n is odd, to give the waveguide equivalent of the two-stub
tuner of Fig. 4-18.

An alternative to the waveguide stub is an adjustable screw or probe
1 The arrangements at a and b are often referred to as E and H stubs, respectively,

because the axis of the stub is parallel to the E lines and H plane, reapectively, in the
main guide,
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that projects into the waveguide in a direction parallel to the electric
field, as illustrated in Fig. 5-18. Such an arrangement has the same
effect as shunting a capacitive load across the equivalent transmission
line of the waveguide, with the susceptance ofthis capacitive load increas-
ing with penetration into the guide up to the point where the equivalent
penctrationis a quarter of a wavelength.’ Thus theextent to which such

a probe (or screw) projects into the
waveguide determines the magni-
tude of the compensatingreflection,
while the position of the probe with
respect to the standing-wave pat-
tern that is to be eliminated de-

termines the phasing of the reflected
wave. When it is necessary that

Fia. 5-18. Adjustable serew (or probe) the axial position of the probe or
for producing an adjustablereflection for . .
impedance-matching purposes. screw be adjustable experimentally,

this can be achieved by providing
the guide witha longitudinal slot located in the middle of the broad side,
as shown dotted in Fig. 5-18. As pointed out in connection with Fig.5-5,
such a slot (labeled 1 in this figure) produces a minimum of interference
with thefields inside the guide, andhas little tendency to radiate energy.
Where it is desirable to avuid the use of a slot, one can instead employ
two spaced probes in an arrangement analogous to that of Fig. 4-18.

3 = tt
METAL OBSTACLE-

aeSSSi,

 

 
(@) INDUCTIVE window (2) Capacitive winpow {C) POST (INDUCTIVE)

Fic. 5-19. Examples of obstacles used in waveguides to introduce reflection, together
with equivalent transmission-line systems.

Another impedance-matching system consists of a thin metallic barrier,
or “window,” placed at right angles to the axis of the guide,asillustrated
in Fig. 5-19. The arrangements at a and 6 introduce, respectively, induc-
tive and capacitive shunts in the equivalent transmission-line circuit of
the waveguide as shown, the magnitudes of which depend uponthe size

+ When the equivalent penetration is exactly a quarter wavelength, the probe
becomes resonant. The system then acts as though a series resonant circuit of low
Tesistance was connected in shunt with the waveguide; thus at exact resonance the
probe acts as a shunt of very low resistance.
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of the opening. A conducting cylindrical post going from top to bottom
of a rectangular waveguide, as at c, produces an inductive shunt suscept-
ance! having a magnitude determined by thesize of the wayeguide, the
diameterof the post, and the post position in the transverse plane. Still
another type of obstacleis illustrated in Fig. 5-9. Reflections introduced
by obstacles such as illustrated in Fig. 5-19 cannot be conveniently
adjusted experimentally. These arrangements are of practical use, how-
ever, in systems where a reflected
wave of known and unvarying
character is to be neutralized.?

Impedance Matching with Resist-

© Case b
CASE O @

ive Loads. Thereis the theoretical

possibility of matching a resistance °°? V'EW SHORT-CIRCUITED
load directly to the waveguide in

such a manner as to avoid a re- Aflected wave; this eliminates the
need of introducing a compensating bg7.g7g ——2>}
reflection. Thus consider the situ- soe view (a-oad)

ation illustrated in Fig. 5-20, case a,
where the load consists of a resist-

Fig. 5-20. Resistance load connected
between top and bottom sides of wave~

ide,
ance R, connected between the top "
and bottom planes of the guide midway between the sides, and an odd
multiple of a quarter of a guide wavelength away from a short circuit.?
If the load resistance Rz is now equal to the waveguide impedance Zp as
defined by Eg. (5-12), then the incident wave will be absorbed without
reflection. If the resistance R, that is to be used differs from the value

called for by Eq. (5-12), one can change the guide impedanceas required
1 Actually the equivelentcircuit will be a simple shunt inductance only when the

diameter of the post is not more than a few per cent of the guide width. With thicker
posts, the equivalent circuit includes series capacitances in addition to the shunt
inductance, as shown dotted in Fig. 5-19c. These capacitances becomelarger (i.e.,
have lower reactance) the smaller the post diameter and have negligible reactance in
the case of very thin posts The T network shown in Fig. 5-19¢ will accurately
represent the behavior of even a very thick post over a wide range of frequencies
when the inductance and capacitances of the equivalent section are properly chosen.
Similarly, if the strips forming the windows at a and 6 are not thin, the obstacle is
represented more accurately by a T network than by a single shunting reactance,

2 Quantitative analysis of the structures shown in Fig. 5-19, and also of other forms
of obstacles, is given in “Waveguide Handbook” (vol. 10, Radiation Laboratory
Series, chap. 5, MeGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1951; also see Moreno,
op. cit., chap. 9.

3 The shortcircuit placed an odd multiple of a quarterof a guide wavelength distant
(rom the load is necessary because if the guide is continued indefinitely beyond the
resistance, then R, would act merely as a shunt irregularity in the guide. Alter-
natively, if the guide simply ended at the point where the resistance was connected,
then part of the energy of the incident wave would be radiated from the open end of
the guide rather than being dissipated in the resistance.
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by varying the height b of the guide, using & gradual taper as illustrated
in Fig. 5-2la to avoid introducing a reflection. A variation consists in
tapering only the center portion of the guide to form a ridge, as in Fig.

analternative arrangement, suitable for use when the load resistance
is less than the guide impedance,
consists in placing #z off center as
indicated by case b of Fig. 5-20.
This subjects Ry, to less voltage

_ than case a, and so gives an im-TAPERED SECTION be : :
,  pedance-transforming action.’ A

la}, GUIDE WITH TAPERED HEIGHT similar effect is also obtained by
making the distance from 2, to the
short circuit differ from an odd

multiple of a quarter wavelength.
In actual practice, arrangements

of the type illustrated in Fig. 5-20
: usually introduce a discontinuity

(0) CulDE wiTH TAPEREO RIDGE ‘A/2GE capacitance. When this isthe case,
Fia. 5-21. Waveguides terminated with po adjustment of the resistance
resistance loads. matchwill eliminate completely the
reflected wave; to achieve such a result some additional impedance-
matching adjustment, such as obtainable with a probe or a stub guide,
must also be used.

Nonreflecting Loads. In systems involving waveguidesit is often neces-
sary, particularly in measurement work, to provide a termination that
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Fic. 5-22. Examples of nonreflecting terminations for waveguides,

will completely absorb any wave going down the guide,irrespective of the
exact frequencyofthis wave, and without ahy adjustment being required.

This result is most conveniently achieved by absorbing the wave in a
lossy section tapered so gradually as to introducenoreflection. Examples
of such sectionsare illustrated in Fig. 5-22; these involve lossy vanes, or
wedges of lossy dielectric or iron dust core material, tapered on the enter-

1 The off-center connection causes the resistive impedance that the guicent guide presents
to the coaxial line to be less than Eq. (5-12) by the factor cos? (xz/a), where z is the
distance off center and a is the guide width.
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ing edge, and having a sufficient length to absorb an entering wave almost
completely.!

5-8. Waveguide Behavior at Wavelengths Greater than Cutoff.’
When a waveguide is excited at a wavelength greater than cutoff, the
behavioris entirely different from the behavior at wavelengths less than
cutoff. In particular, the electric and magnetic fields now decay expo-
nentially with distance at.a very much more rapid rate than is accounted
for by energy losses in the walls. The rate of this attenuation, moreover,
depends only on the ratio A/A, of the free-space wavelength to the cutoff
wavelength; unlike waves shorter than the cutoff wavelength the attenua-
tion is independent of the material of the guide walls. The exact law of
attenuation can be derived by application of the fundamental field equa-
tions, and is

Attenuation in _ 54.6 nr?db perunit 1at mas y=ayl— (*) (5-134)
When the actual wavelength is much greater than cutoff (A > > 2,), then

an ae (5-13b)
TABLE 5-2

ATTENUATION FORMULAS FOR CUTOFF ATTENUATORS

Attenuation, db
Mode per unit length Value of ».

Circular waveguides of radius r

 
 
 

Rectangular guide of width a and height b

TEx.

 TE: and TMu

 

1 For further discussion of nonrefiecting terminations for waveguides see F. E.
Terman ahd J. M. Pettit, “Electronic Measurementa,” p. 639, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 1952.

* The original paper on this subject was by Daniel E. Harnett and Nelson P. Case
The Design and Testing of Multirange Receivers, Proc. JRE,vol. 23, p. 578, June, 1935.
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Here ) is the free-space wavelength and A, is the cutoff wavelength,
measured in the same units of length used in expressing the attenuation,
Equations (5-13) apply to all modes of propagation in all types of wave-
guides. The resulting relation between the rate of attenuation and the
guide dimensions is given in Table 5-2 for cases of particular interest,

Frequency enters into the expres-
sion for attenuation only through the
term 4,/A in Eq. (5-138a). When this
is small, the attenuation is substan-
tially independent of frequency.’ As
the wavelength approaches the cutoff
value, the rate of attenuation will
diminish in accordance with Eq.
(5-13). This is illustrated in Fig.
5-23. As cutoff is very closely ap-
proached, a rapid transition takes
place, as shown, and when the wave-
length is less than cutoff, the attenua-

 RELATIVEATTENUATIONINobPERCm 4
3

1a
s a . a

ACTUALWAVELENGTH|
WAVELENGTH AT CUT-OFF“).

Fig. 5-23, Typical variation of attenu-
ation in a waveguide with frequency
in the vicinity of cutoff,

tion assumes the comparatively low
value associated with wall losses.

Waveguides operated at wave-
lengths greater than cutoff, termed
waveguide attenuators, are oftenused as
attenuators in signal generators. The

usual arrangement for this purpose, illustrated in Fig. 5-24, involves
exciting the guide, which may beeither circular or rectangular, with a
coil, the axis of which is at right angles to the axis of the guide. The
pickup system then consists of a similar coil with its axis parallel to the

OUTPUT EXCINNG COIL PICKUP COIL.

Fia. 5-24. Schematic diagramof typical waveguide attenuator.
axis of the exciting coil. Such an arrangement uses the TE, modein the
rectangular case, and the TE,, mode when the guide is circular.? The

' This neglecta the variation with frequency of the depth of current penetration
into the wall. To obtain maximum accuracy when using Eqs. (5-13), the effective
internal dimensions of the waveguide should be taken as extending into the walls a
distance equal to one-fourth the skin depth as given by Eg. (2-10). Since this akin
depth Varies with frequency, the value to be assigned 2, will likewise vary with fre-
quency, increasing slightly as the frequencyis reduced, and hence introducing a smalladditional cause of variation of attenuation per unit length,

* Theee are the dominant modes and are employed because they attenuate more
slowly with distance than do higher-order modes, Hence when the dominant mode
is initially mixed to some extent with higher-order modes, then the mode becomes
increasingly pure as one goes down the guide away from the exciting coil.
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output of such an attenuator is varied by adjusting the distance between
the pickup coil and the exciting coil. The change in output produced by
a known displacement of the pickup coil can be calculated from the
waveguide dimensions, using Table 5-2 or Eqs. (5-13). The waveguide
operated at wavelengths greater than cutoff hence provides a simple and
reliable way of introducing known changes in the output.!

5-9. Miscellaneous Aspects and Properties of Waveguides. Coupling
between. Coaxtal Lines and Waveguides. Numerous arrangements have
been devised for coupling a coaxial transmission line to a waveguide so
that power may fiow from one transmission system
into the other. A typical example’is illustrated in
Fig. 5-8. As viewed by the coaxial transmission line,
the waveguide in this arrangement behaves like a
resistance equal to the waveguide impedance as defined
by Eq. (5-12). In addition, there is a reactive effect
associated with the coupling as a result of the induct-
ance of the length of conductor extending across the 3 :. guide-to-coaxial-
waveguide, and also as a result of evanescent modes ine coupling sys-
present at the junction. In order to obtain an im- tem based upon a
pedance match between a coaxial line and waveguide “lot"4 in the outer
such that powerwill pass from one system to the other eistne. the
without producing a reflected wave, it is therefore
necessary not only to match the characteristic impedanceof the coaxial
line properly to the waveguide impedance, but in addition a compensat-
ing reactance must beintroduced at the coupling point. A simple method
of producing the required neutralizing effect consists in adjusting the dis-
tance ¢ in Fig. 5-8a so that the shunt reactance observed by the coaxial
line, when looking toward the short-circuited end of the waveguide, is
equal and opposite to the shunt reactance associated with the coupling
system.?

A very different approach to the problem of coupling a waveguide to a
coaxial line is illustrated in Fig. 5-25. Here a transverse slot in the outer
conductor of the coaxial line allows magnetic flux to leak from the line
into the waveguide. At the same time, the slot interrupts the flow of
current in the outer conductor of the coaxial line, thereby creating a
voltage difference across the slot that produces an electric field between
the top and bottom sides of the waveguide. In this way a wave on the

1A more extensive discussion of waveguide attenuators is given by Terman and
Pettit, op. cit., p. 656.

* The detailed design of systems of this type is given by Seymour B. Cohn, The
Design of Simple Broad-band Waveguide-to-coaxial-line Junctions, Proc, 1RE, vol. 35.
p. 920, September, 1947.

* The resistance that the waveguide offers the coaxial line can, when desired, be
reduced by placing the coupling point off center, i.c., by making distance d in Fig.
5-8b less than half the guide width.

COAXIAL LINE
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ial line introduces electric and magnetic fields into the waveguide

Caeespond roughly to the fields of the dominant mode, Con-
versely, a dominant mode traveling down the waveguide will excite a
wave on the coaxial system. .

“Weaveguide Directional Couplers. Yt is possible to devise directional-
coupling systems involving waveguides that are analogous to the trans-
misaion-line directional-coupling arrangements discussed on page 115.
The waveguide equivalent of the two-hole directional coupler of Fig. 4-24
is illustrated in Fig. 5-26. Directional coupling between a waveguide
and # coaxial system is also possible. Thus, if the primary line in Fig.

4-23 is replaced by 8 waveguide,
one obtains directional coupling
between a waveguide primary and
a coaxial secondary system,

Magic T. The waveguide ar-
rangementillustrated in Fig. 5-27a,
termed a magic T, possesses many
of the qualities of a bridge. Thus

as if the two side outlets C and D have

BehErelex he eneand aeetd
coaxial line coupler of Fig. 4-24. The identically, then power delivered to
narrow slot parallel to the guide axis the system at A divides at the junc-
providescoupling that ie predominantly 40m and flows equallyto C and D,

with no output whatsoever being
obtained at B’; similarly, power supplied at B divides between C and D
and noneof it appears at A. On the other hand,if power is delivered to
the system at A and the terminations at C and D are not identical, then
there will be an output at B proportional to the difference between the
waves reflected at C and D.

This behavior can be explained as follows: A wave of the dominant
mode traveling down A cannot turn the corner into B, because the
orientation of the electric field in A is such that in turning into B the
electric field would necessarily have to be parallel to the long dimension
of the guide. For this field configuration, guide B will have a cutoff
wavelength less than the wavelength of the wave arriving from A, pro-
vided the proportions and absolute dimensions of the system are properly
chosen. The waves arriving from A can, however, divide and travel in
directions C' and D, it merely being necessary for the electric flux to turn
corners into similar guides. Equalreflections from C and D, upon reach-
ing the junction of the magic T, will divide between A and B. The por-
tions entering A from C andDare in phase and so combineto give stand-
ing waves in A. However, the portions of these reflected waves that
attempt to enter B do co as 5 resultof the electric vector turning a corner
as illustrated in Fig. 5-27b, and it will be noted that the reflections from C
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and D when entering B are of opposite polarity and so tend to cancel.
This cancellation is complete if the reflected waves from C and D are
identical upon arrival at the junction, in which case there is no trans-
mission to B. However, if the reflected waves produced at.C and D are
not identical in magnitude and phase as they arrive at the junction, then
there will be a resulting component entering B that is proportional to the
vector difference of the two waves.1:?

The Resonant Obstaclea in Waveguides.* When certain types of obstruc-
tions are placed in waveguides, a resonant effect is introduced that is
equivalent to shunting the equivalent transmission line of the guide with
either a series or shunt resonantcircuit, as the case may be. The quarter-

 
{0) BEHAVIOR OF REFLECTIONS

(@} MAGIC T CONFIGURATION FROM C AND O

Fia. 5-27. Magic-T arrangement.

wave resonant post discussed in connection with Fig. 5-18 is an example,
and is equivalent to a series resonant system connected across the guide.
Another example is provided by a rectangular window in a rectangular
waveguide, illustrated in Fig. 5-28a, which acts as a parallel resonant
shunt. In contrast, an obstacle having the configuration shown in Fig.
5-28) acts as a series resonant shunt, the resonance occurring at a fre-
quency determined largely by the peripheral length of the obstructing
rectangular ring. Many other forms of resonant obstacles are also
possible.

Obstructions that behave as shunting series-resonant systems will
transmit energy rather freely at all frequencies except those in the
immediate vicinity of the series resonant frequency, where the shunting
impedance is so low as to reflect nearly all of the energy. In contrast,

1 This explanation assumes that the discontinuity capacitances existing at the
commonjunction of the magic-T configuration have been neutralised by the introduc-
tion of appropriate inductive irregularities, such as a window of the type illustrated
in Fig. 5-192.

* Another waveguide arrangement, known as the hybrid ring, has properties similar /
to those of the magic T, and can be regarded as an alternative arrangement. Various
forms of the hybrid ring are described by W. A. Tyrell, Hybrid Circuits for Micro-
waves, Proc. IRE, vol. 35, p. 1204, November, 1947,

* Further material on this subject, particularly design information, is given by
Moreno, op.cit., pp. 150-157; also see ‘'Waveguide Handbook,” op. cit., chap.5.
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an obetacle that acts as a parallel resonant shunt will have noeffect on

the transmission at the resonant frequency of the obstacle, butat all
frequencies differing appreciably from the resonant frequency it will
introduce a low shunting reactance that permits very little energy to be
transmitted past the obstacle. ;

Ridged Waveguides. Under some circumstances there is an advantage
in providing a rectangular waveguide with a ridge analogous to the ridge
shown in Fig. 5-21b except not tapered. This increases the cutoff wave-
length, and widens the frequency range over which only the dominant
mode will propagate. Thus a ridged structure has advantages when
physical compactness is important, and when the guide is to be used over

 
__23

(qa) RETANGULAR WINDOW AND (6) RECTANGULAR RING ANDEQUIVALENT TRANSMISSION-LINE EQUIVALENT TRANSMISSION-LINECIRCUIT CIRCUIT
Fia,.5-28. Typical resonant obstacles, together with their equivalent transmission-linecircuits,

an unusually wide frequency range. At the same time, the attenuation
of the ridged structure per unit length is greater than for the correspond-
ing rectangular guide. The impedance ofthe ridged structure analogous
to the impedancedefined in Eq. (5-12)is less than in a rectangular guide;
this is sometimes an advantage when matching impedances (see Fig.
5-21b), or when coupling a coaxial line to a waveguide.

Comparison of Waveguides and Coaxial Transmission Lines. Wave-
guides find their principal use in the transmission of power at wave-
lengths of the order of 10 em or less, under conditions where low attenua-
tion or high power-carrying capacity is important. The powerlosses in
& waveguidewill be of the order of one-third as great as in a comparable
coaxial line having air dielectric with supporting insulators, and the
superiority is many times greater as compared with the best flexible
cable. The power-carryiig capacity of a waveguide as limited by flash-
over is likewise from three to ten times as great as that of a standard
coaxial line having air dielectric with supporting insulators, and may be
of the order of thousands of times as great as thatof a flexible cable with
solid dielectric.

' For further details see Seymour B. Cohn, Properties of Ridge Wave Guide, Proc.TRE,vol, 35, p. 783, August, 1947,
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A waveguide must havea size that is a reasonable fraction of a wave-
length. This is an advantage at very short wavelengths, such as 1 cm,
where coaxial lines with proportions that avoid higher modes are pro-
hibitively small. However, at wavelengths much greater than 10 cm,
the waveguide becomes undesirably large and so then finds use only in
special applications. Other things being equal, waveguides also have the
advantage in mechanical simplicity over coaxial lines with air insulation
and dielectric support.

5-10. Cavity Resonators.!. Any space enclosed by conducting walls
possesses & resonant frequency for each particular type offield configura-
tion that can exist in the space. Resonators of this type, commonly
called cavity resonators, find extensive use as resonant circuits at extremely
high frequencies, Their behavior is analogous to that of coil-and-capaci-
tor combinations, but for microwave frequencies cavity resonators have
the advantages of reasonable dimensions, simplicity, remarkably high Q,
and very high shunt impedance.

Cavity resonators can take many forms, since any enclosed surface,
irrespective of how irregular its outline, forms a cavity resonator. The
simplest cavity resonatoris a length of circular or rectangular waveguide
short-circuited at each end to form a cylinder or rectangular prism,
respectively. A spherical cavity is also of interest from a theoretical
point of view, although not very useful in a practical way. Cavities such
as illustrated in the lower half of Fig. 5-29, in which the opposite sides
are brought close together to form a reentrant structure, are of importance
when an electron beam is passed through the cavity, as in klystron tubes.”
In such arrangements, the electric field is very strong in the gap formed
by the reentrant sections, thus permitting effective interaction with elec-
trons passing across this gap.

Cavity resonators can also be derived from coaxial lines. For exaniple,
a line short-circuited at each end, as in Fig. 5-30a, is resonant whenever
the length is a multiple of a half wavelength. Alternatively,it is possible
to arrange a coaxial transmission line, as illustrated in Fig. 5-300; this
can be regarded as a line short-circuited at one end and open at the other
end except for the localized capacitance between the center conductor and

1 Resonant cavities were introduced to radio by W. W. Hansen, A Type of Electrical
Resonator, J. Appl. Phys, vol. 9, p. 654, October, 1938. Useful information on
properties of cavities is given by Moreno, op. cit., pp. 210-241; Terman and Pettit,
op. cit., pp. 204-210; I. G. Wilson, C. W. Schramm,and J. P. Kinzer, High Q Resonant
Cavities for Microwave Testing, Bell System Tech. J., vol. 25, p. 408, July, 1046;
J. P. Kinzer and I. G. Wilson, Some Results on Cylindrical Cavity Resonators, Bell,
System Tech. J., vol. 26, p. 410, July, 1947; End Plate and Side Wall Currents in
Circular Cylinder Cavity Resonator, ibid., vol. 26, p. 31, January, 1947.

2 Properties of such resonators are given by T. E. Moreno, op. cit.; also see W. W.
Hansen and R. D. Richtmyer, On Resonators Suitable for Klystron Oscillators,
J. Appl Phys. vol. 10, p. 189, March, 1939.
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the conducting surface that closes the end of the line. It is also possible
to regard the cavity of Fig. 5-30) as a reentrant cavity analogous to that

ig. 5-29f.' ;OooheleninCovitin, As in waveguides,it is possible for many different
types of field configurations, or modes, to exist in a cavity. ; Associated
with each such modeis a resonant frequency that is determined by the
particular field configuration involved and by the cavity dimensions.

4

SEE tNMATE aeELECTRIC
FIELO A

Ee We c : | { |/ | \ z a, Al
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Fia. 5-29. Examples of cavity resonators. All these resonators except the prism are
shown as cross sections of figures of revolution. The field distributions shown for
certain of the resonators correspond to the distributions with the dominant mode of
operation. ’

MAGNETIC ELECTRIC FIELD
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Thus each cavity resonator possesses an infinite number of resonant fre-
quencies. As in the case of the waveguide, the lowest resonant frequency
associated with a particular cavity is termed the dominant mode, while
the remaining resonant frequencies are referred to as higher-order modes.

The cavity modes can in many cases be associated with waveguide
modes. Thus in the case of the rectangular prism of Fig. 5-29c, a TE or
TM wavetraveling in the | direction will be in resonance whenever the
frequency is such as to make the cavity length | a multiple of half of a
guide wavelength for the mode in question: An analogous situation also

1 Resonantlines of this type are sometimes termed hybrid lines, since as the center
vonductor is shortened in length compared with the length of the outer conductor
(see c and d of Fig. 5-30), the behavior, including field configurations, is intermediate
between that of a resonant line and that of a cylindrical cavity. The properties of
coaxial cavity resonators are discussed hy W. L. Barrow and W. W. Mieher, Natural
Oscillations of Electrical Cavity Resonators, Proc. IRE, vol. 28, p. 184, April, 1040;
also see W. W. Hansen, On the Resonant Frequency of Closed Concentric Lines,
J. Appl. Phys., vol. 10, p. 38, January, 1939.
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exists with cylindrical cavities. However, in the case of the cylindrical
cavity, it happens that the dominant mode corresponds to the field con-
figuration illustrated in Fig. 5-29b, for which there is no waveguide
counterpart. In contrast, the dominant mode for the rectangular prism
corresponds to the TE,» waveguide mode traveling along the axis that is
longest when measured in guide wavelengths. In reentrant cavities, the
dominant mode correspondsto a field configuration of the type illustrated
in Fig. 5-29e; here the electric field is most intense in the gap.

Modes in a cavity are classified as transverse electric (TE) or transverse
magnetic (TM) modes, corresponding as far as possible to the analogous
waveguide modes. The particular mode of any such class is then com-
monly designated by three subscripts. Thus the field configuration

4
aN

TANFCA
(a) (6) ie (a) )

Fia. 5-30. Transition from concentric line to cylindrical cavity, showing electric fields
for various intermediate or hybrid cases.

TN
C1]
_|=

I
=

J
A  RS  

shownin Fig. 5-29b is the TMo1o mode. Here TM denotes that the mag-
netic field lies in planes transverse to the axis of the cylinder, while the
first and third subscripts denote, respectively, that the variation of the
magnetic field is zero with radial direction and with position along the
axis, and the second subscript indicates that there is one-half cycle of
variation in the field along a radial line passing from one edge of the
cylinder to the other edge. Again, the field configuration indicated in
Fig. 5-29c is the TE1o: mode, meaning that the electric field is transverse
to an axis in the | direction and that the variation of theelectric field is

one-half cycle, zero, and one-half cycle in the a, b, and | directions,
respectively.

A cavity resonator possesses many more modes than does the corre-
sponding waveguide. For example, in the rectangular prism of Fig.
5-29¢, there are an infinite number of TE10, modes for each of the three
axes of the prism. Thus a triple infinity of modes exists in the rectan-
gular prism correspondingto thesingle infinity of TE,, waveguide modes.
As a result, at frequencies appreciably greater than that corresponding
to resonance at the dominant mode, it is found that the resonant fre-
quencies of cavities will be extremely closely spaced. This results in an
impossible situation if one wishes to obtain pure mode operation; at the
same time, it is an advantage if one desires to make it as easy as possible
for the cavity to resonate with an arbitrary exciting frequency.
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Resonant Frequency of Cavity Resonators. A resonant frequency of a
cavity resonator correspondsto a possible solution of Maxwell’s equations
for the electric and magnetic fields within the resonator. The resonant

frequencies (or wavelengths) can be calculated mathematically for
geometrical shapes such as spheres, cylinders, and rectangular prisms and
some idealized forms of reentrant sections. Formulas for the resonant
wavelength of the dominant mode are given in Table 5-3 for spheres,
cylinders, and square prisms. In the case of prisms it will be noted that
the length J corresponds ta.d,/2 for the corresponding TE,o waveguide
mode.! .

The resonant wavelength is proportional in all cases to the size of the
resonator; i.e., if all dimensions are doubled, the wavelength correspond-
ing to resonancewill likewise be doubled. This fact simplifies the con-
struction of resonators of shapes that cannot be calculated. To obtain a
resonator operating exactly at a desired frequency, one first constructs a
resonator of convenient size and of the desired proportions and measures
the resulting resonant wavelength. The ratio of the desired resonant
wavelength to this wavelength gives a scale factor thatis applied to every
dimension of the test model to obtain the dimensions of the desired
resonator,

Theresonant frequency of a cavity resonator can be changed by alter-
ing the mechanical dimensions, by coupling reactance into the resonator,
or by means of a copper paddle. Small changes in mechanical dimen-
sions can be achieved by flexing walls, while large changes require some
type of sliding member. Reactance can be coupled into the resonator
through & coupling loop in the manner discussed below, thus affecting
the resonant frequency. A copper paddle placed inside the resonator will
affect the normal distribution of flux and tend to alter the resonant fre-
quency by an amount that can be controlled by the orientation of the
paddle.

Q of Cavity Resonators. The Q of a cavity resonator has the same sig-
nificance as for an ordinary resonant circuit. It can be defined on the
basis that whenthe response has dropped to 70.7 per centof the response
at resonance,the cyclos off resonance are the resonant frequency divided
by 2Q (see Rule 1, page 49). In the case of cavity resonators, it is also
sometimes convenient to base the definition of Q upon Eq. (3-1), namely,

energy stored
= 2p ——eySoren :Q ™ energy lost per cycle (5-14)

The energy stored is proportional to the square of the magnetic flux
density integrated throughout the volume of the resonator, while the
energy lust per cycle in the walls is proportionalto the skin depth and to
the square of the magnetic flux density integrated over the surface of the

‘ Design data for reentrant cavities of the type illustrated in Fig. 5-20d and ¢ aregivep by Moreno, op. cit., pp. 230-238,
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cavity. Thus, to obtain high Q, the resonator should have a large ratio
of volume to surface area, since it is the volume that stores energy and it
is the surface area that dissipates energy. As a consequence, resonators
such as spheres, cylinders, and prisms can in general be expected to have
higher Q’s than corresponding resonators with pronounced reentrant
sections.

 

TABLE 8-3
PROPERTIES OF CAVITY RESONATORS FOR DOMINANT MODE

Type of cavity Sphere Cylinder Square prism

Figure illustrating notation.... 5-294 5-296 5-29¢
Wavelength \) at resonance.... 2.28r 2.61r 1.4l4a

Xo —_1__ »» ——i __Qin cece eects 0.318 7 0.3835 $6/b 73 0.353 5 ¥ (a/2) 3
Shunt impedance across AA at h 1 5. do

TeEBODANCE.........6.6. .200 ee 104.4- 72 Tom 3 120755 (a/2b) 8
All dimensions are in centimeters.

6 = skin depth as defined by Eq. (2-10)
= 6.62/+/f cm for copper, where f is in cycles

Quantitative analysis leads to the formulas given in Table 5-3 for the Q
of the dominant modeof spheres, cylinders, and square prisms. Some
typical values of Q obtainable in practical cavity resonators are given in
Table 5-4. It will be noted that the values are extremely high compared
with those encountered in ordinary resonant circuits (e.g., Fig. 2-16).
This is true evenin the case of the reentrant cavity.

TABLE 5-4
PROPERTIES OF TYPICAL CAVITY RESONATORS
WHEN OPERATING IN THE DOMINANT MODE
 

 
 

Resonant
wave-

length Xo.cm

 
 

  
 Dimensions,Resonator cm

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
  

 
 
 
  

Sphere................005 11.4 28 ,000 9.7 xX 106
Cylinder...............05 13.0 24,000|9.1 x 108
Square prism (cube) . 14.1 23,000|7.8 xX 108
Reentrant (Fig. 5-29f) 12.8 4,000|0.17 x 10°

(approx.)|(approx.)|(approx.)

The Q of resonators of the same proportions butof different size will be
proportional to the square root of the resonant wavelength. This arises
from the fact that, whereas the ratio of volume to wall surface is propor-
tional to a resonant wavelength, the skin depth (and hence the energy
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dissipation per unit of surface) is proportional to the square root of the

h.

vehuntTrepadanoe of Cavity Resonators. The shunt impedance of a
cavity resonator between two surfaces, such as those intersected by the
axis AA in Fig. 5-29, can be defined as the square of the line integral of
voltage along a path such as AA divided by the powerloas in the resona-
tor when excited to give the voltage used in the line integration. This
impedance corresponds to the parallel resonant impedance of a tuned
circuit, and at resonance becomes 4 resistance termed the shunt resistance
of the resonator.

The shunt resistance obtained with spheres, cylinders, and square

prisms operating in the dominant mode can be calculated from the
formulas given in Table 5-3. Valuesof shuntresistance for the dominant
mode in several typical cases are given in Table 5-4, and are seen to be
very large compared with the shunt resistances obtainable with ordinary
resonant circuits. It is further to be noted that although the shunt
resistance of the reentrant cavity is much less than that of the other
cavities, this impedance is developed across such a short distance that the
impedance per unit length is of the same order of magnitude as the
maximum value obtainable with other geometries.

5-11. Coupling to Cavity Resonators. To make use of a cavity
resonator it must be coupled in some manner to a transmission line or

caviry CAVITY

E+ =)
Lo0P-' L

i ’ COUPLINGPROBE
(a) CAVITY WITH (6) EQUIVALENT Ce) CAVITY With
COUPLING LOOP CIRCUIT OF (a) COUPLING PROBE

Fig. 5-31. Loop and probe coupling to cavity resonator.

waveguide. One meansof accomplishingthis is to employ a small loop so
oriented ag to link with magnetic flux lines existing in the desired modeof
operation,as illustrated in Fig. 5-3la. A current passed through such a
loop will then excite oscillations of this mode- conversely, oscillations
existing in the resonatorwill induce a voltage in the coupling loop. The
combination of the coupling loop and cavity resonator is equivalent to the
inductively coupled system of Fig. 5-31b. In such a system,the ratio of
the impedance that the cavity couples into the loop to the shunt resistance
of the cavity resonator is equal to the square of the ratio of the coupled
flux to the total magnetic flux lying to one side of the cylinder axis! The

} Whentheplane of the coupling loopis at. right angles to the direction of the Sux
lines, the looparea is in the most favorable position for enclosing magnetic flux; then
if the loop is located at a position where the magnetic flux density approximates the
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magnitude of the magnetic coupling can be readily controlled by the
orientation of the loop, and its location with respect to the magneticfield.
Thus the coupling is reduced to zero when the planeof the loop is rotated
so that it is parallel to the magnetic flux. Also the coupling will be low if
the loop is placed at a point of low magnetic flux density; thus a loop near
the vertical axis, as shown dotted in Fig. 5-31a, will have little coupling to
the dominant mode.

Coupling to a cavity can also be achieved by means of a probe as
illustrated in Fig. 5-3lc. Here the electric flux of the desired mode
terminates on the probe, inducing a current in it; conversely a voltage
applied to the probe produces electric fields inside the cavity that excite
oscillations. This is thus a form of capacitive coupling, the magnitudeof
which is determined (1) by the surface that the probeexposes to the electric
field of oscillations of the desired mode and (2) by the intensity of the
electric field at the position of the probe. Thus maximum coupling is
obtained in a cylindrical cavity operating in the TMo:) mode when the
probe is located on the axis as shown; the coupling to this mode will be
zero if the probe projects into the cavity from the side wall instead of the
end (dotted probe in Fig. 5-31e).

Still another method of coupling to a cavity is by meansof a hole or slot.
Theprinciples involved in this situation are the sameas in the correspond-
ing waveguide case, and are discussed in detail on page 133.

PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES

§~1. Sketch fields corresponding to the side view in Fig. 5-2, for three successive
values of time each differing by one-quarter of a cycle. Show the three cases one
above the other. “

5-2. Sketch field distributions similar to those of Fig. 5-2, for \ = 1.5a, being
careful to show A, and a to scale,

5-8. A particular rectangular waveguide has a width of 2 in. and a height of 1 in.
Whatis the lowest frequency wave that will be transmitted by this waveguide?

5-4. Calculate and plot the ratio of phase shift per unit length in a rectangular
waveguide (dominant mode) to the phase shift per unit length in a coaxial trans-
mission line having air dielectric, as the dimension a of the waveguide is varied from
0.55) to A,

5-5. A wave having a frequency of 10,000 Mctravels down a rectangular guide for
which dimension a = 2cm. Calculate the value of 8 per cm, and compare the result
with the value of 8 that would be obtained at the same frequency on an air-filled
coaxial line,

5-6. Whatis the ratio v,/c at a frequency such that the guide width a is exactly
A,/2?

average flux density in the cavity, one has to a rough approximation:

Impedance coupled \ = ( area of loopfafacosrial) (ent impedance) (6-18)half of cross-sectio of cavityarea of cavity
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5-7. Draw curves similar to those of Fig. 5-4, but for a = 0,55) and @ = 0.7).
how a and }, to scale. .Beoewavoguide operating at a wavelength of 3 cm, calculate the depth in the

copper walls at which the current density is reduced to 0.0001 of the density at the
i f the walls.
eeveh waveguide of Fig. 5-5, discuss how the distribution of the current
flowing in the walls will change at times differing by (a) one-half cycle, and (6) one-

cycle.

E10. Tn Fig. 5-5, what would be the consequences of making holes 1 and 4 round
instead of rectangular, assuming that the area of the hole is the same in each case? .

6-11. In Fig. 5-5, what effects are produced on the electric coupling by making
slot 1 half as long and twice as wide, thus keeping the area of the opening unchanged?

6-12. An incident TE,. wave of 5000 Mctravels down the guide of Fig. 5-6. How
far mustit go before the amplitude is reduced to 70.7 per cent of the initial amplitude?

6-18. A rectangular waveguide has dimensions 2.5 by 5cm. Determine d,, 8, and
phase velocity at a wavelength of 4.5 cm for the dominant mode andthefirst higher-
order mode, and tabulateresults side by side.

5-14. What aie the lowest frequencies for which the waveguide of Prob. 5-13 will
transmit (a) the dominant mode, and (b) thefirst higher-order mode?

6-15. A rectangular waveguide is 2 by 3cm. What are the cutoff wavelengthsfor
the dominant and thefirst two higher-order modes?

6-16. What higher-order modes will tend to be excited in a waveguide by the
coaxial line exciting systems illustrated in the attached figure?

 
NOTE ARROWS INDICATE RELATIVE PCLARITY

(a) (o) we
Pron, 5-16

5-17. Suggest an arrangement involving a coaxial line terminating in a loop for
exciting the TM,, mode in a rectangular waveguide.

6-18. In a rectangular guide in which a = 4 cm, calculate and plot cutoff wave-
length as a function of b/a for b/a = 0 to b/a = 1, for TE, TE, TEx, TE, and
TMy modes.

5-19. Which of the following modes will be unaffected by the posts of Fig. 5-9
(assuming the posts are located midway between the vertical aides): TE», TEo,
TEs, TMi, TMar? .

6-20. Draw a diagram similar to Fig. 5-12, but assume 6 = 70°. Be sure to mark
the distances representing \ and d,. Compare the ratio A,/d. with the ratio for Fig.
5-12, and show that the resuis is consistent with Fig, 5-3.

§-21. Ixplain how Fig. 5-14 is consistent with the fact, deduced from Eq. (5-6),
that with a given guide, the cutoff wavelength for the TE2, mode will always be
exactly twice the cutoff wavelength for the TE.) mode.

5-22. Sketch curves for the TE, mode, analogous to those given in the right-hand
part of Fig. 5-15a, for a frequency of 3000 Mcin a circular waveguide when the
diameter of the guide is (a) 6.3 cm, and (b) 8em. Draw the curves to full-acale size,
and be careful to show A, correctly.
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6-28. In a circular waveguide in which the radius is 1.5 in. (r = 3.8 om) calculate
the value of 6 and the phase velocity for the dominant mode at a wavelength of 10 om.

6-84. One has available in a wall a circular hole of 2 in. diameter through which a
waveguide is to be passed. If it is desired to obtain the longest possible cutoff wave-
length, what are the relative merits of the following guides: (a) circular; (6) rectangu-
lar, a = 5; (c) rectangular, b/a = 0.5; and (d) rectangular, b/a —+ 0?

6-28. A long, narrow longitudinal slot is to be cut in the wall of a circular wave-~
guide. Assumingthe fields in the guide are as shown in Fig. 5-154, where should this
alot be located on the circumference of the guideif it is desired that the slot provide
(a) coupling to theelectric field, but not to the magnetic field inside the guide, and
(b) magnetic coupling but no electric coupling?

6-26. Plot the voltage (ie., electric field) distribution of the standing-wave pattern
as a function of position from 0 to 20 cm from the receiverfor a rectangular waveguide
carrying a wave having a free-space wavelength of 10 cm, when the receiving end of
the waveguideis short-circuited and the waveguide dimensions are 6 by 3cm. Show
the position of the minima and maxima accurately. Neglect attenuation.

5-27. The rectangular waveguide illustrated in Fig. 5-6 carries a TE. wave of
5000 Mc. If the standing-wave ratio produced at the load end of the waveguideis 2,
what will be the standing-waveratio 100 ft from the load endof the line?

5-98. In 2 6 by 3 cm rectangular guide, calculate and plot the waveguide impedance
Zo, a8 & function of frequency, from cutoff to twice the cutoff frequency.

5-29. How should a longitudinal vane projecting radially inward from the side
of a circular waveguide carrying the TE:; mode be arranged to serve as (a) a mode
filter, and (6) as an impedance-matching device?

5-80. Explain why in Fig. 5-18 a probe projecting into the guide from the side,
with its axis horizontal, will be of no assistance in impedance matching for the TE.
mode, but would be useful in the case of TE, TEu, and TM; modes.

5-81. The power transmitted down a rectangular waveguide is to be delivered
to a 50 ohm load resistance that is connected between the top and bottom sides of the
guide, and matched by a tapered section, as in Fig. 5-21¢. If the guide on the input
side of the taper is 2.5 by 1.25 in. and the frequency is 3000 Me, then what is the
required height on the load side of the taper?

5-82. The 50-ohm load in Prob. 5-31 is matched to the guide by being placed off
center, as in case b in Fig. 5-20, instead of by tapering the guide. How far to theside
of the center line should the load resistance be placed?

5-88. In 2 particular rectangular waveguide attenuator based upon the TE,» mode,
it is desired that the attenuation be exactly 10 db per in. Determine the width that
the waveguide must have, assuming that the wavelength is many times the waveguide
width,

5-84. In a circular waveguide attenuator, it is found that at a particular distance
from the sourceof excitation there is an undesired TE9, mode present which is 30 db
weaker than the desired TE, mode. If the fields are now examined at a position
where the attenuation to the TE;: mode is increased by 48 db, how strong is the
undesired TEmode output compared with the TE: output?

5-85. a. Repeat Prob. 5-34, but assume that the modes are interchanged ;i.e., assume
that initially the TE»: mode (which is now the desired mode) is 30 db stronger than
the TE), mode.

b. Explain why in this case the attentuation in decibels per inch will be different
for large values of attenuation as compared with small values of attenuation.

5-36. In a circular waveguide attenuator using the TE: mode, what will be the
effect of rotating the pickup coil 90° about the axis of the guide?

5-87. A coaxial line is to be coupled to a waveguide in the manner illustrated in
Fig. 5-8. If a good impedance match is desired, show that the guide cannot have the
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proportion a/b = 2.0 ifthe characteristic impedance of the coaxial line isin thy range

gh.Iraedot in Fig. 5-25 were replaced by a round hole aligned with the center
axis of the guide, what mode would be excited in the waveguide by energy in the

eee. ‘Daagest & means by which a coaxial line could be coupled to a circular wave-
guide in such a manneras to excite the TE., mode.

6-40. Describe an experimental means which could be used to measure the ter-
minating impedanceactually existing on a waveguide without removing this unknown
terminating impedance from its guide, and involving a magic-T junction and a cali-
brated adjustable terminating impedance.

5-41. A waveguide system possesses an obstacle, the exact nature of which is not
known,although the position of the obstacle is. Explain how, by the aid of standing-
Wave measurements, one can determine whether the obstacle is inductive, capacitive,
series resonant, or shunt resonant.

5-43. Sketch curves showing qualitatively how the electric and magnetic fields are
distributed in a cylindrical cavity resonator operating in the TE, waveguide mode,
under conditions whére the cavity is a half guide-wavelength long.

8-48. Derive the formula given in Table 5-3 for the wavelength of a square prism
type of cavity from the properties of the TE,» mode in a rectangular waveguide,

8-44. In a cavity that is a rectangular prism operating in the TE, waveguide
mode, it is found that the resonant frequency is independent of the dimension } in
Wig. 5-29¢. Explain how this is consistent with waveguide theory.

8-45. Derive a formula for the resonant frequencyof a cylindrical cavity formed by
8 nection of length A of the guide shown jn Fig. 5-15a, short-circuited at both ends, and
Operating in the TE,, waveguide mode in such a manner that one-half cycle of field
variation occurs in the & direction.

5-46. Show that, when a cylindrical cavity is operated in the waveguide TE,, mode,
the resonant frequency depends on both the radius and length of the cavity.

8-47. A particular cavity with copper walls is found to have a Q of 10,000. The
walls are then plated with a material having a resistivity seven times that of copper,
What value will the Q then have, assuming that the plating is relatively thick?

5-48. A cylindrical cavity hes a radius of 2 iv, and is 6 in. long. Calculate the
resonant frequency for the modeillustrated in Fig. 5-29b (the dominant mode), the
circuit Q, and the shunt impedance, assuming copper walls. Tabulate the reaults,

5-49. A sphere, cylinder, and square prism (cube) are all so proportioned as to
have the same resonant wavelength of 12.8 cm. Calculate Q, shunt impedance, and
shunt impedance per unit length of shunt path, for each case. Tabulate the reaults,
and include in the table the corresponding results from Table 5-4 for the reentrant
cavity of Fig. 5-29/. Also give in the tabulation the largest linear dimension (i.c.,
diameter, or length of side) for each resonator,

5-60. A coupling loop 1 cm in diameter is inserted in the cylindrical cavity reso-
nator of Table 5-4, as in Fig. 5-31a, Calculate the approximate value of the imped-
ance that the resonatorwill coupie into this loop at resonance, considering the reso-
nator as a secondary, and the loop as a primary.

5-51. a. Describe how te locate a probe so as to couple to the TE,o; cavity modeillustrated in Fig. 5-29¢,

b. How could a loop be arranged to couple to the same mode? Give both the
location of the loop and the required orientation ofits plane,
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